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Prefatory note

This 1975 Survey of Economic and Social Conditions in Africa is published in

two parts. Part I consists of two sections. The first covers the international econo

mic situation, the search for a new international economic order and economic devel

opments and policies in the E CA region in 1974 and 1975. The second section con

tains a study of inflation in African countries. Part || covers current economic

developments and policies in the individual countries of the ECA region, mainly em

phasizing the years 1974 and 1975.

In Part I, Section [, the first subsection provides an assessment of economic

growth in 1974 and 1975 in the OECD countries (the major world market economies)

and their prospects for 1976. Exports from ECA member States in 1975 were adversely

affected by the deep recession in the industrialized countries which began in 1974.

This subsection also examines the special situation of the non-oil producing develop

ing countries.

The second subsection is devoted to the search for a new international econo

mic order, and assesses the measures taken at the sixth and seventh special sessions

of the United Nations General Assembly.

The two subsections are essentially introductory to the last subsection which

reviews economic development and policies in the ECA region as a whole in the years

1974 and 1975 and the prospects for 1976.

II



SECTION 1

THE INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC SITUATION,

THE SEARCH EOR A NEW INTERNATIONAL

ECONOMIC ORDER AND ECONOMIC DEVELOP

MENTS AND POLICLES IN THE ECA REGLON

DURING THE PERIOD 1974--1975

• 1. The international economic situation

« II. The search for a new international

economic order

• III. Current economic developments

and policies in the ECA region



Explanatory notes

Symbols of the United Nations documents are composed of capital letters com

bined with figures. Mention of such a symbol indicates a reference to a United

Nations document. United Nations documents symbols which are preceded by the de

signation E / CN . 14/ ... indicate that the documents are issued under the auspic

es of thei Economic Commission for Africa.

The following symbols have been used in this Survey:

. . . not available, - - nil or negligible.

A billion is one thousand million.

E/CN. 14/645 (Part 1)

UNITED NATIONS PUBLICATION

Sales No.: E .76 .11 - K .2

Sales price: US$ 7.00 (or equivalent

in other currencies)

This preliminary draft of the Survey of Economic and Social Conditions in Africa,

1975, has been prepared on the responsibility of the E CA secretariat. It is subject

to further editing and revisions, including the presentation of the latest available

data, prior to its issue in final printed form.
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I. THE INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC SI TUATION

In the previous issue of the Survey the EGA secretariat outlined the

problems confronting African and other developing countries arising from

persistent world inflation over the past few years, increases in the prices

of petroleum and petroleum products in the last quarter of 1973j a slowdown

in economic activity in OECD countries at the beginning of 1974, and the

deterioration in the terms of trade of developing countries following the

collapse of the commodity boom in the second part of 1974- The difficulties

arising from these multiple economic problems, namely balance-of-payments

deterioration, disruption of development programmes and reduced economic

activity generally, have not abated in 1975i if anything, they have worsened.

World inflation and the unfavourable current account balance of payments

of a number of developed countries led to a series of currency crises in the

years 1971 to 1973- The fixed exchange rate (Bretton Woods) system collapsed
in August 1971, This was followed by frequent parity changes, including two

devaluations of the United States dollar. The currencies of a number of

countries have been floated. Throughout this period, the United Nations

index of prices of manufactured goods exports rose continually, by 8.1 per
cent in 1972, 16.4 per cent in 1973, and 19-2 per cent in 1974. 2/ In the
aftermath of large Soviet purchases of United States wheat in 1972, prices

of cereal exports rose by 82.9 P©r cent in 1973 and 40.9 per cent in 1974-
The rising cost of manufactured goods, which account for about 68 per cent of
developing countries1 imports, accompanied by the rising cost of cereals at

a time of widespread drought in many developing countries, put an additional

strain on their balance of payments.

Between September 1973 and January 1974, the posted price of crude

petroleum increased almost four-fold. The direct effect was to increase the

current account surplus of the oil-producing countries by some $US 65 or 70
billion, of which about &JS 55-58 billion was with OSCD countries and about

8US 5.4 billion was with the non-oil-producing developing countries, including

about $US 1.0 billion for non-oil-producing developing countries in Africa. $/

l/ Major sources:

OECD Economic Outlook July 1975-

World Bank, Annual Report 1975-

IMF, Annual Report 1975»

2/ Monthly Bulletin of Statistics, Vol. XXIX, No. 9 (September 1975)»
special table B,

5/ Cf. Survey of Economic and Social Conditions in Africa, 1974, Part I

(E/CN.14/632/Part I) P. ix. ~~~
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At the beginning of 1974i the OECD countries experienced a marked

slowdown in economic activity after two years of exceptionally high growth.

For the seven major OECD countries, real output declined by 0.6 per cent in

1974 compared with increases of 5.8 per cent in 1972 and 6.5 per cent in 1973.

This dramatic reversal in the level of economic activity seriously affected

the relationship between exports and imports of the non-oil-producing

developing countries, resulting in a trade deficit of $US 14 billion in 1974. 4/

The effect of the slowdown in world economic activity on the prices of

commodity exports from developing countries was delayed, as orders are usually

placed well in advance of expected delivery. These countries' non-oil terms

of trade actually improved substantially in the first part of 1974, but then

declined as commodity prices weakened while the prices of manufactured goods

imports continued their climb upwards. Overall, the non-oil-producing

developing countries' balance of payments improved by some IU3 3 or 4 billion

during 1974* but all the gains occurred during the first part of the year, and

the outlook at the end of the year was bleak.

The immediate effect of these upheavals in the world economy in 1974 for

the non-oil-producing developing countries was on their balance of payments,

but the longer-term effects were on the implementation of development plans,

and on the burden of external debt. As a group, developing countries pursued

policies of adjustment, involving fiscal and monetary policies and restrictions

on non-essential imports. The middle-income and higher-income countries were

in a somewhat better position to borrow funds on international money markets

to finance their worsening balance-of-payments deficits. They were able to

achieve rates of growth of GDP averaging about 6 or 7 per cent in 1974. The

lotf-income countries (those with per capita GDP of less than $US 200 in 1972),
including the 18 least developed countries in Africa, were hardest hit; their

growth rates probably fell from an annual average of 4 to 5 P©^ cent from 1970

to 1973 to around 2 per cent in 1974.

The total volume of debt of developing countries rose by 16 per cent a

year from 1970 to 1972, and by 19 per cent in 1973- But the average debt

service ratio (total debt service payments as a percentage of exports of goods
and services and non-factor payments), which had been steady at 9.6 per cent
in 1967-1969» advanced to 10.1 per cent in 1970-1972, and fell temporarily to

9.4 per cent in 1973 5/ because of the export boom experienced in that year.
As a result of the deterioration of the terms of trade of the non-oil-producing

countries between 1973 and 1975 and substantial borrowing, there is little doubt

that both the total volume of debt and the average debt service ratio of such

countries increased significantly between 1973 and 1975-

4/ International Financial Statistics, Vol. XXVIII, No. 12 (December 1975)-
5/ IMF Survey, Vol. 4, Ho. 20 (28 October 1975).
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The situation in OECD countries

An immediate and sharp upturn in economic activity in the industrial

countries would help alleviate the economic problems facing the developing

countries. However, one year ago OSCD predicted that such an upturn would

begin in mid-1975, with an over-all growth rate of 3 to 3-5 per cent in OECD

countries for 1975- I** fact, this upturn has so far failed to materialize,

and there are still doubts about when worthwhile recovery will begin. The

recession in 1974 and 1975 has been the deepest since the Second World War-

In the first quarter of 1975» industrial production was below its previous

peak by some 20 per cent in Japan, 10-15 P©r cent in the United States, the

Federal Republic of Germany, France and Italy, and 5 P©*" cent in the United

Kingdom.

There were definite signs of recovery in the United States and in the

Federal Republic of Germany in the third quarter of 1975• Among other

European countries, the outlook for the United Kingdom and Italy is especailly

doubtful; these countries will join the recovery only belatedly when it does

occurc

There are at least four reasons for the slowness in the upswing, First,

there are still large inventories in most countries, and it will be some time

before these are worked off and the accelerative effects of inventory build

ups begin to be felt. Secondly, consumer demand is still weak in spite of

fiscal stimuli in a number of countries. For example, the Federal Republic

of Germany instituted expansionary fiscal reform and a reflationary programme

(equivalent to lj- per cent of GNP) at the end of 1974» while the tax reduction
package in the United States was intended to add some 2 per cent to the

disposable income of households in 1975* A policy shift favouring hard-hit

sectors 3uch as construction was instituted in Japan, and selective measures

in France were designed to pump SUS 7 billion into the economy. Consumer

demand, however, is a function of consumer attitudes as well as disposable

income, and it is unfortunate that the inflation and unemployment pictures are

so blurred that much of the increase in disposable income has been going into

precautionary savings*

Thirdly, as the alack residential construction market testifies, monetary

policy, although easing, has been too cautious to have much effect yet on final

demand. As interest rates rise or fall, there is a natural tendency to hold off

major investment in the hope that the rise will be of a temporary nature or that

the fall will continue.

Fourthly, because of considerable unused industrial capacity in most

countries, business fixed investment has been slack. Nor are the immediate

prospects for this sector very bright, given the behaviour of other final demand

components. In spite of measures to encourage investment in many countries,

there remains little hope for an expansion of demand from this sector until at

least mid-1976.
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Recent OECD forecasts are that GNP in the United States and Japan may-

grow by 53 per cent and 4i per cent respectively "between 1975 and 1976, with

an increase of some 3 to 3e per cent for France and the Federal Republic of

Germany, But the GNP of the other OECD member countries in. Europe will rise

by less than 2 per cent, with especially low growth rates in the United

Kingdom and Italy, basically because of balance-of-payments difficulties and

continuing high rates of inflation. Overall, the GNP of the major OECD

countries could increase by 4 per cent in 1976 compared with a decline of 2

per cent in 1975,

Total unemployment in the OECD area (seasonally adjusted) was about 15
million in May 1975» or more than double the level at the peak of the previous

business cycle. The slow rate of recovery may be consistent with some further

increases in unemployment to start with, and little if any reduction in the

numbers out of work over the period to May 1976. A major influence on

employment has been the desire of most countries to resist expansionary

monetary and fiscal policies in order to contain inflationary pressures.

The recession has contributed to some moderation in the rate of inflation

in OECD countries, which reached a peak of 15 per cent in the last quarter of

1974. It has now fallen to an annual rate of about 10 per cent, although there

is wide variation among individual countries. Wage pressures have been

alleviated somewhat due to the recession, but they can be expected to revive

vigorously even with a moderate recoveryo In a number of countries, sharp

increases in nominal wages in the first half of 1975 still have to work their

way through the system. In view of all these factors, the inflation rate for

the OECD area as a whole, which had been expected to level off at around 8 per

cent by the end of 1975» was still over 9 per cent in October*

In general, prospects for 1976 are not good. Previous forecasts have been

over-optimistic. The combined real GNP of the seven major OECD countries was

expected to increase marginally in the second half of 1974 and continue

stagnating in the first half of 1975; i" fact, output is now estimated to have

fallen by over 1 per cent (at annual rates) in the second half of 1974 and by
about 5 per cent in the first half of 1975- The OECD economy entered 1975 with

activity on a more steeply declining trend than expected. The extent and

geographical spread of the decline are unlike anything recorded in the post-war

period. The margin of unutilized resources including industrial capacity and

manpower is not expected to decline until mid-1976. All this augurs ill for

African and other developing countries.

The effect on world trade

The continuing recession and concurrent weakness of import demand in the

developed market economies has had a widespread dampening effect on world trade

in 1975* The volume of world trade is actually expected to fall for the first

time in 30 years, having risen by 13 per cent in 1973 and 5 per cent in 1974.
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The volume of OECD trade (about 70 per cent of world trade) fell by about
10 per cent at annual rates in the firat half of 1975 compared to the second

half of 1974.

The only segment of world trade still expanding vigorously in the first

half of 1975 was the flow of imports into the major oil-exporting countries in

response to their continuing high level of investment activity. The flow of

imports into the non-oil-producing developing countries was sustained through

to the end of 1974* but has fallen in volume terms in 1975 because of lower

export earnings.

The terms of trade in 1975 have been characterized by moderately falling

prices of petroleum for African producers up to the end of September, a slight

hardening of commodity prices in July after a steady decline during the first

six months, and continuing but easing upward movements in the prices of

manufactured goods. Consequently, the terms of trade of OECD countries improved

in 1975* having declined by 2 per cent in 1973 and llj per cent in 1974. The
oil-exporting countries experienced terms-of-trade losses in the first half of

1975, "but these represented only a fraction of their gains in 1973 and 1974*

The non-oil-producing developing countries have experienced losses which have

completely reversed their gains in 1973 and the first half of 1974.

The uneven character of both volume changes and terms-of-trade shifts

has been reflected in altered patterns of current account balances in 1975»

The most surprising development has been a current account surplus of some

JUS 10 billion (at annual rates) for the seven major OECD countries during the
first quarter of 1975) compared with a deficit of some $QS 20 billion in the

second half of 1974* Import demand declined much faster than expected, and

the oil-exporting countries have absorbed more of their surpluses than was

thought possible. About half of this shift occurred in relation to OPEC

countries, one quarter with the smaller OECD countries, and the remainder

with the non-oil-producing developing countries.

For the OECD countries as a whole, the current account deficit declined

to about HJS 5 billion (at annual rates) in the first half of 1975 > but there
were large disparities between countries. On the assumption of a moderate

recovery in the second half of 1975? this deficit was expected to widen again

to about HJS 15 billion (including official transfers), compared to JUS 34

billion in 1974.

The OPEC surplus was expected to be reduced by some $US 20 billion, to

&J.S 47 billion in 1975 > but the final result for the year is likely to be much

lower. By any standards, the non-oil-producing developing countries have been

hardest hit by the current recession and inflation. After a deterioration of

some $US 12 or 13 billion in 1974» their current account deficit (including
official transfers) was expected to widen by another $LJS 5 billion to $US 22 or
23 "billion.
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Table A-l. World current account (in "billions of United States dollars)

A m Trade balance; B * Current balance, excluding official transfers}

C « Current balance, including official transfers.

A

B

C

7*
10

_ 2s"

-26

-24

-34

-12

-11

-io£

-14

-13
-12*

1974 1975^ 1973 1221
Non-oil-ixroduoing

0 E C D : developing countries a
-3 A - ^5& -16J -22
-4 B -U -25* -32,

-15 C - -5 -17t -22*

Oil-exporting ^/

countriea : Other countries-*

A - 19 82 6(> » - -6
B - 3 69 49 B - -4
C - 3* 67 47 C - -4

Sourcet OECD Economic Outlook 17 (Organization for Economic Co-operation

and Development, Paris, July 1975)* table 24-

a/ Estimates. b/ "Sino-Soviet area", South Afrioa, Israel, Cyprus,

Malta and Yugoslavia.

The accuracy of the estimates for 1975 in table A-l will depend on the

extent of the foreoast reoovery in OECD countries in the second half of 1975»
on how much import demand revives, and on the extent to which non-oil-producing j

developing countries can finance their current account deficits. On the assumption)

of a weaker recovery, IMP has forecast a current aooount deficit (exoluding
official transfers) of $0S 35 billion for the non-oil-producing developing
countriea in 1975, compared with an OECD foreoast of tttS 32 billion. What is

clear is that the non-oil-producing developing countries are currently facing

serious balance-of-payments problems*

As a group, the non-oil-producing developing countries had no acute

financing problems In 1974 because they started the year with relatively high
reserves and because the effects of the recession in the developed market
economy countries did not have an immediate impact. However, the sheer size

of the expected deficits in 1975 and 1976 does raise the question of how they

can be financed. At best, many developing countries will have to contemplate
some considerable reduction in their net reserves and some scaling down of
development programmes. Countries whose reserves are low in relation to their
needs have had to face up to substantial import cuts, with an emphasis on non-

essential and luxury items.

The size of the deficit also suggests that the much heralded world eoonomlo
recovery might be further away than some Governments believe. As several
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speakers at the thirthieth joint Annual Meeting of Governors of the International

Monetary Fund and the World Bank Group pointed out, the plight of the non-oil-

producing developing countries is a threat to recovery in the industrial

countries. "If developing countries are not assisted by demand expansion in

the industrial countries and by increased aid allocations, their attempts to

restore their balance of payments would merely further depress world trade." 6/

The special situation of the non-oil-producing developing countries

Although the current economic situation on the non-oil-producing

developing countries has had an immediate primary impact on their balance

of payments and terms of trade, the long-term effects are more likely to be

felt in the implementation of development plans, resulting in lower levels of

fixed investment and imports and lower or negative rates of real growth. Because

of a levelling-off or decline in their export earnings and increa«e« in import

prices, larger and larger current acoount deficits have been necessary in order

to maintain imports commensurate with previous rates of growth.

The speed and size of the turn-around in their balance of payments has

created unusual problems of domestic financial management for the non-oil-

producing developing countries. In 1973 and early 1974, many countries with

adequate foreign exchange reserves deployed a variety of monetary and fiscal

instruments to contain inflationary pressures. These included upward floating

or revaluation of their currencies^ liberalization of import restrictions and

subsidies on consumer goods. In 1975 j faced with dwindling foreign exchange

reserves and declining Government revenues, most Governments have resorted to

direct controls on non-essential imports and substantial deficit financing

to mitigate the worst effects of the world recession. However, these policies,

by creating new liquidity at a time when real resources available to the economy

have been small, have on the whole added to inflationary pressures.

Growth prospects for the non-oil-producing developing countries, particularly

those in Africa, have worsened. Per capita real incomes probably rose little

and may have declined in 1975 in the low-income countries, in spite of an

improvement in agricultural production following the return of normal rains in

most drought-affected countries. They are not expected to rise significantly

for the remainder of this decade without special assistance. Real growth in

some middle-income and higher-income non-oil-producing developing countries was

positive over the same period, due in large part to their ability to borrow

substantial amounts from foreign commercial sources or their success in gaining

access to special aid funds.

The major economic events in the last few years have highlighted the

growing disparities among developing countries. Before 1974, some had been

6/ H. J. T.izard, Minister of Finance of New Zealand, quoted in IMF Survey,
Vol. 4, No. 17 (15 September 1975)> PP- 274-275-
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drawn into the expanding markets of the industrial countries, received large

inflows of capital and experienced high rates of growth. These countries

"benefited most from the 1972-1974 "boom. But half of the third world, the

least developed among them, were bypassed. No countries have been unaffected

by the resultant inflation and subsequent recession: the middle-income and

higher-income countries now need to re-orient their economic structures in

line with higher import prices, while the least developed countries - those

which are disaster-prone and on the margin of subsistence - have very special

problems. They are characterized by unfavourable export structures which

severely limit the possible adjustments they can make to deficits in their

balance of payments, and are largely reliant on external financing on

concessional terms for their development. Any shortages of essential imports

would threaten not only their development but also the very low standard of

living of the people.



II. THE SEARCH FOR A NEW INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC ORDER

The major economic events of the past two years have brought in their

wake the most thorough reappraisal of international economic and financial
relationships since' the Second World War.

Although discussions on the restructuring of the international economic
order have been taking place at least since the collapse of the Bretton Woods
system in August 1971, they did not begin in earnest until the last quarter

of 1973. The increase in the price of petroleum, dramatically illustrating

the inequities in the old order and shifting the balance of economic power,

marked the true beginning- Since that time, reform has been disoussed in
many world forums including the United Nations General Assembly, FAO, U2JIDO,

UNCTAD, IMF and the World Bank Group.

The first concern of the international community was the financial
plight of the developing countries, especially the poorest among them.
This concern resulted in the establishment, inter alia, of the United. Nations

Emergency Operation to channel resources to the most seriously affected

countries and the IMF oil facility to help those experiencing severe balance-

of-payments problems. The second concern has been the re-evaluation of the

flow of long-term development assistance to developing countries. There is

growing recognition that flows of assistance in the past have been inadequate

for meaningful development except in a few countries, that the distribution

of aid has failed to correspond to real needs, and that the terms and conditions

of aid have been too hard. The third concern has been the whole tenor of

relations between the developed and developing countries, and the urgent need

for the developing countries to receive fair treatment in international trade.
The climax so far in this respect has been the seventh special session of the

United Nations General Assembly held from 1 to 16 September 1975* with t*e
conclusion of this session, it is now possible to detect the outlines of an

emerging consensus.

Emergency assistance-^

While recognizing that long-term measures are required to promote the

capacity of those countries most seriously affected by current economic

conditions to produce and earn more, international community has had as one

of its pressing tasks in 1974 and 1975 that of providing emergency relief.

Major sources:

(a) "United Nations Emergenoy Operation! Report of the Secretary-

General" (A/10201).
(b) IMF Survey, Vol. 3, No.12 (17 June 1974), Vol.3, No. 17 (2

September 1974), Vol. 4, No. 1 (14 April 1975) and V0I.4, No.12

(23 June 1975).
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In resolution 3202(S-Vl), adopted on 1 May 1974, the General Assembly
requested the Secretary-General to establish a United Nations Emergency

Operation to provide relief to the most seriously affected countries. The

gravity of the situation was underlined by the initial identification on

2 August 1974 of 32 such countries, 21 of which are in Africa. In December

1974 and May 1975 10 more countries were added, bringing the total to 42
countries, including 27 in Africa.

The countries were selected by an interagency technical group oomposed

of representatives of the World Bank, IMF, FAO, UUCTAD, and UNDP using the

following criteria: those countries whose' projected balanoe-of-payments
deficit for 1974 and 1975 was at least 5 per cent of their projected imports
in each year, and whose G2?P per capita was less than $US 400 in 1971.

The preliminary estimate of the aggregate financing gap for the original
25 most seriously affected countries was *US 2.2 billion in 1974. Amidst
worsening terms of trade and the prolonged reoession in OECD countries, this

was revised to $US 2.7 billion. The situation worsened in 1975. Revised

estimates show a financing gap of $US 3.6 billion for the original 25 countries
and $US 4.4 billion for all 42 most seriously affected countries.

The Emergency Operation was concerned basically with co-ordinated
mobilization of special assistance from all potential sources. Since its
inception, total commitments of emergency assistance have amounted to
approximately $US 5 billionj by the end of June 1975, actual disbursements
totalled about half this amount. Assistance has taken the form of outright
grants, loans on concessional terms, debt relief, cash, general programme aid,
and supplies of essential commodities including food, fertilizers and fuel.
Major contributors (on a commitment basis) include the OPEC countries, with
about $US 3.5 billion both bilaterally and multilaterally, the United States
with about tfUS 925 million, and EEC with $US 625 million. Actual contributions
to the Secretary-General's Special Account to finance essential imports amounted
to about «US 270 million by June 1975.

The United Nations Emergency Operation has met only part of the require
ments of the most seriously affected countries. Additional assistance has also
been provided under the IMF oil facility both in 1974 and 1975. The oil facility
was set up on 13 June 1975 specifically to help IMF member countries cope with
the impact on their balance of payments of increases in the cost of petroleum
and petroleum products. The facility was opened for drawings on 22 August
1974, following the announcement of financial arrangements with seven lenders.
Total drawings in 1974 amounted to SDR 2.5 billion, of which SDR 65O million
went to the most seriously affected countries.

In response to the continuing need for emergency balance-of-payments
assistance arising from higher oil prices, IMF decided on 4 April 1975 to

extend its oil facility for a second year. On 10 June it announced financial
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arrangements with eleven lenders, thus clearing the way for drawings. On
7 August, it decided to open a Subsidy Account to help the most seriously
affected countries meet the cost of using the facility by reducing interest
charges. As of 15 October, total drawings under the facility by 19 member
oountries amounted to SDR 1 560 million.

Although interest charges on outstanding drawings under the oil
facility are about 7f per cent, which is by no means concessional, the
facility has filled a definite need by providing quick asBistance for
relieving balanoe-of-paymen±s problems. One of the major drawbacks of the
United Nations Emergency Operation has been the lag of varying duration
between commitments and actual disbursements by most Governments and

institutions other than IMF.

• . 8/
Long-term development assistance-*

Hie organization of emergency assistance during 1974 and 1975 has
temporarily overshadowed the greater long-term needs for development aid.
It has not, however, suspended discussions concerning the real volume of
long-term aid, its distribution, and its terms of transfer.

" Between I963 and 1973, official development assistance (ODa) from the
countries members of the Development Assistance Committee (DAC) of OECD to
developing countries and multilateral agencies increased from $US 5 772
million to $US 9 408 million. 2/ However, when adjusted for inflation and
currency realignments, this reflects a decline of 7 per cent in real terms
over the period, most of which occurred in 1973. As a percentage of the
GNP of the DAC countries, it represents a fall from 0o51 per cent in 1963

to 0.30 per cent in 1973.

Total net flows of resources from the DAC countries, including private

and other official flows, increased from $US 8 572 million in 1963 to
$US 24 429 million in 1973, an increase of 69 per cent in real terms. Total
flows in relation to the GNP of the donor countries have remained stationary

8/ Major sources*

(a) Development Co-operationi 1974 Review (Paris, Organization for
Economic Co-operation and Development 1974)-

(b) "Etoreign aid and development needs" (E/AC.54/L• 80).
(0) Robert S.McNamara, Address to the Board of Governors 1 Sept.1975

International Bank for Reconstruction and Development.

9/ Total net transfers to developing countries on the external public debt
account rose from $US 6 831 million to $US 12 738 million between 1967
and 1973. (See Annual Report 1975= Washington, International Bank
for Reconstruction and Development, 1975) table 8).
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over the period, fluctuating between 0.71 per cent in I966 and 0.81 per

cent in 1971. These figures do not include Eurc-dpllar lending from or
through the DAG countries, which is estimated at #US 10 billion in 1973.
Hence total financial flows to the third world in 1973 were of the order
of #US 34 billion, or well over 1 per cent of EAC members' GNP. The

achievement of this target has limited implications for developing
countries, since an important part of these resources is provided on

non-concessional terms. It is for that reason that recent discussions
have concentrated on the ODA target of .0.7 per cent of GNP, which is
still a long way from being achieved.

Table B - 1. Net flow of resources from DAC countries to developing
countries and multilateral agencies. 1963-197.^ (in millions of
United States dollars,}

Net official development
assistance - -

- In constant /

1970 dollars & - 6

- In proportion to GltfP

Net other official flows -

Net flow of private capital 2

Total net flows - 8

- In constant /

1970 dollars & _

- In proportion to GNP
10

1963

847.4
0.515s
243-2

556-7
572-3

168.8

0.76 #

1967 1971 1972

7 O67.5
0.42$
518.5

4 381.1

7 253.7

0.35 #
1 277-9

7 361.2

0.34^
581.5

1973

5 772.4 6 511.6 7 776.0 8 671-5 9 408.0

6 280»4

0.30^
2 587.O

8 983.4V 9 654.7^/12 433.8b/
451.4 18 O37.2b/19 9O7.8b/24

12 597.8 16 936.3 17 176.6 17 179.3
0.8l# 0.78^ 0.79^

8

0.73^

Source: Development Co-operation: 1974 Heview (Organization for Economic
Co-operation and Development, 1974, Paris), Statistical annex, tables

a/ Includes the effect of parity changes,
private voluntary agencies.

b/ Including grants by

Comparable data on financial flows from the centrally planned economies
are not available. However, bilateral aid commitments of these countries
are estimated to have increased from *US 1.3 billion in 1970 to $US 2.4 billion
in 1973. Disbursements have been smaller than corresponding commitments in the
past.

The net flow of financial resources from all OPEC countries to other
opin* countries is estimated to have increased, at current prices, from

121 1970 to $US 1.35 billion in 1973 and *US 4-75 billion in
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1974» '2ne corresponding net flow cf official development assistance is

estimated at $US 38O million in 1970, vUS 53O million in 1973 and *U3 2.54

billion in 1974j the latter representing 1.8 per cent of GI\TP in 1974-

One encouraging sign in tne aid picture has been the improvement cf

the terms of ODA from DAC countries. By 1973» 13 of the 17 3AC members

had terms above the DAC target of an 84 per cent grant element; 'average

terms for all DAC aid reached the 87 per cent target in that year. However,

since the proportion of ODA in total net flows declined considerably between

1963 and 1973, the terms ox over-all flows have hardened and the debt service
burden of developing countries has increased accordingly.

Table 3-2. Distribution of gross disbursements of PDA from developed market

economies and multilateral institutions to developing countries

Recipient

group of countries

in GDP P"r capita

xrumoer cf

countries

No.

23

27

35
22

23

Population

in 1971

Per cent

45-6

23.4

13.4

3.7

JJ13DU3

Bilateral I1

22.6

26.6

34-0

. 6.1

10.7

rsements

iultilateral Total

Percentage °*

35.2

29.2

23.7
8.0

3.9

total

24.2

26.9
32.6

6.3

9-9

1. Less than *US 100

2. $US 100-199 -

3. »US 200-399 -
4. tfUS 400-799 - -
5. $U3 800 or more -

All developing

countries and areas 130 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Source: "Foreign Aid- and Development Needs" UN Economic and Social Council
documeTTt E/AC.54./L.SO , tables 1 and 2.

Countries and territories are grouped according to GDP per capitaa/
in 1971.

The distribution of development assistance remains highly uneven in

relation to needs. Bilateral aid from the developed market economies tends

to go to the middle-income and higher-income developing countries rather than

to the low-income group, mostly situated in Africa. Although multilateral aid

shows a more rational distribution in relation to needs, table B-2 shows that

the 23 countries with a per capita income of less than *iU3 100 in 1971, with

45.6 per cent of the population of the third world, received only 24-2 per
cent of total ODA. In contrast, the 27 countries with a per capita income of

$U3 100-199 received 26.9 P&r cent of total ODA, and the 35 countries with a
per capita income of JU3 200-399 32.8 per cent - both higher than their share

of the total population of developing countries. The large poor countries
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simply do not receive as much aid in proportion to their needs as the smaller
richer countries.

The current economic situation has added a transitory component to the

foreign capital requirements of developing oountries in addition to the more

traditional external capital supplement to domestic savings. Taking into

account changed economic circumstances, the World Bank has estimated the

potential per capita growth rates of non-oil-producing developing countries

for the remainder of the 1970s on the basis of steady flows of development

assistance in real terms, and the total additional requirements that would
be needed to reach the targets of the Second Development Decade• These are
shown in table B-3.

Table B - 3. Annual GDP growth rates, per caPitai in oil-importing
developing countries and related capital flows in billions of dollara

Growth rates (in percentages)
Low-income countries 0/ —
Middle-income countries o/-

Capital flows (in millions
of United States dollars)

Net official capital

Private capital - -

Annual

average

1969-1973

Q.5

4-5

7-9

7-5

1974

-0.5

3.9

15-0

19-4

1975

-0.7
-1.2

19-8

22.9

Average projeoted

1976-1980

Case I a/ Gase II fc/

1.2 3-2

2.8 3.8

24-0 35-2

25.4 26.5

Total

Official development
as a percentage of

OECD

—9IE2.—= 1

assistance

donor GNP

_

,1

0

0

.34

.00

0.

i.

-4

33

4-L

42

0.

?.

•7

32

49

0.

1.

.4

29
56

1 rf

0

1

1 7

•48d/

Source 1 Robert S. McNamara, Address to the Board of Governors
(Washington, International Bank for Reconstruction and Development,
1975), PP. 5 and 6.

a/ Case I data assume substantial growth in capital flows in nominal
terms between 1975 and I98O, but no increase in real terms. They assume
also that the industrialized oountries will make a relatively rapid
recovery from the current recession.

b/ Case II data represent an estimate of what the additional capital
requirements would be to raise income growth for the oil-importing

developing countries to the Second Development Decade targets, at least
for the remaining years of the Decade.

c/ The population of the low-income developing oountries totals 1
billion, and of the middle-income developing oountries 725 million. The
statistics do not include nations which are not members of the World Bank,

d/ For official development assistance to average 0.4 per cent of QNP
from 1976-1980 would require a 1980 level of at least 0,70 per cent.
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On the "basis of unchanged capital inflows in real terms (Case I, ta"ble
B-3) the GDP of low-income countries is projected, to grow at 1,2 per cent

a year per capita for the remainder of the 1970s while the GDP of middle-

income countries is expected to grow at 2.8 per cent. In order for both

sets of countries to reach their per capita income target for the Second

Development Decide (Case II in table B-3), net official capital flows

would have to increase from an expected $U3 24-0 "billion to *US 32-5

billion a year between 1976 and 1980. The major increase will have to

come in the form of concessional aid, as developing countries cannot borrow

sufficient sums from private capital markets because of the limits to their

credit-worthiness.

In an attempt to increase the flow of resources to middle-level and

lower-level countries on more concessional terras, the Development Committee

of the World Bank and lilF, meeting an 12 and 13 -June 1975> unanimously agreed

to set up a "Third window" in the Bank, starting on 1 July 1975* This is the

fruit of almost two years of discussions. Although the facility is specifically

designed to assist middle-level countries with per capita incomes between

fcUS 200 and #US 375 °n terms intermediate between those of the Bank and those

of IDA, the poorest countries will also feel benefit in terms of greater IDA

flows available specifically to them. In practice, the "third window"

represents a 4 per cent interest subsidy on loans from the World Bank to such

countries. 3o far, nine industrial and oil-exporting countries have committed

funds sufficient to subsidize &50° million worth of "third window" loans. 10/

10/ IMF Survey, Vol. 4, Uo. 12 (23 June 1975) and Vol. 4, No. 15
(11 August 1975).
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The sixth and seventh special sessions

of thw United Nations General Assembly ll/

A. special session of the General Assembly on economic problems was first

proposed at the fourth Conference of Heads of State and Government of Non-aligned

Countries, held in Algiers in September 1973. The United Nations General

Assembly endorsed the proposal later that year and scheduled the session for

1975- Shortly afterwards, however, in early 1974, the Assembly decided at

short notice to hold a session devoted to raw.materials and development. This

sixth special session met in April and May 1974 and produced the now famous

Declaration and Programme of Action on the Establishment of a New International
Economic Order,

The world economic order to date has been based on an international

division of labour in which 70 per cent of the world is relegated to the posi

tion of suppliers of raw materials in exchange for finished products, thus

participating little in the high value-added activities of processing and

manufacture. The international monetary system has been tailored to the needs

of the developed countries, allowing inflationary trends to affect not only

their domestic economies but also the terms of trade whereby raw materials

and primary products are traded for manufactured goods. These terras of trade

have continued to deteriorate despite occasional improvements, such as those

which occurred at the beginning of the 1950s or more recently in 1973 and the

first half of 1974- There has been little price support in the world market

for primary commodities, in marked contrast to systems operating in the domestic

markets of the developed countries in favour of their own farmers. In short,

the old economic order has been marked by the perpetuation of inequalities in

economic relations, foreign domination, exploitation and lack of effective

solutions both at the domestic and international level to the basio problems

of developing countries.

The General Assembly, at its sixth special session, declared that the

new international economic order should be based, inter alia, on full

11/ Major sources: (a) General Assembly resolutions 320l(s-Vl) and 3202(S-Vl),
"Declaration and Programme of Action on the Establishment of a New International

Economic Order?" (b) General Assembly resolution 3362(S-VIl) on development
and international economic co-operation} (c) "Position paper of the Group of

77"/a/I0003/Add.1 (Part I), annex jJl (d) "Development and international economic
co-operation: position paper of the European Economic Community and its member

States" (A/AC.176/2); and (e) "Development and international economic co-operat
ion: Informal working paper submitted by the United States of America for

negotiating purposes" (Ad hoc Committee of the Seventh Special Session, agenda
item 7, working paper No. 10 and Corr. l).
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permanent sovereignty of every State over its natural resources and their

exploitation including the right to nationalization or transfer of ownership

to its nationals; a just and equitable relationship "between the prices of raw

materials and primary products exported by developing countries and the prices

of manufactures, capital goods and equipment imported by them; preferential

and non-reciprocal treatment for developing countries, wherever feasible, in

all fields of international economic co-operation; access for developing

countries to the achievements of modern science and technology; and strengthened

economic, trade, financial and technical co-operation among developing countries,

including the establishment of producers1 associations to improve their bargain

ing power vis-a-vis the developed countries.

Events in the past year and a half have shown that the Declaration and

Programme of Action are likely to prove one of the most important bases for

future economic relations among countries. The process started at the sixth

special session has continued in such international forums as the Conference

of Developing Countries on Raw Materials, held in Dakar from 4 to 8 February

1975, the Second Ministerial Meeting of the Group of 77> held in Algiers from

15 to 18 February 1975, "the Second General Conference of the United Nations

Industrial Development Organization, held in Lima from 12 to 26 March 1975> and

the Conference of Ministers for Foreign Affairs of Non-aligned Countries, also

held in Lima from 25 to 30 August 1975- The seventh special session of the

General Assembly, by focusing on a limited number of issues on which agreement

was near, marked a step forward in tnese consultations.

In all, the seventh special session dealt with seven topics in the field

of development and international economic co-operation — international trade,

the transfer of resources and international monetary reforms, science and

technology, industrialization, food and agriculture, co-operation among develop

ing countries, and the reform of the structure of the United Nations system —

but it concentrated most of its efforts on the first two topics. Industriali

zation had already been discussed extensively at the Second General Conference

of UNTDO, and food and agriculture at the World Food Conference held in Rome

in November 1974«

It will take more than one special session to convert proposals into the

kind of effective action which will change the old economic order and the

outlook for developing countries in the new order. Yet the seventh special

session represented a conceptual breakthrough. The debate was raised to a high

level. There was a unity of purpose among the three major groupings — the

Group of 77, EEC, and the United States — which was missing from, for example,

the sixth special session. Further concrete discussions were to continue in

the consumer-producer forum starting in Paris in December 1975> in IMF, in the

World Bank Group, and at the fourth session of UNCTAD, to be held in Nairobi

in May 1976-
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If the final resolution adopted at the seventh special session did not

represent a new international economic order, it did represent an expression

of political will to create one. It brings together the industrialized nations

and the third world in an unprecedented way. There was something concrete for

everyone. For the United Nations, two organizations — UNCTAD and UNIDO —

came away considerably strenthened as recognized forums for further serious

discussions. For Africa, the resolution contained many references to the

special problems of the least developed, land-locked and island developing

countries and the special needs of the most seriously affected countries, of

which the majority are in Africa. The third world remains a group of develop

ing nations, but there is growing recognition of the different needs of

different countries at different stages of development.

Discussions on international trade negotiations

The special sessions gave renewed impetus to discussions in the field

of international trade. On the subject of the multilateral trade negotiations

within GATT, the Tokyo Declaration of 14 September 1973 listed a number of

objectives and procedures intended to favour developing countries, but its

initial implementation had begun to raise doubts as to whether the negotiations

would in the end bring about much improvement in trading conditions for

developing countries. Most developed countries have now enacted a generalized

system of preferences towards developing countries, but these have been

restricted in application by conditions concerning product coverage, the level

of ceilings, the degree of preference and the size of preferential tariff

quotas. UUCTAD has proposed an integrated approach to commodities including

international buffer stocks, initially for 18 and more recently for 10 key

commodities, but has not yet been able to secure high-level agreement necessary

for the implementation of its programme.

There have been some positive developments in the past year. Perhaps

the most significant has been the Lome Convention between EEC and 46 African,

Caribbean and Pacific (ACP) countries which grants duty-free access to EEC
for a wide range of industrial products originating in the ACP countries, sets

up a modest compensatory financing scheme to stabilize export earnings, and

provides for expanded technical and financial aid for industrial development.

Associations of countries producing primary products are fast becoming an

accepted part of the new world order, and there have been discussions and

arrangements affecting a substantial number of commodities.

Against this background, the General Assembly debated three major issues:

the regulation of raw material and commodity markets with a view to combating

the adverse effects of economic disorders transmitted from developed countries;

expansion and diversification of developing countries* exports; and access to

developed countries* markets for developing countries1 exports. It was

generally accepted that developing countries needed to be insultated from th«
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adverse effects of economic disorders such as inflation and recession transmitted

from developed countries. Disagreement arose over how this could be accomplished.
The final text was a compromise. There was a commitment "to preserve the purchas

ing power of developing countries," but there was no outright commitment to

indexation or to buffer stocks. Rather, the developed oountries agreed to study

those proposals sympathetically and urgently. The implicit moral commitment

was sufficiently strong to prompt one major industrial country to express

reservations, disassociating itself from what it clearly regarded as the

beginning of the road to a non-market economy.

All parties agreed that the ultimate defence against dramatic changes

in the purchasing power of the developing countries was the expansion and

diversification of their exports, more domestic processing of their raw materials,

and greater involvement in the transport, marketing, and distribution of their

primary commodities. Developed countries made a commitment to assist the

developing oountries through efforts "towards expanding and diversifying their

trade, improving and diversifying their productive capacity, improving their

productivity and increasing their export earnings."

All parties agreed that developing countries should have greater access

to the markets of developed countries. Developed countries made a commitment

to reduce or remove tariff and non-tariff barriers affecting product* of export

interest to developing countries, to extend the Generalized System of Preferences

beyond I960, to seek differential and more favourable treatment for developing

countries in the multilateral trade negotiations within GATT, and to abide by

the principle of standstill as regards imports from developing countries.

Discussions on transfer of real resources for financing the development of

developing countries and international monetary reforms

There were many developments in this field in the past year prior to

the special session. The establishment of the oil facility in IMF and the

"third window" in the World Bank have already been referred to. Ministers

of OECD oountries meeting in Paris on 9 April 1975 agreed to set up a financial

support fund of SDH 20 billion to serve as a safety net for member oountries

with payments difficulties and assist its members to avoid unilateral measures

that would restrict international trade or artificially stimulate exports.^-!/
On 29 May, the ministers reaffirmed their commitment of 1974 to avoid recourse

to new restrictions on trade ao as not to disrupt further the exports of

developing countries.*■*/

12/ IMF Survey, Vol. 4, No.7 (X4 April 1975).

1^/ Idem., No.11 (9 June 1975).
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The thirtieth, joint Annual Meeting of the Governors of IMF and the World

Bank Group, held from 1 to 5 September 1975* produced an/important step forward

in efforts to reform the international monetary system.-^ The Governors agreed
to reduce the role of gold as a central reserve asset in the international

monetary system. All references to gold would henceforth be removed from the

FundTs Articles of Agreement, so that countries would no longer "be required

to use gold in any transactions with the Fund. The official price of gold would

be abolished. A sixth of IMPIs gold (25 million ounces) would be returned to

member countries; another sixth would be sold on "uhe free market for the benefit

of developing countries. Expected profits from the sale could be about SDR

2 billion. No decision has yet been made on the remaining 100 million ounces.

The Governors also agreed to increase the resources of the Fund by about

j2.5 per cent to SDR 30 billion, with oil-exporting countries doubling their

voting strenth from 5 to 10 per cent.

The major remaining issue still to be solved in the Fund's evolutionary

approach to international monetary reform is the exchange rate system. Some

progress here should be made at the next meeting of the Interim Committee in

January 1976. There is now almost unanimous agreement both inside and outside

the Fund that SDRs should become the basic unit of account in the■international

monetary system.

Against this background of events, the General Assembly debated four

major issues: development assistance targets, the long-term flow of development

finance, special assistance to the poorest countries, and the debt burden of

developing countries.

The Group of 77 pressed for a specific commitment by developed countries

to transfer official development assistance (ODA) equal to 0.7 per cent of their
gross national product net of all reverse flows by 1978* This target had been

set in the International Development Strategy in 1971* Developing countries

received a limited commitment to the 0.7 per cent target by 19^0, but not all

developed countries accepted the target.

To increase the flow of long-term development assistance, the General

Assembly discussed automatic transfers such as the SDR link, greater access

for developing countries to capital markets in the developed countries, and

expanded roles for multilateral institutions and regional development banks.

Agreement that the link between SDRs and development assistance "should form

part of the consideration by the International Monetary Fund of tne creation

of new special drawing rights as and when they are created"was a compromise

which enabled the special session to end when it did. All parties supported

the idea of a trust fund within IMF, financed partly through gold sales and

partly through voluntary contributions, to provide balance-of-payments

assistance and export earnings stabilization at subsidized rates. To increase

14/ Idem., Jfo. 17 (15 September 1975).
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developing countries1 access to the capital markets of the developed countries,

the General Assembly welcome.1 the United States proposal for the establishment

of an international investment trust to increase the flow of private resources

to developing countries. However, EEC felt that where possible existing

institutions should be expanded rather than new institutions created. The

General Assembly agreed that the capital of the World Bank Group should be

enlarged. The United States also felt that the roles of regional development

banks such as the African Development Bank, the Inter-American Development

Bank and the Asian Development .Bank should be expanded.

With respect to the poorest countries, the General Assembly agreed that

special attention should be given to improved terms and conditions for the

transfer of resources, including a large grant element, to the least developed,

]and-locked and island developing countries, and that special measures should

be undertaken tc assist those countries most seriously affected by current

economic disorders.

In spite of an initiative by Sweden, the burden of debt on developing

countries received less attention than it should have. The idea of a debt

moratorium for the least developed and/or most heavily burdened encountered

heavy opposition. The Group of 77 did gain acceptance of the need for a

conference of major donor, creditor and debtor countries to devise ways and

me&ns of mitigating the burden, but it is unlikely that such a conference will

be held until well into 1976.

Discussions on science and technology

All countries recognized the need to improve the transfer of technology

to arid the development of indigenous technology in developing countries.

However, tne developed countries staged that they were faced by several

res trie tive factors in the world market for technology. Most technology in

developed countries is in private hands, and is currently transferred through

the medium of transnational corporations. International conventions on patents

,und trade marks are ill-suited to the smooth flow of technology to developing

countries.

To enhance the flow of technology, developed countries agreed first of

all to contribute to tne establishment of an industrial technological informa

tion bank, as well as regional and sectoral banks where desirable. Secondly,

they agreed to give developing coun tries "the freest and fullest possible

access to technologies whose transfer is not subject to private decision."

Thirdly, zney agreed to co-operate in evolving an international code of conduct

for the ^ran^i'er of technology and in revising international conventions on

patents ana. trade marks to meet the special needs of the developing countries.

The Group of 77 pressed for a code of conduct which would make transfers

mandatory, but met serious opposition froiii the developed countries.
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The development of indigenous technology is just as important if not

more important than the transfer of technology from developed countries. To

this end, developed countries agreed to expand their assistance for direct

support to developing countries* science and technology programmes. They also

agreed that a United Nations Conference on Soience and Technology for Develop-

ment should be held in 1978 or 1979 with the main objective of strengthening

the technological capacity of developing countries to enable them to apply

science and technology to their own development.

Discussions on industrialization

Since the Second General Conference of UNIDO had been held in March 1975,

the General Assembly spent relatively little time on industrialization except

to urge wider acceptance of the decisions taken in Lima and to review what

action had been taken so far. The Assembly endorsed the Lima Declaration

and Plan of Action on Industrial Development and Co-operation, and requested

all Governments to take effective action to implement their undertakings under

the Plan of Action. In particular, it endorsed the Lima recommendations that

UNIDO should be converted into a specialized agency and that a system of con

sultations should be established at all levels within UNIDO in order to facilitate

the achievement of the goals set forth in the Declaration.

The Group of 77 pressed for a commitment from developed countries to

relocate labour-intensive industries in the third world. The developed countries

undertook to pursue "policies, including labour market policies, which would

encourage the redeployment of their industries which are less competitive

internationally to developing countries." However, a major industrial country

expressed the reservation that "redeployment of industries should be a matter

of the evolution of economies rather than a question of international policy

or negotiation."

The developed countries agreed to encourage their own enterprises as

far as possible to participate in investment projeots in developing countries

within the framework of development plans and programmes.

Food and agriculture

The World Food Conference was held in Rome in November 1974 in response

to the deteriorating food situation in many developing countries to discuss

ways and means of increasing world food production, ensuring a much higher

degree of food security, and expanding trade in food products. On the reoom-

mendation of the World Food Conference, the United Nations General Assembly,

meeting in ordinary session, established the World Food Council in Deoember 1974

to co-ordinate follow-up policies concerning food production,nutrition, food

aid, food security, food trade and related matters by all agencies of th«
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United Nations system. A\. the regional level, the Council of Ministers of the

Organization of African Unity, meeting in Addis Ababa in February 1975, set

up an Ad Hoc Working Group to study a proposal for the establishment of an

African Ministerial Committee on Food to work in co-operation with the World

Food Council and to formulate guidelines for its work. The Working Group

has submitted its recommendations to the Administrative Secretary-General of

OAU. A meeting of African Ministers of Agriculture will probably be held by

February 1976 for the formal establishment of the Committee, which will be

charged with monitoring the programmes of member Governments to promote the

efficient mobilization of African agricultural resources.

The General Assembly, at its seventh special session, reaffirmed its

full support for the resolutions and goals decided upon by the World Food

Conference, and for the follow-up action that had already been taken.

It was agreed that the solution to world food problems lay primarily in

increased food production in the developing countries. To that end, the

General Assembly adopted a wide-ranging programme including greater invest

ment by both developed and developing countries in integrated rural schemes

in developing countries, improved distribution systems to reduce post-harvest

losses and to supply inputs such as fertilizers at reasonable prices, the

establishment of an International Fund for Agricultural Development with

initial resources of SDR 1 billion, and support for the expansion of national

and international agricultural research centres.

Notwithstanding the emphasis on greater production, the General Assembly

also recognized the need for expanded food aid on a soft-term basis, especially

to the most seriously affected nations. It recognized the need to"build up

and maintain world food grain reserves, to be held nationally or regionally

and strategically located in developed and developing, importing and exporting

countries, large enough to cover foreseeable major production shortfalls."

Significantly, the United States promised to double food aid in 1976 and to

participate in an international system of nationally held grain reserves.

One negative aspect was, however, the major reservation expressed by the

developed countries concerning greater access to their markets for the food

and agricultural products of export interest to the developing countries.

Discussions on co-operation among developing countries

It was recognized tnat this topic was of concern mainly to the developing

countries themselves. However, the developed countries were asked to provide

funds when requested to strengthen and enlarge co-operation among developing

countries at the subregional, regional and interregional levels. The Secretary-

General, together with the relevant organizations of the United Nations System,

was requested to prepare studies on regional co-operation, including trade

liberalization and the transfer of technology between developing countries.
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It was agreed that the regional activities of UNCTAD, UNIDO and UNDP should

be strengthened.

Discussion on restructuring of the eoonomio

and sooial sectors of the United Nations system

The General Assembly considered inter alia a report by a Group of

Experts on the Structure of the United Nations System, entitled A flew United

Nations Structure for Global Economic Co-operation.1^7 In the absence of concrete
consensus on this issue, and any determined efforts by major parties, the

General Assembly decided to establish an Ad Hoo Committee of the whole

to prepare detailed action proposals and report to the Assembly at its thirty-

first session in 1976. The United States suggested that 1976 should be dedicated

to review and reform of the entire United Nations development system.

It is clear from the descriptive analysis above that progress is being

maintained towards the goals adopted in the resolutions of the sixth and seventh

special sessions of the General Assembly. However, in view of the economic

realities facing ECA member States in 1975, the solutions adopted during the

year, including increased aid flows and new commodity arrangements for one or

two produots, can be looked upon only as temporary palliatives. Whether the

move towards more aid funds, some of them of a specialized nature, will bring

the total flow of external resouroes up to the level required by the develop

ing countries of Africa over the next few years is problematical. Thus while

some solutions to the current and anticipated financial plight of African

countries are in sight, the long-term problems of basio food insecurity,

indexation and compensatory financing for shortfalls in export earnings to

ensure a positive external trade balance in the face of higher import prices

are far from being resolved. Economic growth in developing Africa (other than

the oil producing countries) in real terms may have been virtually nil in 1975,

Unless there is a fairly rapid restoration of worthwhile growth in the world*s

industrialized countries, accompanied by more remunerative prioes for the

major exports from the region, a serious deterioration in the growth prospeots

for the ECA region non-oil-producing oountries as a whole seems unavoidable.

It is regrettable indeed that the poorer countries of the world continue to

be so adversely affected by the laok of economic foresight and poor management

in the industrialized countries.

The move towards a fairer international trade system must be speeded up,

and the countries in the region must help themselves as much as possible and

reduce their economic dependence on the oountries of the developed world by

building up their own resouroes as rapidly as possible. Regional co-operation

must be a major economic tool to bring about a relatively rapid transformation,

with primary emphasis on developments at the subregional level.

Doc. E/AC.62/9 (United Nations publication, Sales No. E.75.II.A.7).



I III. CURRENT ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENTS

AND POLICIES IN THE EC A REGION

Commodities and external trade

African developing countries depend a great deal on foreign trade, and

the performance in this sector has a very important impact on developments

in the domestic sector,. Hence it is necessary to begin this review of current

economic developments and policies with some discussion of commodities and

external trade, in order to throw some light on economic prospects and

performance. This is followed "by a section on developments in gross domestic

product, expenditure on GDP and some information on the individual sectors

of the economy. Development aid and fiscal and monetary policies complete

the discussion,,

The fluctuations in prices on the world commodity markets continued in

1974 and 1975) with peak levels being reached in the seoond quarter of 1974-

In the second half of 1975 "the index numbers of commodity prices on the London

market place were more than 10 per cent below the level of a year earlier,

and those on the New York market showed falls of 20 per cent or more.

The published data on commodities are more uptodate for wholesale prioes

than for export prices, but the former are in general an approximation to the

latter. Table C-l provides information on wholesale price indexes for the

20 most important commodities in the export trade of developing African

countries. All commodities, with the exception of wood and citrus fruit,

recorded increases between 1973 and 1974> but in 1975 there have been falls,

some of them substantial, for all commodities with'the exception of phosphates,

tea, iron ore and possibly citrus fruit in the first nine months of the year.

The biggest fall has been in the price of coppers the average price for

January—September 1975 was 39 P©r cent below that for the year 1974* This

very sharp reduction has hit the export earnings of Zaire and Zambia severely.

Both countries have attempted to reduce production with the object of maintain

ing or increasing average selling prices, in line with the policy of CIPEC

(the Intergovernmental Council of Copper exporting Countries), but this policy
was only marginally successful in 1975 itself. Production cutbacks and

transport difficulties through Angola probably reduoed the quantity of copper

exported from Zambia and Zaire by more than 10 per cent in 1975-

Crude petroleum is the most important single commodity in the export

trade of ECA member States, and here both the prioes realized from exports

in 1975 and- the volume sold were below those of 1974* Total export realiza

tions in 1975 ar© forecast at around $US 18 billion, significantly less than

the $US 22*2 billion of 1974 but more than twice as high as in 1973*
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Prices for both phosphate rock and iron ore were higher in the first

part of 1975* although there is some evidence that the prices of phosphate

rock weakened in the second half of the year. Export realizations from iron

ore should be higher in 1973) bu-t lower for phosphate rock, because of a

substantial reduction in the quantity sold.

The volume of agricultural commodities exported in 1975 reflected greater

production, but prices were lower because of the impact of recession on market

demand in the developed economies. All major commodities except tea (and

coffee in trie second half of the year) realized lower average prices in 1975,
The value of total exports was higher for coffee, cocoa, tea and groundnut

products, but lower for cotton, sugar and rubber.

The reduction in the total export realisation of the 20 major commodities

was substantial in 1975» with a possible total of $US 26,8 billion compared

with JfcUS 31*9 billion in 1974- The breakdown of export earnings from 1973

to 1975 is given in table G-l.

The table may also be used to estimate over—all- unit, price export index

numbers* The result is as follows!

Export price index numbers- (1970 - 100)

20 major commodities - -

Above less crude petroleum -

Terms of trade

There are no index numbers available for 1974 and 1975 obtained directly

from the external trade statistics of African countries, but the above export

price indexes have been obtained from the wholesale prices or export prices

of 20 major export commodities. For import prices it is possible to obtain

some approximation of the average unit price by making use of the export price

indices of Africa's main suppliers.

In 1972 the commodity composition of imports into developing Africa was

as follows:

Per cent

Manufactured goods - - 77 »0

Foodstuffs, drink and tobacco 13*1

Fuels - 4.4

Raw materials - - 4.1

Other - 1.4

1221

I64

149

1974

394

207

197.5

350

170
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Table C-1. Prices and export earnings from 20 commodities, ECA member States*

1973-1975

Index of wholesale prices

(1970 - 100)

a/
Export earnings

(millions of US dollars)

Commodity 1973 1974 1975 to date 1973J 1974J

Crude petroleum

Copper -

Cotton

Coffee

Cocoa

Iron ore

Wood

Sugar -

Diamonds

Phosphates

Citrus fruit

Groundnuts and

groundnut oil

Tea

Manganese ore

Rubber ~

Zino

Sisal

Tin

Lead -

Total

185,2

123-0

120*8

180 Oo

114.2

202 06

125a

141.0

653*8

145-1

23C4

132.3

283.6

161,5

198.O

416*5

• • o

493-0

126oO

620.0 (to Aug.) 8 460 22 200 18 000

88.7 (to Sept.) 1 730 2 270 1 200

205o7 (to July) 1 000 1 220 1 100

980 1 100 1 300

800 1 200 1 400

358 430 580

545 450 430

180 420 36O

240 215 210

300 1 370 1 200

145 100 120

127.0 (to

209,0 (to Sept*)

364.4 (to Sept.)

000

550oO (to June)

157.8 305-0 221.0 (to July)

97-0 127-9 129*5 (to Sept.)

115 132

170.4 183.5 150*6 (to Sept.)

187.8 286,7 246.6 (to Sept.)

327-3 655*9 476.3 (to July)

131.1 222.9 192.4 (to Sept.)

141.4 194-6 145*4 (to 3eptD)

240 230 300

95 106 110

65 80 70

110 150 120

65 100 80

58 145 no

40 6^ 70

40 63 50

15 450 31 910 26 810

Sources; IMF, International Financial Statistics, Vol.XXVIII, No. 11

(November 1975) for most prices. Country publications for other prices. ECA
estimates of export earnings based on International Financial Statistics,

Vol0 XXVIII, Ho, 11 and country sources.

a/ Wholesale prices are an approximation to export priceso b/ Provisional
estimates onlyB 0/ Very approximate figures.
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For each of these groups there are published index numbers up to the

second quarter of 1975* Applying these index numbers as in table C-2 provides

some assessment of the over—all increase in import prices from 1973 to 1975«

Table C-2. Imports price Index numbers of developing Africa 1973-1975

Percentage share Prioe lndex fl97O . 100)
in imports into * *' *

Commodity group developing Africa 1973 1974 1975(lBt half)

Manufactured goods - - 77»O 133 162 190

Foodstuffs - 13.1 188 231 225

Fuels - 4.4 174 512 539
Raw materials - - 4<»1 180 228 227

Other - 1.4 122 153 121

Total 100o0 144 189 208

Sourcet Report price index numbers of developed market economies as

published in the Monthly Bulletin of Statistics, Vol. XXIX, Ko«9 (September

1975).

There will probably be some further increase in manufactured goods and

fuel prices in the second half of 1975? but little change in the prices of

other groups of commodities. Allowing for these increases in manufactured

goods and fuel prices would produce the following index numbers for import

prices*

Import price index numbers (1970 = 100)

1973 1974 1975

Into developing Africa 144 I89 214

It is possible that this method of estimation understates the actual

increase in import prices in Africa in 1974» as transport costs also rose

substantially and other published information 16/ suggests a rise in the unit
price of imports of 41*9 Per cent in 1974 for all less developed areas of the

world* Applying this percentage would raise the 1974 figure to 204» and

allowing for the prioe increases already observed and likely the 1975 index

would be 231.

16/ IMF. International Financial Statistics. Vol, XXVIII, No. 11
(November 1975)•
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Thus the trend in the terms of trade from 1973 to 1975 may be estimated
as follows:

Terms of trade of EGA Member States (1970 - 100)

Unit price exports 1973 1974 1975

All countries - - 164 394 350

Non-oil producers - - 149 207 170

Unit price imports - - 144 204 231

Terms of trade

All countries - - 114 193 152

Hon-oil producers - - 103 101 74

After 1974» when there was only a small ohange in the terms of trade

of the non-oil-producing countries taken as a group, there was an adverse

movement of 27 per cent in 1975* This particularly sharp deterioration would

have reduced the gross domestic product of the countries concerned by about
5 per cent and probably eliminated any growth at constant prices in 1975.

Some groups of non-oil-producing countries also saw their terms of trade

deteriorate in 1974* This is particularly the oase for countries whose main
exports are made up of coffee, timber, citrus fruit, tea, manganese or* and

rubber. For copper - and cotton-producing countries the inorease in export
prices in I974 was substantial, but below the over-all increase in the price
of imports.

In contrast the export prices of crude petroleum, phosphates and sugar
rose much faster than the average price of imports in 1974 and brought

substantial benefits to countries produoing these items.

Among the least developed of the developing countries in Africa -

identified as Benin, Botswana, Burundi, Central African Hepublio, Chad, Ethiopia,
the Gambia, Guinea, Lesotho, Malawi, Mali, Niger, Rwanda, Somalia, Sudan, Uganda,
the United Republic of Tanzania and Upper Volta - none is a producer of crude

petroleum or phosphate, and only Malawi and Ethiopia export small quantities
of sugar.

The exports of these countries include cotton, coffee and groundnuts,
and while the prices of all these products rose in 1974, the prioe rises

except for groundnuts and groundnut oil were below the average inorease in

import prices. The 1974 export volume of groundnuts and groundnut oil was
also depressed because of the impact of drought in the growing areas. This
factor was in part responsible for a sharp rise in prices, but very few
countries could benefit because they had little to sell.
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In 1975 the prices of ootton and groundnuts and groundnut oil have

fallen, though coffee prices may have been higher than in 1974 as a result

of the Brazilian crop losses from frost damage. However, as in 1974 the least

developed countries are likely to suffer a further deterioration in their terms

of trade in 1975, with a continuing rise in import prioes but over-all a fall

in export prices.

Total exports and imports

Although statistics are incomplete, some attempt has been made to estimate

the total value of imports and exports in the years 1973 and 1974* For EGA

member States these estimates are presented below in table C-3 together with

very approximate estimates of the possible position in 1975*

Table- C-3,. Estimated imports and exports of ECA member States 1973 to 1975
(in millions of United State* dollars)

1973 1974

Oil-produoing countries

Exports -

Imports -

Surplus(+) or defioit(-) -

Non-«oll producers

Exports

Imports -

Surplus(+) or defioit(-) -

All countries

Exports ~

Imports ~

Surplus(+) or defioit(-) -

10

6

+3

9

9
+

20

16

+3

110

732

IP

933

2O3

043

463

24
11

13

15
-2

37
26

+11

473
132

341

055

217
162

528

349
179

20

16

+3

12

18

-6

32

34
-2

000

500

500

000

000

000

OOO

500

500

Source: IMF, International Financial Statistics,Vol. XXVIII, Kb. 11

(November 1975). ECA estimates for 1975*

a/ Very rough estimates only.

While the estimates for 1975 are naturally subject to a wide margin of

error, the very large defioit of the non-oil-producing countries of $tJ8 6.0

billion will be substantially higher than the surplus of $US 3.5 billion of

the oil producers. Thus for the first time this decade the external trad©

of ECA member States as a whole will show a substantial deficit* This is in

sharp contrast to the overall surplus of $0S 11.2 billion earned in 1974*
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The non-oil-producing countries have "been able to run their very-

substantial deficit on merchandise account in 1975 because of the high level

of aid flows and financial assistance from the rest of the world, including

the oil-producing countries outside Africa, Some of this money was channelled

through the International Monetary Fund's oil facility.

Balance of payments

In the years prior to 1973, based on detailed information for a substan

tial number of countries in the ECA region, there were generally some modest

inflows of public transfers and public and private capital* These inflows

helped finance deficit balances on the current account and, more directly,

to pay the foreign exchange costs of capital projects., In 1974 the same trend

was observed based on global estimates prepared by IMF and shown in table C—4

Table C~4« Summary of balance of payments of non-oil—producing countries of

developing Africa, 1972-1974 (in billions of United States dollars)

Current account Capital acoount—' Overfall

Trade Other^ Total Total Total

1972 0.1 -1.6 -1.5 1.7 0.2

1973 0.9 -1.9 -i.i i,5. 0,4

1974 0.5 -2.4 -1.9 2.1 0J

Source: IMP, Annual Report 1975

MoteP The coverage in the table is of non-members as well as members

of ECA.

a/ Services and private transfers.

b/ A residual, it covers capital and public transferso

The increase in reserves reflected in the over—all total column was

fairly small in the three years shown, and was only $US 0.1 billion in 1974-

The oil exporters enjoyed a large increase in international reserves

in 1974, of the order of $US 7.2 billion. This may be compared with the

surplus on external trade of $US 13=3 billion. Net service payments were

substantial, probably of the order of ©US 3 billion, thus producing a current

account surplus of eome $US 10 billion. The $US 3 billion dollar difference

between the current account surplus and the increase in international reserves

was probably allocated for aid payments to other countries, to repay principal

on outstanding loans, to pay for assets taken over from oil companies and to

pay for imported items not covered in the external trade estimates.
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Information so far available for 1975 shows that international reserves

of both oil and non oil-exporting countries had fallen below the level at whioh

they stood at the end of 1974- In August 1975 these international reserves

stood at $US 12,2 billion, a reduction of $US 2-0 billion compared with the

3US 14.2 billion of December 1974. The fall in the reserves of the oil

producers was much more significant than for the non-oil producers.

The decline in the reserves of the oil produoers was $US 1.8 billion

from December 1974 to August 1975* and while the second half of the year should

have been better with the increased price of petroleum of $US 1 a barrel on

1 October, it is possible that some further erosion of these reserves will
occur by the end of the year.

For the non-oil producers the position is less clear. The fall of only

$US 170 million in their reserves from December 1974 to August 1975 is due

to large financial and aid inflows. Whether suoh inflows continued at a high

level throughout the remainder of 1975 is still unknown, if they did not there

will have been a substantial reduction in external reserves from the already
inadequate levels at the end of 1974.

Gross domestic produot

On the world scene the World Bank has prepared estimates of GDP growth

rates of area groupings of developing countries for the period 1971-1974. A

comparison of the growth rates of developing Africa and all developing coun
tries is presented in table C-5 below.

Table C-5» Selected economic indicators for developing countries— all
countries and developing Africa, 1971-1974

1971 1972 1973 1974£

All developing countries

Total GDP growth rate

Agricultural production

Manufacturing production

Share in GflP

Gross investment

Gross national saving

Developing Africa

Total GDP growth rate

Agricultural production

Manufacturing production

(in percentages)

5.8

2,0

80O

20.5

18.1

4,6

3.0

8.6

0o4

9.7

20.8

19.1

5-5
0.6

5.4

7-5
2,7

11.3

21.1

20o8

4.0

-2,9

6.9

6.1

5-5
a ■ 0

0 0 •

. • o

5.9
7.4
. . .
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Table C-5* Selected economic indicators for developing countries all

countries and developing Africa, 1971-1974 (cont'dT)

1971 1972 1973 1974s

Developing Africa (cont'd.)

Share in GHP

Gross investment -

Gross national saving -

(in percentages)

21.

15.

0

9

19
16

.9

•7

21

20

oO

.8

Sourcei World Bank Annual Report 1975 table lo

a/ Preliminary figures*

Information on individual African countries is given in part II of

this Survey with available data provided from national sources. In this

section, a short review of the over—all situation of the countries of the

ECA region will be attempted, based to a certain extent on estimates prepared

by ECA.

For African developing oountries as a whole, the growth rate of GUP at

constant prices (unadjusted for terms of trade effects) was 6*3 per cent in
1974» which is not vastly different from the World Bank estimates(5«9 per cent)
for developing Africa* However, the GDP growth rates of two different group*

of countries, the oil producers and the non-oil producers, were very different

in 1974, with an over-all increase of 6*9 per cent at constant factor oost

for the six oil-producing oountries compared with 5*8 per cent for the non-oil

producers. When account is taken of the changes in the terms of trade, the

growth rate of the oil producers rises to 34-3 per cent, while that of the

non-oil producers is reduced to 5.2 per cent. For the ECA region the average

growth rate of GBP when adjusted for the terms of trade rises to about 17»4

per oent.

There were substantial increases in GDP at current prices, as is shown

in table C-6 below, because of the impact of inflation on individual economies

and greater export realizations due to higher prices. Judging by the implicit

GDP deflator, it seems that prices in the ECA region as a whole rose in 1974

by about 16.8 per oent, which is indeed substantial and is even higher than

the peak 15 per cent rate of inflation in OECD oountries during the last quarter

of 1974-
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Table C~6. Gross domestic product at factor post of EGA member States, 1973
and 1974 (in millions of United States dollars) —

1973 1974 Growth rate

At current prices

Six oil producers 30 268 50 164
All other countries - 44 958 53 036

All countries - 75 226 103 200

At constant prices unadjusted^

Six oil producers 30 268 32 369
All other countries - 44 958 47 569

All countries - 75 226 79 938

Adjusted—'

Six oi3 producers 30 268 40 653

All other countries - - 44 958 47293

All countries - 75 226 87 946

Sourcet National souroea. EGA estimates.

a/ Basically a Tolume index,

b/ Adjusted for changes in the terms of trade.

The agricultural season in 1974 was much more favourable than in 1973,
and the reoovery of production led to an increase in output of the order of

5-3 yjj per cent. The mining sector benefited from increased copper and
phosphate rock production, but petroleum output was reduced significantly in
the Libyan Arab Republic, which caused a fall in production for the region
as a wholeo

The construction sector was buoyant, particularly in the oil-producirg
countries, where large sums were being spent on development projects. Amongst
non-oil producers, experience was mixed, but overall the growth rate for the

construction sector in all countries in the region will have been particularly
markeda

Manufacturing industry oontinued to advance, although in 1974 itself
the agricultural processing industries must have been affected by the poor
crop season in certain areas in 1973/74- However, a growth rate near the
average of the last few years was probably realized.

V]J PAO estimates.
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Higher Government revenues and the high level of imports and exports

will have created favourable conditions in the commerce and services sectors,

and here the growth rates at constant prices were probably substantial* The

transport sector is dependent on general economic activity, and the growth

rate for this sector in 1974 was probably near the average for the economy

as a wholeo

There are very divergent growth rates in 1974 as between the subregiona

of Africa, ranging from only 2«7 pe*1 cent at constant prices (0*5 per cent
after adjusting for the terms of trade) for Eastern Africa to 7»9 per cent

(23.3 per cent) for North Africa and 6.9 per cent (22»7 per cent) for West
Africao The comparison by subregion is as follows:-

Ad.justed

GSP growth rates Current prices Constant prices constant prices

(in percentages)

North Africa

West Africa

Central Africa

Eastern Africa

54.8

7.9

6*9

2o°7

23-3

22*7

It is significant that of the subregions of Africa, Eastern Africa, which

had the lowest growth rates in 1974, has as yet no producer of crude petroleum

amongst the countries making up its area. This is in contrast to the other

subregions, which each have one or more crude petroleum producers.

In 1975 the position for the region as a whole is much less favourable,

and with much lower export earnings and reduced production in the mining

sector it will be difficult to achieve a reasonable growth rate for the region

as a whole.

Imports into the countries of the region rose sharply in value in 1975»

reflecting to some extent higher disposable incomes, while the volume of

capital equipment imported is thought to have risen fairly substantially point

ing to a larger level of fixed capital formation,. The higher level of capital

expenditure reflected by these imports will help economies to maintain growth

of GDP at constant prices in 1976 and 1977, depending on the gestation period,

but, as indicated earlier, much of the over-all growth recorded in the

non-oil-producing countries in 1975 and 1976 will have been wiped out by the

significant worsening of the terms of trade.

Expenditure

In 1974 there was a sharp increase in the level of expenditure on invest

ment at current prices in the ECA region. For oil-producing countries the

increase is estimated at 49*4 per cent, which is well above the increases in
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construction costs and the prices of capital equipment, while for the non-

oil producers the increase of 25,3 per cent probably reflects a volume of

output little higher than 1973, with most of the rise due to inflation.

A much higher proportion of the total GEP at market prices in the oil-

producing countries went on exports of goods and services in 1974, without

a comparable increase in imports. However, imports rose substantially, by

6O.4 per cent in value, while exports rose by 133 per oento For non-oil-
producing countries the reverse occurred, with exports of goods and servioes

rising in value by 32O2 per cent and imports by 51o2 per cento

The distribution of expenditure as between consumption and investment

in the ECA region shows that the percentages were 77 o 2 and 20,8 respectively

in 1973 and 70o7 and 21.2 per cent in 1974* Inspite of the large inorease
in fixed capital formation, the proportion of the GDP which went on net

exports rose sharply from l«>0 per cent of GKP in 1973 to 7.2 per cent in 1974,

Indeed, the share of domestic saving in GDP for developing Africa as a whole

(including the oil-produoing countries rose from 21.8 per cent in 1973 to
28.4 per cent in 1974> indicating a marginal rate of savings of 0.476.

Table C-7o Expenditure by ECA member States 1973 and 1974 (in millions of
United States dollars at current prices)

Percentage Percentage

of GEP at of GDP at

Expend- current Expend- current

iture market iture market

1973 prices 1974 prices

Expenditure

increase

(per cent)

Six oil-producing countries

GKP at current market

prices - 32 500

Private consumption - 17 300

Public consumption - 4 800

Gross domestic capital

formation 8 800

Change in stocks- - 300

Domestic savings 10 100

Exports of goods and

services 10 900

Less imports of goods

and services - - 9 600

52 800

21 600

6 600

12 800

800

23 800

26 400

15 400

49*4
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Table C-7. Expenditure by ECA member States 1973 and 1974

(in millions of United States dollars at current prices)

Percentage Percentage

of GBP at of GDP at

All other countries

GBP at ourrent market

prices -

Private consumption

Public consumption

Gross domestic capital

formation - - -

Change in stocks

Domestic savings - -

Exports of goods and

services - - -

Less imports of goods and

services -

All countries

Expend

iture

1973

49 500

32 600

8 600

8 200

500

8 300

12 100

12 500

current

market

prices

100 O0

65°9
17-4

16O6

1.0

15*8

24.4

25c3

Expend

iture

1974

58 200

39 600

10 700

10 600

300

7 900

15 900

18 900

current

market

prices

100-0

68o0

18O4

18O2

0.5

13.1

27-3

32.5

Expenditure

increase

(per cent)

17.6

21o5
24.4

29°3 \ 25*3
... )

-4.8

32.2

51o2

GBP at current market

prices - - -

Private consumption

Public consumption

Gross domestic capital

formation - -

Change in stocks -

Domestic savings

Exports of goods and

services - -

Less Imports of

and services

82

49

13

17

18

23

22

000

900

400

000

800

700

000

100

100 OQ

6Oa9

16.3

20.7
1.0

21O8

28.0

27oO

111

61

17

23
1

32

42

34

000

200

300

400

100

500

300

300

100 O0

15.6

21.1

1.0

28O4

38a

30o9

35.4

22.6

37*6

173^8

83-9

55*2

37.6

Sources: ECA estimates based to some extent on national sources., Figures

converted to United States dollars at current exchange rates.

However, most of the substantial boom in domestic savings took place in

the six oil—producing countries, where the average share of saving increased

from 31«2 per cent of GBP at current market prices in 1973 to 46°5 Per oent

in 1974> a marginal rate of savings of 0o675« If the six oil-producing ooun-

tries are excluded, the picture is entirely reversed. The average share of
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savings fell significantly from 15.8 per cent of GDP in 1973 to 13.1 per cent

in 1974, indicating a negative marginal rate of savings of 0«>05<, Indeed,

during 1974 there was a significant increase in consumption, both private and

public, in this group of countries. While private consumption expenditure

rose from 65.9 per cent in 1973 to 68 per cent in 1974» public consumption

also increased from 17<>4 to 18*4 per cent. And with gross fixed capital forma

tion rising from I6o7 per cent in 1973 to 18*3 per cent in 1974> it is obvious

that the big increase in fixed capital formation and part of the consumption

was financed from abroad, making it necessary to draw on foreign exchange

reserves. The import surplusf in fact, rose from 0*9 per cent of GDP to 5->2

per cent in 1974*

It is indeed disturbing to note that the share of domestic savings in

GDP fell sharply in 1974, to 13,1 per cento At the oapital-output ratio of

over three to one which has been noticed in the region in recent years, this

can hardly sustain a growth rate of GDP in real terms of more than 4 per cent

This emphasizes the need for more measures to increase domestic savings if

African developing countries are to become more self—reliant*

For 1975 the estimated figures for imports and exports given earlier

would point to a much higher expenditure on imported goods and services,

probably raising the 1974 total from $US 34.3 billion to about $US 42 billion,

while earnings from exports of goods and services are expected to decline from

$OS 42.3 billion to $US 36 billion,, This would leave an import surplus of

$US 6 billion in 1975 which was available to add to the increased GDP at current

market prices to sustain growth of the economy of the region.

The indications for 1975 are for a further substantial increase in invest

ment expenditure at current prices, but much smaller inoreases in public and

private consumption expenditure* In the region as a whole the level of domestio

saving as a proportion of GDP must have fallen significantly from the record

level of 1974-

Agriculture

The agricultural sector in developing Africa recovered during 1974 from

the setback due to drought in 1973* However, growth was not sufficient to

bring the average for 1971-1974 to anywhere near the 4 per cent growth rate

laid down in the International Development Strategy. The annual average was

only just over 1 per cent in this period* The abnormal weather conditions and

patterns of 1973 resulted in a deoline in agricultural output during 1973 of

2.1 per cent but with more normal weather the 1974 figures show an increase

of 5,3 per cent over 1973« The prospects for 1975 are for a reasonable harvest,

but production will be only a little better than in 1974 due to poor weather

conditions in several important North African countries and the difficulties
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resulting from falls in seed production and livestook levels "brought about by

the 1973 drought,, It is estimated that it will take several years to restore

normal livestock production patterns.

The recovery of production in 1974 was due largely to the end of the

drought in the Sudano—Sahelian zone<> Rains were good in this zone in 1974>

and production approached normal* However, in view of the disruption in living

conditions and the concomitant decline in eoonomic activities caused by the

drought years, plantings were less than normal, while insect infestations in

some regions caused output to fall. In addition, the drought in Ethiopia and

Somalia took on serious proportions.. Hundreds of thousands of head of livestock

were lost in both countries, and crop production declined by 20-30 per cent*

Brief review of agricultural performance

The weather conditions in 1975 were generally better than the 1972-1974

average. However, as mentioned above, there were some areas with "below—average

rainfall. Normal rains returned to Ethiopia and to some of the areas affected

by drought in Somalia, but rainfall was poor in southern Morocco and in Algeria,

which reduced crop production significantly.. Insect infestation has continued

in some of the Sahelian countries, particularly the Upper Volta and the Niger.

However, over-all grain production in 1975 should be similar to 1974, while

total food output should increase by 1 to 2 per cent in the region as a whole.

Because of the poor agricultural season imports of maize and small grains

doubled in 1973/74. Wheat output in I974 was less than the 1973 level and as
much as 20 per cent lower than the 1971-1972 average. As a result, imports

increased by 36 per cent in 1974 over those for the 1971-1972 period. Among

the grains, only rice production achieved a record level in 1974* Annual rice

imports have remained at about the same level since 1971» Available information

indicates that the output of roots and tubers increased considerably in 1974,

In some countries there has been a noticeable shift away from the production

and cultivation of cereal grains and back to roots and tubers, possibly as an

insurance against the effect of bad weather conditions on the former,,

Meat production has been adversely affected by the drought, the impact

of which was most pronounced in the livestook—producing regions© Despite the

decline in livestook production, however, exports of meat in 1974 were slightly

higher than in 1973* There was a modest increase in fish production in 1974,,

with considerable increases in Senegal and Zaire, but sharp declines in Angola

and Morocco resulted in a fall in production of fish meal and oil in those

countries*
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Some major problems in African agricultural production

(i) Weather patterns

Droughts, floods and unusual climatic conditions in Africa,as in the rest

of the world; are in large measure occasional and not periodic phenomena. There

is no general agreement among meteorologists as to their causes, hut the

consensus is that they are essentially dependent on general air flows and thus

not subject to predictive analysis.. In Africa these climatic variations are

capable of adversely affecting agricultural production in most regions of the

continent, but in reoent years they have been felt particularly north of the

Sahara and in the Sudano-Sahelian zone which stretches north and south of the

tropical forest zone and covers about a quarter of the agricultural land of

the region. Clearly one cannot change the weather patterns. One must therefore

change agricultural practices and the use and storage of water and crops so

as to minimize their adverse effects* This means that more dams must be built

for irrigation and optimum use made of underground water sources<> Agricultural

production in Africa has not yet developed sufficient resilience to ensure

quick recovery from adverse weather conditions, nor are there built-in

safeguards and safety margins to protect crops.

(ii) Agricultural technology

The level of agricultural production technology in many African countries

is insufficient to permit the production of surpluses and adaptation to weather

and price changes. Common patterns of land ownership or control favour produc

tion by individual farming families or small groups. This may result in a

lack of co-ordination in growing procedures, and failure of crop rotation which

would ensure replenishment of the soil. Most small farmers are forced into

a production pattern whereby they supply the needs of their families and produce

a little extra for sale on the market* The pattern of land use makes it dif

ficult to adopt modern technological methods of farming, while in the past

marketing conditions have left the farmer at the mercy of the large buyer.

This latter situation is dying out as more and more countries have been able

to build up Government marketing organizations for the more important crops

sold by farmers., However, there is still room for more extensive use of

marketing co-operatives as well as more combinations of produoers to use shared

technical inputs.

FAO has recently embarked on a project for the establishment of emergency-

food reserves and storage facilities in a number of Afrioan countries. Already

recommendations have been made for emergency food reserves in Ethiopia and

Botswana, and studies for a few other countries are nearing completion. However,

a long-term policy must be developed to upgrade the production technology of

the mass of small farmers who are responsible for nearly all the output of

food crops* They must be taught to keep stocks of seed on a continuous basis

in order more readily to increase production when weather conditions permit*
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The food shortage that resulted from the 1972—1974 drought was overcome

largely through food aido About 1»5 million tons of grain in addition to milk

and fish were provided for the seven west African Sahelian countries, Ethiopia,

Somalia and Burundi** The objective of achieving self-sufficiency in food

production presents probably the greatest challenge for development in Africa*

The solutions to Africa's agricultural production and productivity

problems are neither certain nor simple, but in light of the drive for self-

sufficiency as spelled out in the Declaration and Programme of Action on the

Establishment of a New International Economic Order,certain suggestions were

made which if carried out would probably result in significant improvements.

In the period 1970-1974 agriculture in Africa suffered from a period of climatic

disaster which made development difficult Total food production increased

at a rate of 1O2 per cent a year, while per capita food production decreased

at an annual rate of 1<>4 per cento 18/

The suggested solutions are well known* Firstly, improvement of credit

extension, marketing services, building up of infrastructural facilities such,

as dams, boreholes, feeder roads and storage facilities and the supply of vital

inputs such as fertilizerso Secondly, reform of the institutional structure

and organization of African agriculture, including particularly the systems

of land tenure, to bring about a more appropriate factor mix in the agricultural

sector of African economies. Thirdly, greater co-operation among African

countries and with international agencies and independent research institutes

particularly in the areas of agricultural research, training of agricultural

personnel and marketings

These are not solutions which can be instituted quickly, nor are they

free from the creation of additional problems, For example, changing the

pattern of land tenure so as to move toward larger land holdings and the

adoption of modern capital-intensive agricultural techniques and a more

appropriate factor mix will certainly raise labour productivity and probably

absolute production, as has been the case in many developed countries where

labour is relatively scarce and commands a high real wage. In the poorer

countries, however, with large elements of unemployment and underemployment

in the agricultural sector throughout large portions of the year, changing

the land tenure system as suggested above could result in displacing millions

of agricultural workers unless nutritional standards can be revolutionized

so that the extra production is largely consumed within the domestic economy*

The problems of agricultural employment are acute for countries whose primary

source of employment is agriculture and whexe the marginal product of workers

ourrently employed in this sector tends to approach zero.

18/ FAO estimates.
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A proposed solution for some Afrioan oountries is to adopt, where

feasible, labour-intensive methods of cultivation which for certain crops

can raise output per unit of land considerably, and even raise labour product

ivity at the national level• It has been demonstrated in several countries

that output per acre for certain crops in intensively farmed small holdings

is greater than on larger holdings© On the other hand, very small holdings

tend to be insufficient to provide a reasonable level of income for farm

families. Care must also be taken to avoid the creation of large family

farms which deny employment to landless labour.

Most agricultural unemployment arises in the off—season periods of the

production cyclee To alleviate this problem much more attention needs to be

paid to better water utilization, intensification and diversification of

production and the introduction of new crops and multiple cropping techniques

Agricultural production in developing African nations has grown only slowly

in recent years, and while the basic requirements for a reasonable standard

of living as well as the present level of imports suggests that there is a

large potential without taking account of export possibilities, the basic

problem is how to improve both income levels and production practioes in

tandem. So far many African oountries have been unable to find a solution

based on their own limited financial resourcese
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Industrial sector

Manufacturing

In the period 1970 to 1974 Africa did not meet the target growth rates

of 6 per cent and 8 per cent respectively for GBP and manufacturing output

set in the International Development Strategy for the Second Development

Decade. It is estimated that manufacturing production grew "by about 7 per

cent a year, 19/ and its failure to reach the target growth rate of 8 per
cent was due mainly to the drought-affected agricultural sector- For 1974

itself firm estimates are not available, but the growth rate was probably

lower than the 7 per cent average.

In the 1960s the growth rate of manufacturing output was 8.7 per cent

a year. The decline to below 7 P®r cent a year so far this decade is a

result of the poor performance of agricultural processing industries due to

reduced supplies of raw materials, but has also been influenced by changes

in ownership and management of enterprises following nationalization and

indigenization measures and a reduced level of demand growth for manufactured

products because of reduced incomes in the rural sector.

The performance of manufacturing industry has varied between countries

and between subregions of Africa. In 1974 itself the largest GDP growth

rates were in the six oil-producing countries, and the expenditure of much

larger sums on development together with larger allocations for recurrent

Government services and income redistribution measures gave a sharp boost

to manufacturing output* The position of manufacturing industry in the

non—oil-producing countries was generally satisfactory, except for the

influence of the poor 1973/74 agricultural season in Sahel zone countries.

Manufacturing industry in the region is largely oonsumer—oriented, or

geared to supplying the construction sector or to processing local materials

before export. Thus the demand from domestio consumption, for construction

and from the outside world in general decides the level of activity in this

sector.

Initial estimates for 1975 suggest that investment expenditure in the

region rose substantially at current prices, but that the growth of consumption

expenditure was perhaps more restrained than in 1974* There was an import

surplus of good* and services of about $US 6 billion, with earnings from exports

reduced from $US 42.3 billion in 1974 to about $US 36 billion in 1975- Thus

there is iikely to have been growth in the volume of output of industries

supplying the construction sector, but probably little increase in industries

19/ Based on figures for 1971 to 1973 given in World Bank Annual fieport

1975. tatole 1.
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supplying consumer goodso For industries geared to the export market

the recession in the world economy must have had a dampening impact on

growth. Over-all the increase in the output of the manufacturing sector

in 1975 in the region was probably at the lowest level so far this decade.

Prospects for development of manufacturing industry

The relatively low rate of growth of the manufacturing sector in

developing Africa so far this decade, compared with the fairly rapid

increases in production in other regions of the world at similar stages

of development, is a very real disappointment. Africa has abundant

natural resources, many unemployed or underemployed persons and generally

very low living standards. By harnessing the resources available it should

be possible to achieve high growth rates for manufacturing industry.

Unfortunately this is the theoretical aspect! the reality shows that without

abundant capital and the availability of trained and experienced managers,

executives and technicians, manufacturing development may continue at a

relatively slow rate.

increased financial resources of the oil producers enable them to

cut through the problems which previously oppressed them and had delayed

their industrial development, in particular the inadequate infrastructure.

New manufacturing enterprises can be constructed fairly rapidly, making use

of turn-key contract procedures, while the training of executive and

technical personnel takes place in similar manufacturing plants in the

industrialized countries as the new enterprise is being developed.

On this basis countries like Algeria, the Libyan Arab Republic,

Nigeria and Tunisia are building their manufacturing sectors fairly rapidly,

but this is not the case with the poorer countries of Africa whose resources

are limited and whose total population can create only a very small demand

for consumer goods.

It would certainly help the development of the manufacturing sector in

many African developing countries if there were better prices and a more

stable demand pattern for their exportable commodities and wider regional

co-operation among themselves. The growth of the rural sector, creating

better living standards for the majority of the population that is still

occupied in this sector, would also help provide a more adequate demand

pattern for the products of manufacturing enterprises. Similarly, a

higher level of investment would provide increased demand for the products

of those plants which produce construction industry materials.

As has already been stated, the effective institution of a new

international economic order will have a particular impact on the development

of manufacturing industry in the region. In the meantime growth in this
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sector will probably be slow, especially in the ncn-cil-producing countries,

unless there can be a substantial and sustained increase in the inflow of

external resources to these countries.,

Go-operation among countries in various subregions to develop enterprises

supplying a grouping of countries would provide a basis for more rapid

industrial development, but the evidence to date suggests that though countries

pay lip-service to the concept of multinational establishments there are too

many national aspirations standing in the way of actual achievements. A new

approach to this subject could help speed up the growth of manufacturing

industry in the region.

Mining

Africa's mineral resources have been developed basically to supply
materials for the industries of the developed world. Copper, crude

petroleum, phosphate rock, iron ore, diamonds, manganese ore, zinc, tin and

lead are the major mineral exports from the region, and there is also limited
production of limestone and natural gas mainly for domestic uses.

In 1974 and 1975 the performance of the mining sector in terms of total

output was influenced markedly by the petroleum, copper and phosphate sectors.

Output of crude petroleum in the region fell in I974 because the steep fall in
production in the Libyan Arab Republic for conservation purposes was not fully-

offset by the increased output from Nigeria. Production from the six most

important exporting countries fell by 4.7 per cent in 1974, and a further and

larger fall occurred in 1975 because cf reduced world demand.

Copper output from Zaire and Zambia, the two most important African
producers, rose by 2.7 per cent in 1974 to 1 201 000 tons, but production in

1975 was reduced in line with the policy of CIPEC in an attempt to maintain
prices, which had fallen to nearly half the level of 1974 in the first 9

months of the year. The output cuts probably reduced the amount of copper
won by 10 to 15 per cent in 1975-

Phosphate rock production was increased significantly in 1974, with
Morocco, the major producer, showing the largest increase, from 18.4 to 20.5
million tons. The year 1974 also saw a four-fold increase in the export price
of phosphate rock. However, market demand fell sharply in 1975 as European

farmers reacted to the very large price rises, and as a result production in

the region has fallen back to the level of 1973, with Morocco itself mining
18.2 million tons.

Value added in the mining sector rose exceptionally in 1974 because of
the three-fold or four-fold increases in the prices of crude petroleum and

phosphate rock and higher copper prices. However, in I975 prices and output
of these three major commodities have fallen, and this will lead to a
significant reduction in value added from the industry.
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New mineral resources are still being found in the continent, with

some emphasis in recent years on those areas which had "been only poorly

prospected in the past. Crude petroleum will be produced by more

countries in the region in the future (Zaire joined the list of producing

countries in 1975) *>ut the position for other minerals is less clear.
There is strong interest in uranium to build up potential supply sources

for the nuclear power stations being developed in the industrial countries,

and there are large new copper developments under way in Zaire and Zambia.

Many potential iron ore and bauxite projects are being examined, but these

often require expensive infrastructure developments, so progress will be

dependent on the extent of world recovery and the growth of new markets.

The much higher costs of development and exploitation of the newer

(non-oil) mineral projects in the face of poor market demand have brought
a temporary halt to a number of potential schemes, while the losses made

on such projects as Botswana's copper-nickel venture and Mauritania's

copper mine are causing the large companies to rethink their strategies,

particularly as many existing mines are capable of expansion once market

conditions improve. The future rate of the development of raining in the

region will be heavily influenced by the rate of growth of the world

economy in the years ahead»

Construction industry

As already indicated, there have been much higher allocations for

development in the oil-producing countries than in the other countries of

the region. This means that the construction industry in the oil-producing

countries is much more buoyant than elsewhere. However, available data

suggest that in the region as a whole gross domestic capital formation rose

by 38 per cent at current prices between 1973 and 1974> which probably

reflects a fairly substantial increase in real terms. While the incidence

of this inorease would have been felt mainly in the oil-producing countries,

there is some evidence of a significant rise in the non—oil producers also.

For 1975 countries have tried to keep up the momentum of development

with help from much larger inflows of foreign resources, but those countries

most in balance-of-payments difficulties have probably been forced to cut

their development allocations and thus reduce activity in their construction

industries. Because of the high level of the development effort in the oil-

producing countries and Egypt's attempts to restore its economy, there should

have been a significant increase over-all in construction industry output in

the region as a whole in 1975 -

Economic infrastructure

The economic infrastructure, as distinct from the social infrastructure,

includes transport and communications, commerce, banking *nd finance,

electricity and water and similar services. No country can develop its

resources properly without an adequate economic infrastructure, and services

like transport, electricity and water have to be developed in advance of

potential demand.
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There is continuing evidence of bottle-necks in transport services in

the region, particularly where these services also offer transit facilities

to land-locked countries nearer the centre of the continent. In fast-

developing Nigeria and the Libyan Arab Republic many recent reports have

referred to very large numbers of ships awaiting unloading at ports because

of orders for imports placed in excess of the existing capacity of the ports

concerned. Amongst the land-locked countries, Zambia has made constant

efforts over the past year to try to ensure that its essential imports and

exports oan be carried to and from the country. The outbreak of civil war

in Angola meant that the railway system from Lobito was no longer available

for Zambia and Zaire; Zambia in particular has since had acute transport
problems.

Theae are particular examples, but many potential mineral development
projects are being held up because they also involve costly transport

developments. In a large continent such as Africa, with existing railway

and road links built largely to connect mineral or commercial agricultural
areas to ports, there is still a need for many more and more modern transport

links within countries and serving adjoining countries. The pace of

development is slow and there is not much evidence of capacity on railways

and at harbours being built much ahead of demand. Transport bottle-necks
seem destined to be a feature of the development of the region for some time
to come.

As for electricity supplies, it often happens that as soon as a new

major hydro-electric development is launched, considerable interest is

generated in potential industrial projects such as aluminium smelting or

the production of ferro-alloys or glass making-which are intensive users

of cheap electricity. Similarly, other industrial enterprises which need
substantial electricity supplies may be held up because existing generating
capacity is limited. There are still many potential hydro-electric projects
on dam sites in the region, and forward planning has generally been able to
keep capacity ahead of demand. However, any quickening of the pace of

development in the region would imply a faster growth rate in electricity
production, while if the region became a major base for industries dependent
on cheap and massive supplies of electricity a number of large-scale projects
would be required.

In 1974 and 1975 large-scale hydro-electric projects were under way in
a number of countries: the Inga scheme in Zaire, Cabora Bassa in Mozambique,
Kidatu in the United Republic of Tanzania and Tana River in Kenya. In
North African countries there was more emphasis on thermal generating
stations fed with fuel oil or natural gas.
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Social conditions in Africa

One major problem connected with the analysis of social conditions in

developing countries in Africa is the continuing shortage of up-to-date

statistics,, A further difficulty is that, while social changes may "be

adopted as policy measures, the actual movement in the direction required

may not "be easily measurable except after a period of several years. Finally,

social conditions vary greatly from country to country and as a result any

generalization for the region as a whole would probably be arbitrary and

misleading. The following analysis is limited to the observable trends in

social conditions.

The impact of price and wage changes on living standards

In 1974 the economy of the region probably grew more than the target

growth rate of 6 per cent, but the impact on individual countries was very

uneven. The oil producers had record increases in their GDP, while for the

remainder the average growth rate adjusted for the terms of trade was just

over 5 Per cent. However, in East African countries the real growth rate

was only 0.5 per cent, and it is evident from the available data that the

poorer countries of Africa were particularly affected by the world economy's

move into deep recession as the year progressed.

The economic problems faced in many poorer countries included a

deteriorating balance-of-payments, high levels of inflation and a fall in

living standards. Within countries attempts were made by Government decree

to limit the impact of any fall in living standards to the more affluent

members of the community. Thus duties on luxury items and non-essentials

have been increased, the import of many such products has been sharply

reduced and wage rises have been granted on a basis which gives reasonable

compensation for price increases to lower wage earners but which mean cuts

in living standards for the higher paid. Direct tax rates have also been

raised. One indirect result has been that personal savings have been

reduced as attempts have been made by individuals to maintain living

standards by making use of past savings. Similarly, it seems that in many

countries public sector savings fell "beoause of the heavy subsidies granted

to mitigate increases in the cost of living.,

In the rural sector the returns to the peasant producer are related to

his production. A better agricultural season in the region as a whole in

1974 led to greater commercial production selling at better prices, but

there were a number of countries in' Eastern Africa where the season was poor

and the population suffered in consequence• The evidence available to date

is too limited to make any assessment of a possible narrowing of the gap

between urban and rural living standards in the region, but policy measures

operate in this direotion, particularly in the oil—producing oountrieso
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Consumption

Estimates of agricultural production in 1974 indicate that for many

countries the rate of growth of food output exceeded the rate of population

growth, but the year itself was one of recovery from poor performance in

1973) so one result was that imports of oereals into the region were reduced

in 1974 from the very high level of 1973, Consumption of food products

probably increased a little on a per capita basis, but again the large number

of countries in Africa would make such a generalization inappropriate to all.

In view of the sharp rise in prices, a number of countries decided to

subsidize imports of sugar and grain in particular, to reduce the impact on

consumer prices.. These subsidies, in conjunction with rising wages, helped

to moderate the influence of inflationary pressures in urban areas.

A particular example of a policy measure which will obviously have a

wider impact in African countries in the future is the decision of the

Algerian Government to reduce income differentials in favour of the lower

paid and eliminate malnutrition. Such a policy will have the effect of

increasing consumption and could, if widely adopted in Africa, offer a

market for and encourage production of a substantial number of mass consumer

goods, including agricultural items*

Employment

The few employment statistics that exist are often only available for

the monetized section of the economy, and even here the agricultural sector
is only poorly covered because of the difficulty in obtaining regular returns

from small employers. Domestic service, while still a substantial source of
employment, can be measured only on an indicative basis.

On the basis of available data it seems likely that wage employment grew
in almost all countries of the region in 1974» but there were wide divergerces
in the percentage increases. Mauritius recorded a growth rate of 18.5 per cent
and Togo one of 14.4 per cent, but Malawi achieved only 3.6 per cent and Zambia
1.6 per oent. There is strong evidence of continuing widespread unemployment,
with economic growth rates in general completely inadequate to permit wage
employment to absorb more than a small proportion of the new entrants to the
labour force. Exceptions to this generalization are the more wealthy, and
particularly the oil-exporting countries. In the Libyan Arab Republic, for
example, more than 100 000 foreign workers are currently employed, and Algeria
is hoping to attract more of its nationals baok from employment abroad.

Some of the poorer countries ia the region resorted to austerity budgets
in 1974> and this led to a slow-down in the rate of employment creation in th,e
public sector of the eoonomy. The creation of job opportunities in the modern
seotor as a whole is a function of the level of both current- and anticipated

fixed capital formation and economic development and the services dependent on
and necessary for this. However, the rate of growth of industry is still low
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and has worsened this deoade compared with the 1960s. Thus for the immediate

future most of the labour force will continue to rely on activities in the

rural (traditional) sector, and the main thrust in most countries must be
concentrated on the reorganization and improvement of traditional agriculture*

In 1974 a number of countries including Mauritius, Zambia and the Central

African Republic gave a new direction to their economic strategies by

emphasizing production for export together with production aimed at self-

sufficiency in basic foodstuffs.

Unemployment and underemployment

This aspect of the social scene can be measured only indirectly. Very

few African countries count the unemployed, as do the developed countries of

the world, and underemployment is measurable only as a result of fairly

intensive investigations of a socio-economic nature into living conditions
in rural areas.

Studies reveal that in most African countries wage employment creation
is insufficient to absorb new entrants to the labour force, let alone start
to make inroads into the existing levels of unemployment.

For the underemployed in the rural areas, an agricultural revolution
is required to bring about any substantial improvement in the number of days
worked per year. This can only come about by the adoption of appropriate

land reform measures, including a better factor mix, coupled with multiple
cropping where possible based on "better water utilization and storage and
more modern inputs.

In 1974 attempts by certain countries to enforce policies to restrain
migration to the urban areas led to some return of migrants to the rural

sector. Such returning migrants would have added to the rural under
employment problem unless they had easy access to their own plots and were

able to produce their own food. In Sahelian countries the mass evacuation

of the rural areas up to 1973-1974 was reversed as the authorities made
efforts to resettle the rural population following the onset of the better
rains in 1974.

Education

The number of African oountries which are near the stage of universal
primary education is growing, but there are also some in which the enrolment

ratio is still extremely low. As primary enrolment has increased, leading
to larger numbers of primary school leavers, so secondary education facilities
have grown and later those in higher education. The function of an educational
system is to eradicate illiteracy, to give a basic grounding in learning geared
to the requirements of the particular economy and to provide entrants to the
labour force at various levels with the educational background required for
them to make an easy transition to worth-while employment.
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One basic problem at present is connected with the level of education

and the requirements for entry to the limited number of jobs available.

Increasing numbers of students leave the schools each year without

completing their prescribed course of study. Those who do complete the

primary course find that there is no work available. The same tendency

is increasingly obvious at the secondary level, while university graduates

who have taken arts courses are also finding difficulties in obtaining

employment.

This education/employment problem is occurring at the same time as
developing countries are finding that there is a lack of skilled and trained

indigenous personnel to fill posts for managers, executives and technicians.

As a result urgent efforts are being made to reorganize educational" systems

to concentrate more on the development of scientific and technical skills.

In 1974 important steps were taken at the primary level in a number of

countries. The Libyan Arab Republic achieved its target of universal

enrolment, Algeria is planning to extend the years of compulsory education

from seven to nine years (including the first years at secondary school),
and Kenya introduced free primary education leading to a very large increase
in enrolments.

The participation of girls in the educational system is being

progressively increased and there is even one country, Lesotho, which has

more girls than boys at sohool because the boys are required to look after

herds of livestock owing to the absence of the older males in employment
outside the country.

Some countries are making radical changes in educational curricula
in order to improve the quality of education. Teachers are being retrained

or better trained before taking up their posts, and the importance of

education in all countries is reflected in the expenditure on this subject
in the Government recurrent budget. Everywhere it is one of the most
important expenditure headings.

The awareness that most school leavers will be engaged, in activities

in the rural area is leading to some emphasis on agriculture as a subject
at the primary level, and there are also courses being introduced for
building and other artisan activities.

Migration

Movements across national boundaries have been conneoted with the
prospeot of obtaining employment or with the exodus of refugees from some

disturbing circumstance. In recent years there has been a fairly
substantial curtailment of jobs on offer to migrants in favour of

resolving unemployment of nationals in some receiving countries. In
others a fairly substantial growth rate has meant that job opportunities
for migrants have increased or at least have been maintained. Within
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Africa, attracting countries for migrant labour include the Ivory Coast

in West Africa and the Libyan Arab Republic in North Africa, and in the

south a number of countries continue to send workers to South Africa.

A number of North African countries have traditionally looked to

Europe to absorb some of their surplus labour, but in 1974 the onset of

recession stopped new recruitment in Europe and led to some return

movement of workers who had lost their employment-

Health

In 1974 attempts to provide increasing health facilities in rural

areas gained some momentum, with an increase in the number of clinics

or other health posts and the movement of staff to such areas. Training

facilities are being improved, and the attempts to replace expatriate

doctors with local personnel means that larger numbers of Africans are

now being trained as doctors both inside and outside the region.

However» in general, ratios of doctors and hospital bods to population

show little sign of improvement, except in countries like the Libyan Arab

Republic which have considerable funds available for Government recurrent

services or have traditionally had high doctor/population and hospital bed/
population ratios. Egypt, Tunisia, Algeria and Mauritius are examples of

these latter countries.

Housing

In many African countries the housing problem in urban areas is

made worse by continual migration from the rural areas. As already

mentioned, some countries are trying to reverse this migration and success

will make the housing problem a little easier. Any improvement in facilities

in rural areas will help reduce the attractions of the urban areas, and here

Algeria's policy of developing 1 000 modern villages with large numbers of

new housing units, health and educational facilities and electricity and

piped water can be considered a model for the rest of the region.

However, housing in urban areas must still be regarded as highly

unsatisfactory in most African countries, and only substantial expenditure

on subsidized housing for low-income groups and the development of site

and service schemes can help redress the situation. As a corollary, the

higher-income groups must be made to pay a full economic rent for any

leased accommodation or to build their own houses without subsidies so

as to release maximum funds for cheaper housing schemes.
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Aid to developing Africa

Volume of aid

Table C-8- External resource flows and service payments on external public

debt in developing Africa, 1967-1973

(in millions of United States dollars)

Disbursements
Debt service

Year Loans Grants, etc.-^ Total
Amort

ization Interest

Net

Total transfer

1967
1968

1969
1970

1971
1972

1973

1 072.2

1 061.3

1 114-1

1 705.5
1 379.3
2 222.2

4 448.2

812.8

842.6

1 005.1

1 001.3

1

1

1 455.1

102.4

441.7

1 885.O

1 903-9
2 119.2

2 706.8

2 981.8

3 663.9
5 903.3

Growth rate (per cent per annum)

27 10 21

398.0

457.9

55 3.1

639.9

699.1
941.1

477-9

25

169.6

191.6

225.4

261.2

299.2

345-9

567.6

524.5

21

649
778

901

998

1 287.O

2 002.3

23

1 317-3

1 254.4

340.7

805.7
983.5
376.9
901.0

20

Source: World Bank Annual Report 1975>table 8.

Note. Items may not add to totals because of rounding.

yGrants include grant-like contributions by DAC countries and grants by

multilateral agencies as compiled by OECD, as well as disbursements by the Inter

American Development Bank on loans repayable in the recipients* currencies.

b/ Disbursements on loans grants and grant-like loans, minus amortization
and interest on loans.

Table C-8 shows that the volume of net transfers rose from SUS 1,317

million in 1967 to $U3 3i901 million in 1973* with an annual growth rate of 20
per cent a year. In real terms the rate of increase would have been much less,

as inflation has eroded the value of money substantially over the period concerned,

Although data are not yet available for 1974 and 1975 continuous expansion through

out the period in current money terms is thought to have occurred.

While total net transfers grew substantially between 1967 and 1973 the

increase in grants and grant-like disbursements did not match net transfers, and

a rate of increase of 10 per cent a year can probably be compared with a world

level of inflation of 5 to 7 per cent a year.

The total debt service of developing countries in Africa was 34 per cent

of total aid disbursements in 1973, having grown from 30 per cent in I967. This

rate of increase cannot be allowed to continue and it is to be hoped that a

higher proportion of grants and soft loans in future years will help keep down

the percentage of aid that is lost in debt service payments.
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Loan terms

Another important element in the total aid picture is the terms of loans.

These are illustrated in table C-9 below, which shows that there was a moderate

extension in the maturity of loans and some increase in the grace periods.

These were offset partially "by equally moderate increases in interest rates

and reductions in grant elements as a percentage of loan commitments. As a

result of rapid deterioration in international economic conditions commencing

in the second half of 1974, it is possible that effective interest rates have

continued to rise and that grants and grant elements of loan commitments will

continue to fall. Both of these factors will tend to increase the ratio of

debt service to loans and to reduce effective net transfers*

The ability to repay loans

In the long run, net income from exports of goods and services is the

only source from which loans can be repaid. In the short run, certain

temporary expedients such as using proceeds of new loans and grants, and

negotiating longer grace periods and extended maturities, are also available.

Table

Year

1967
1968

1969
1970

1971
1972

1973

C-9. Average terms

and grants to

Average

maturity

(years)

18.3
20.7

21.6

24.0

20.1

21.5
22.6

Source: World

Loan

Grace

period

(years)

4.2

4.7

5-7

6.0

5.4

5.8

5.8

of loan commitments and grant element oi lc

developing Africa, 1967-1973

commitments

Interest

per cent

3-4

3.5
3.7

3.7
4.0

3.8

4.5

Bank Annual Report

Grant /

element—'

per cent

43

45
45

47

42

45
40

1975*table 9.

Grant

and

grant

element /

of loans—'

per cent

65
65
68

63

64
64

55

>ans

Amount of

loans used

for terms

calculation—'

1

1

1

2

1

2

3

157.4

237.1
282.7
202.0

691.1
388.8

919.4

a/ The grant element is the face value of loan commitments less the
discounted present value of the flow of repayments of principal and interest,

using the customary rate of 10 per cent and expressed as a percentage of face

value.

b/ Data for grants are taken from OECD (DAC) and Inter-American Development
Bank sources. Included are grant-like flows (loans repayable in local currencies),
bilateral grants, and United Nations agency grants. Figures for grants are on a

disbursed basis, while figures for loans are on a commitment basis.

cj This column shows the amount of loans for which repayment terms are known.
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Using the short-term techniques, however, only postpones the inevitable "burden

briefly and possibly :' .icreases its seriousness. Even though part of the

external public debt of developing African countries has arisen through

concessional or semi-concessional means, the service payments take up or will

take up a substantial share of the value of exports of goods and services.

Table C-10 gives us some insight into the problem.

Table C-10. Service payments on external public debt as a percentage of

exports of goods and non-factor services 1970-1973

1970 1971 1972 1973

Developing Africa - - 6.2 6.5 7.2 7.8

Oil exporters - - - 9.0 9.1 9.2 8.6

Least developed countries - 4.8 5.4 5.6 5.2

Source: World Bank Annual Report 1975, table 6.

Service payments on external public debt for all developing countries in

Africa rose from 6.2 per cent to 7»8 per cent of exports of goods and servioes

from 1970 to 1973* "but with the very large increase in export earnings in 1974

the percentage must have fallen in that year. However, for the least developed

countries the percentage of 5.2 per cent in 1973 is likely to have been unchanged

in 1974. The least developed countries received higher grant elements and longer

grace and maturity periods in loans made to them. However, for 1975 the lower

export earnings of the least developed will have increased their debt burden in

relation to exports.

Prom 1970 to 1973 debt repayment schedules (both interest and amortization)
of developing African countries, being on a contractual basis, remained

relatively constant, while exports increased, ap.art from a fall in 1971.

However, there was a substantial increase in total borrowing during the period,

as is shown by table C-8. Loans increased at the rate of $US 914 million per
year and debt service payments by $US 367 million a year. In 1973, total debt

service payments had reached $US 2,002 million, while total exports of goods and

services were in the region of $US 23,000 million. In 1974 exports of goods and

services had reached $US 42,300 million from ECA member States, but there waa a

fall to about &JS 35>OOO million in 1975* Thus while there was an improvement

in 1974 in the ratio of debt service payments to exports in developing Africa

to a level below 7 per cent, in 1975 the ratio was probably near«r 9 per cent.

In 1973 there were seven developing countries in Africa in which the ratio

of service payments on external public debt to exports of goods and non-factor

services was more than 10 per cent. These countries were Algeria (ll.3 per c«nt),

the Congo (10.7 per cent), Egypt (34*6 per cent), the Sudan (11.1 per cent),
Swaziland (10.5 per cent), Tunisia (13.8 per cent) and Zambia (28.0 per cent).
The position of Egypt and Zambia was particularly serious but for Algeria, tb*

Congo and Tunisia the position must have eased materially in 1974 with vastly
Increased export earnings*
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These debt service ratios are misleading to the extent that they relate

only to external public debt. Much private capital has also been received

by African countries, and the payment of dividends or interest on such capital

together with repayments of capital will have increased the actual burden

very substantially.

External public debt

Table C-ll below shows the external public debt outstanding for Africa

by source of debt, and also gives a rough estimate of the type of money markets

which have been used by various groups of countries. As one would expect,

relatively higher income countries have had greater access to private capital

sources. Up to 1973 they relied on official bilateral and multilateral loans

for about 49 per cent of their external public debt, while the remainder

(almost 50 per cent) came from private sources such as banks (28 per cent) or
through suppliers' credits. The least developed countries, on the other hand,

had obtained their loans to the extent of 91 per cent from official bilateral
and multilateral sources. This is both advantageous and disadvantageous for

the poorer countries. On the one hand, the large degree of support from

official sources enables them to borrow on more favourable terms and thus

reduces the debt service burden. On the other hand, their limited access to

private capital markets restricts the amount of borrowing they can make and

invest without much restriction, and may thus inhibit development plans.

Future estimates on the debt service problem

The World Bank has prepared estimates for 1974 to I98O concerning debt

service on the external public debt outstanding at December 1973 by type of
creditor, and these data are presented in table C-12. However, they are not

particularly useful for economic analysis as they do not include any forecast

of new borrowing and the cost of servicing such loans.

Table C-ll. External public debt outstanding of developing African countries

at 31 December 1973 (in millions of United States dollars)

Bilateral Multi- Suppliers' Banks

Total official lateral credits and other

All countries - - 21 775 10 604 4 007 2 788 4 376
Oil exporters - 7 905 2 940 932 1 711 2 322
All other countries - 13 87O 7 664 3 075 1 077 2 O54
Least developed - - (3 607) (2 322) (969) (70) (245)

Percentages

All countries - - 100*0 48.7 18.4
Oil exporters - - 100.0 37.2 11.8
All other countries - 100.0 55-3 22.2

Least developed - - 100.0 64-4 26.9

Source: World Bank Annual Report 1975? table 5-
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Table C-lg. Projected debt service on external public debt outstanding at

31 December 1973 (millions of United States dollars)

Debt ou1>-

standing Debt service projected by y

Type of creditor 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 19&)

Developing African

countries

Bilateral offioial - 10 604 747 782 809 806 788 754 712

Multilateral - - 4 007 157 179 202 222 236 244 245
Private -

Suppliers credits - 2 788 542 556 520 467 370 293 228

Banks - - - 3 650 391 463 543 615 591 561 509
Other - 726 I65 127 105 95 103 60 54

Total 21 775 2 002 2 107 2 179 2 204 2 088 1 912 1 746

Source: World Bank Annual Heport 1975i table 7.

a/ Excludes new borrowing.

The past history of debt service as a percentage of exports indicates that
the better the financial credit-worthiness of the borrower, the higher the

percentage of loans obtained from private sources (suppliers and banks) as

compared to public sources (offioial bilateral and multilateral). However, as
countries find means of faster development, so their credit-worthiness tends

to increaae, particularly if, as is likely, the faster rate of development is
dependent on increased exports. Against this background it can be expeoted

that while the terms for borrowing in such countries will tend to harden, the

actual burden of debt should show a reduction as a proportion of export earnings.

The experience of recent years suggests that debt rescheduling seems to
be urgently needed for a number of countries which find that they have been
unduly optimistio in their development projections and that the realities of

export markets do not match expectations. This sort of problem could be

mitigated if developing countries were able to measure the future course of

prices of their major export commodities against a background of more realistic
commodity arrangements, with prices better related to costs of production and

high enough to enable the country concerned to earn remunerative returns on
the investment which has been made.
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Fiscal and monetary developments

It is gratifying to note that as indicated by the size of capital _
expenditure relative to the total budgetary outlay, African Governments in
general have been using the budget increasingly to foster their devel°pment
objectives. In the period 1974-1975, several African Governments failed to
achieve their original budgetary plans. The shortfall was caused ^^ V
economic difficulties arising from exogenous factors which were mostly un-
foreseen or outside the control of the Governments concerned. As the import
bills and the cost of running the Government administration machinery mounted,
and more funds were appropriated to subsidize essential goods for mass consump

tion, major changes in the original budget became necessary.

While some developing African countries have scaled down their budgetary
expenditure, in relation to estimates, others have found themselves in a
position to increase it. This is particularly the case where prices of
commodity exports have increased faster than import prices. In such countries,
the budget has not been subject to the resource constraint of a weak balance
of payments; and the rise in fiscal revenue from both tax and non-tax sources
has allowed them to finance a large proportion of their own capital development

without much external aid.

Ideally, an analysis of country budgets in the African region should
be based on actual amounts spent and appropriated over an eaual time period
so that comparison would be more meaningful. This is not, however, possible,
largely due to the lack of adequate statistical information and the different
budgeting practices in use in Africa. Whereas provisional estimates for most
of the independent countries in the region are readily available, the actual
figures are either not published or become available only very late. In
such circumstance, the limitations of an analysis based on provisional budget
estimates must be recognized. The differences in the functional classification
of budgetary expenditure and in the months which the fiscal year covers also have

to be taken into account.

Budgets and budgetary policy

Irespective of economic fortunes, all African Governments increased their

budgetary outlays in 1974. However, the rates of increase were most uneven.
Nigeria had the highest rate of increase, with a growth rate of over 85 per
cent in total budgetary expenditure whereas Mali and Niger had the lowest
with growth rates of less than 5 per cent. It seems that initially the high
rates of imported inflation in 1974 alone were enough to make increases in

budgetary outlays unavoidable.

Budgetary policy in Africa is basically determined by the capacity of
each couftry to tax, save, spend and invest. This capacity depends on a complex
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of factors, among which are the receipts accruing to a country from its main

commodity exports; the policy strategy including in particular the pricing

policies adopted as regards the public sector; the amount of foreign aid

which a country can expect to obtain; the measures taken to increase efficiency
in tax management and increase tax revenue; and the extent of inflationary

pressures. Although at any given time all these factors could be present

simultaneously in a single country, some of them had a more dominant influence

on budgetary expenditure than others. For instance, the rise in Government
expenditure in the United Republic of Cameroon in 1974 was largely due to

higher wages and salaries paid to civil servants and the higher cost for fuel
imports; in Mauritius it was due to the increase in food subsidization and

the higher cost of operating the social welfare system; and'.in Zaire it
resulted from the policy emphasis of increasing State ownership of economic

resources. The example of Zaire is typical in Africa, where indigenization

of economic activity is widespread. This policy has invariably led to

increases in State expenditure to cope with the management of a larger public
sector. On the other hand, it has also led to larger revenue.

Generally speaking, where there have been large gains from main

commodity exports, the additional resources accruing to the State treasury
in the form of fiscal receipts have been quite substantial. This is particularly
true in the case of countries exporting crude petroleum and some other strategic
raw materials. Several major African agricultural exports also fetched high
prices on the world commodity markets.

Table C-13 shows that total estimated expenditure increased by over
30 per cent in Algeria, Morocco, Nigeria, the Congo, Gabon, Botswana,
Madagascar, Somalia, Swaziland and the United Republic of Tanzania; between 20
and 30 per cent in Egypt, the LibyanArab Republic, Tunisia, the Gambia, Ghana,
Mauritania, Senegal, Togo, Zaire, Malawi, Mauritius and Zambia; between 10 and
20 per cent in the Sudan, Benin, Guinea, the Ivory Coast, Liberia the United
Republic of Cameroon, the Central African Republic, Lesotho, Kenya, Mozambique
and Uganda; and less than 10 per cent in Mali, the Niger, the Upper Volta,
Burundi, Chad and Ethiopia.

With the exception of the LibyanArab Republic and Tunisia, all the main
African exporters of crude petroleum increased their budgetary provisions "by
over 30 per cent. In the Congo, petroleum revenues rose at an unprecedented
rate, and the Government made substantial changes in its budgetary allocations
of 1974- The 79.7 per cent increase in total expenditure over the year was
based on the revised estimates. Morocco and Botswana too benefited from high
prices for their exports, and budgetary allocations rose 41.6 per oent and
34.0 per cent respectively in 1974. The Government budgets benefited mainly
from greater efficiency in tax management in the United Republic of Tanzania;
higher export prices for sugar in Swaziland and Mauritius; changes in the
budgetary system in Madagascar; and inoreased State participation in economic
activities following nationalization in Somalia.
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Table C-13. Growth rates of Government expenditure during the fiscal year

g 31 December 1974 Percentage change over previous year

Total Recurrent Capital
expenditure expenditure expenditure

NORTH AFRICA

Algeria - - - -

Egypt -$J

Libyan Arab Republic -

Morocco j- - - -

Sudan B/- -
Tunisia -

(JEST AFRICA

Benin ■./

Gambia rf/
b/

Ghana —' - -

Guinea -

Guinea-Bissau - - -

Ivory Coast ~ ~ ~

Liberia _ _ -

Mali -

Mauritania - - -

Niger ^d/
Nigeria —'~

Senegal ^/ w
Sierra Leone—'

Togo *

Upper Volta - - -

CENTRAL AFRICA

Burundi /

Cameroon —'

Central African Republic -

Chad - - - -

Congo — - - -

Gabon -

Rwanda — - - -

Zaire —

EAST AFRICA

Botswana §J,
Ethiopia £/
Kenya ^/w - - -

Lesotho

Madagas

Malawi

Mauritius

Mozambique

Somalia

V :

Tanzania

Uganda

Zambia ~

33.

28.

20.

41.

15.

29.

10.

21.

29.
18.

* 9

13.

13-

3-

25-
0,

88,

23.
.

20

6

9

12

12

8

79

5

5
0

6

9

3

4

5
8

.6

. 6

■ 4

■ 2

• 5
.3

.3

.7
* •

-9

-5

.8

.8

.4

.6

.7
31.9

...

22.5

34-0

3-6

19.1
18.1

47.8

27.6

24.7

16.7
36.6

43-6

32.0

18.6

19-

30.

-16.

38.

10.

18.

10.

8.

33.

20.

18.

22.

5-

34-

-4.

45-
17.
28,

17
6

7
11

6

8

60

3

1

7
2

3

9

4

7
0

.6

,0

,0

.5

.8

.3

.7

.0

.0

.6

.7

.0

.3

.2

.6

.9

16.7

27.1

18.9

58.2

4-1
9.2

11.1

16.8

13.6

19.4

11.2

22.6

44-5
37-6

25.8

22.2

Sourcej ECA secretariat ,

Annual average between April

Fiscal year ending 30b/c/d/e, __. „

7 July iy75 respectively

on national data

1972 and December 1975-
June 1975, 30 September

55.1
20,

60,

49
48

49.2

59-4

22.7

19.8

-40.8

-47-1

-20.4

38.8

147.9
55-0

.. •

45-1

4.1

52.6

20.3
56.8

...

300.0

52.7
•..

34-6

12.0

1.9
42.8

39.3

9.9

44.5

36.3

46.9
103.8

41.9
22.8

-1.8

39-0

1974, 31 March 1975>
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In ]h^SiX°ountries w"h budgetary growth rates of less than 10 per cent,
economic difficulties were the main reason for the stagnation. Mali, the Niger
the Upper Volta, Chad and Ethiopia were still affected by severe drought
conditions when their budgets were being prepared. In Burundi, the stagnation
in the public sector arose mainly from slow economic growth, due largelfto
unfavourable terms of trade and bad climatic conditions.

^ ^TV * Str°ng oorrelative relationship between economic
t bu^tary policies and few developing African countries are in
I mal"tai" a oonaistent rate of budgetary growth when economic
Afl" 8 Bififioantly. An assurance of stable and remunerative

l Itll T10UltUral and mineral commodity exports, adequate energy
are hereinZ Jl I™***"* lability in the international monetary syflem

Functional analysis of recurrent and capital expenditures

to sho^r™^6 info™ation on recurrent expenditure is not detailed enough

budan, Nigeria, Botswana and Somalia between 10 and 20 per cent!

The provisions under education and health have generally been increased

amount to over 20 per cent of recurrent expenditure. °u»Wies did i

have recently lllttl^r-T^^Jl^^l0^^ P°lio^. "any African countries

in development approach has gradually led to an increase in recurrent

economic development, and in only seven was the allocation beloW 50 per cent
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and the annual growth rates in other

Lesotho to 334-7 per °ent in Zaire.

Sources of public revenue

3sranged from 10.4 per cent

from companies with State shareholdings.

Tax receipts remained the main source of revenue. Direct and indirect taxes

Chad, Gabon, Kenya and Malawi.-

In varying degrees, mo.t
African countries have relied on external financing.

mm
countries.
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Money and prices

As mentioned earlier, most African Governments have borrowed on the domestic
markets help finance their budgetary requirements. The full effect of such
borrowing on African economies cannot be fully ascertained, but it has definitely

::^ TTT ^f^ *»«tio borrowing «an originate either from the^
„„ , . " """ —" ^lUil ^Uduse o^ xne iacK or data, borrowing from the
non-bank sector is not considered here.

In 1974, as table C-15 shows, the net claims of the banking system on
Governments (i.e. Government borrowing from the bank sector) increase in 18
African countries at growth rates varying between 4O3.O per cent in Mauritius

Zambia Sene°al Eth^^' °n °th6r ^^ ^ W6re r^duced in Nigeria,
j_ , n ■ & ®1> ~>*-0• j per cent. 60.0 Der cpn ~k s~i. o r*,a**

cent, 42.4 per cent and 26.1 per cent respectively. ' ^3 P

of African Governments are net borrowers from the

Libyan Arab Hepublic, Benin, the Ivory Coast, Mauritaniaf the Ni

2i i?+19>7Qper °ent)i ln the °ther 9 countries, they increased by between
per cent in Somalia and 155.3 per cent in Mauritania. Detwecn

Any change in net claims on Government or Government deposits affects

rL ^ 1Sthe SUm °f d6mand dit 1 ^ fthe

In Egypt, the Sudan, Mali, Senegal and the Central African Hepublic net

js^f;

WJh^Central Bank ox the West African States and the Bank of the Central
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Table C - 15. Monetary survey 1<

NORTH AFRICA

Algeria

Egypt

Libyan Arab Republic

Morocco - -

Sudan

Tunisia -

VEST AFRICA

Benin - -

The Gambia -

Ghana - -

Ivory Coast -

Mali

Mauritania -

Niger _ -

Nigeria -

Senegal

Sierra Leone -

Togo

Upper Volta

CENTRAL AFRICA

Burundi _ -

Cameroon _

Central African Republic

Chad

Congo _ -

Gabon _ _

Rwanda _ -

Zaire

EAST AFRICA

Ethiopia

Kenya

Madagascar _

Malawi

Mauritius

Somalia

Tanzania _ -

Uganda

Zambia

Changes in money stock and money suppl,

Percentage change over previous year

Domestic credit

Net Net claims

foreign on

assets Government

Net claims

on private

sector

14.6

40.0a/
89.O

36.6

34.6a/
24-1

68.9

78.9
-90.1

107.9 ,
33.4a/

348
-10,

748,
36,

-15
239

5
7

3

2a/
■5
.2

4.3

-37-6

50.4 t

-43.9a/

958

174
-17.2

-37-7

45.0

-37.8

-8.5

23.3

93-8
-26.0

-42.5
• ■ •

8.2

-26.1

20.9
-19.7b/
34.2

28.7
20.2

109-4b/
50.4

47.0

51-0b/
8.0

155-3b/
110.2b/

-325.3

-53.0

52.4 ,
34.0b/
48.0b/

2.6

146.2b/

10.7
...

15.8
69.6b/

25

73

-42.4

92.4

321.4
62.1

403.0

6.1b/
158.6

-60.0

37.4

42.9

84.4

24.5
24.6
30.8

28.2

14-9

43.5
39.0

57.7
11.2

68.3
32.9
41.2

40.9

21.9
68.0

29-8

-3.5
19.6

9-4
46.8

128.4

76.6

16.0

21.3

17.1

54.9
10.8

47.0

I8.5
29.4
90.2

Money

23.8

24.7
46.6

26.6

30,3

25.1

27.6

43.1

30.7

38.0

47.1
64.O

29.4
111.2

53.4

14.7

116.9
21.2

20

29
28

55
36

68

.6

■ 3

.7

• 5
.1

.3

I8.4

37.3

19.1

4.5
17.6

33.3

67-9

23.9
28.8

. •.

9-3

gr^T int-rV—^ ™~,^-i Statistics. Vol. XXVII, No. 1] (November
1975): and ECA secretariat (based on national data).

a/ Net foreign assets are negative. A(plus) (minus) sign refers to an
increase (decrease) in net foreign liabilities, b/ Net claims on Government
negative, i.e. Government deposits is the banking system exceed °°v^™
liabilities. A minus (plus) sign refers to an increase (decrease) xn net claim

on Government.
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cent. In countries whose economies achieved the highest Jowthrates +C5 P5 PBP

rates at
monetary .xpansi wL he ILelse

between 20 and

d"^1h.,1;1on of increase,

Percentage ohange over previous
0-10 10-20 20-30 over 30

Number of oountries in each group

Ih

on national data).

~ ' ^ flgUreS relate

i and ECA secretarial based

to countries for which data are available.

No. in
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save

i. s
h' >rn in Se o t 1 o n

T-6 -I World current account

fin billions of U 3 dollars)

_1 Set flow of res urces

from LAG countries to de

veloping countries and mul

tilateral agencies^ iy63 - 1973

iin mi lions of US dollars;

[-„] -\ B_?. Distribution of gross

disbursements of OTA from

developing market economies

and multilateral institut

ions to developing countries

t_i 4 B - 3 imnual ^ D I" growth
ur capita, in oi] -

T_

importing developing coun

tries and related capital

flows in bilxions of dollars

-1 i rices and export earnings

from "0 commodities, EGA

member Slates, 19^3 — 1975

~ 2 imports price index nun. -

bers of deve].rping Africa,

1973 - 1975

: - 3 Estimated importn and ex-

nortn of >j 0 ^ member States,

to 19V5 (in millions

S dollars.

-4 Nummary uf ba,iance of pay

ments of non - oil - producing

-orirtries of devploping

.frica,

.il]icn

?"^ ~ -974 (i
of ITS dollars

-34

1-54

1-57

- S Selected economic indi

cators for develcping coun

tries — all countries and de

veloping Africa, 1971 — 1974

- C Iross domestic product

at factor cost of SCA mem

ber States, 1973 and 1974

f'in millions of US dollars)

-7 Expenditure by EGA mem

ber States, 1973 and 1974

(in millions of TJ S dollars)

- 8 External resource flows

and service payments on ex

ternal public debt in devel

oping Africa, 19^7 - 1973

- 'J Average terms of loan

commitments and grant element

of loans and grants to devel

oping Africa, '3

-10 Service payments on ex

ternal public debx as a per

centage of evportfi of goods

^no non - factor s ivices,

1970 - 1973

-i: External public debt out

standing of developing Afri

can countries d,t 31 Uec. 1973

in millions cf TJ dollars)

12 Projected debt service on

external pubxio deb*, outstand

ing at 31 fee. 1973 'millions

of IT 7) dollars ;
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INFLATION

IN AFRICAN

COUNTRIES

• I. Inflation — Definitions and causes

• II. Inflation and increased oil prices

• III. Importing inflation through high
and inflating export prices

• IV. Money supply and inflation

• V. Case histories

• VI. The consequences of inflation
in Africa

• VII. Conclusions

of ,ablee ahown in
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AFRICAN COUNTRIES

CONTENTS

■ - -. ~'. t, .^^l_.-"®imixions and cm^ac- _ t-^ /,
■•■'•*■* ■■•"", ^'"wae t> -- p IT/1

^c eristics - causes of the world-wide inflation

II. Inflation and .i^re,sed oil prices .. p.Il/6
Impact effects - Issues of pricin

SS - p. n/25

- Ethiopia ~ tfi^eri- - «
°" oierpti Leone -- Z^tiP^i -> ^ •

VT tii,q "' ' Cj "" ^sire
-JItJ c°nsecruenceR n-f h-m-pt-4-•
—-^^, nces _ot inflation ln Africa ... v TT//n

Subsistence sector - ife^t "7"" /4
Ai«uub iry and. groT-rth. Tn-n +* "*^ u^ dcji poor

Government and the national debt11 aBdqdis'tortions -
^nd redistribution ' " Som co^luding thoughts on inflation

VII, .Conclusions - p,

I. IMPLATIOIT - DEPIWITIOITS m> CAUSES

is used m this nnripvi +

."^f?" vfries with the Lref ^del^ori-'1'^1 i'6*Ce* ''^^ rate ms^ be
aq *,,.+ j^^t ,. ° WiiV- j-^Os, Nowadays one Mni,ijT ? J_as inflationary in the
«-s not lnflationarv. or- .-+ i^^^j, ,_,_ ^ _ one WOula tend to

Infl^,tion does not

s



II

perlod annua
l reductions in the level of

inflation.

There is also some confusion arisi»S

^ "deflation axe often used to *^
than changes in the price level

fact ^ f

tirm contractionary will be u
tput and a contraction will in-

ou

riorrseforr;=
employment. Expansion will indicate the o

TtaS when reel output.^ is
increase is high and persistent the si where prioes are

S3
expansionary deflation.

of the inflationary process.
term period,

duration.

is
that most of Pfce

d

in the

T^ion that struo, a laree ^o2r2^^orSt
first half of the 1970s shows some of the otarart«£ Qnio Wars. Ye, dug
ods of history such as the rise in prices ^ S ts have be9n only on a local
SL period there has T^een no wide-scale war, o«i lationB have often been

of gold from ore such a
during the 1960s and 1970b.

partly -because the importance of
i World War Il.whcse effects

Ll trade haB meant that °-f
growth of lateMatioaal trade

The vaBt expa

^ closer together. The mpre
^ Holstic trade has given ri«,*> a
«• lne.tlng ateoad are

has been associated with
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of

„

in ..op,;

.„

prices in I969 to 197! of from 10 0 tn 1* f -^Pl^the very rapid increase in
the civil wi- and ito aftermth nf+L16>1hper oent in »i««*a were associated with
occurs l0ng after tt ei^Mch pr v^eTit^ ni^tT^f "T^™
tion from 1963 was a conseouence n^ +»,- ! i • +i tfusuin Zaire ^^ rapid rate of infla-

sr^ss «?js Ess5 ™1=

WJ5 =n=s-3e r
4 per cent per annum. The consumer
per cent increase in 1961-196-5 to a
1S74 to over 10 per cent.

additional«Jplies of
to deficit fianceV the

index £ W"B ^^ 1SBE thatafrom an average of 1.2

6 P°T °eni in ^^ «* H»Uj in

*»» Sovernment created

ship between the rate

assumption ttefth
highly c«>rrelated.

ti +1the rate of in wage rates
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-

3
of -the Federal Authorities

::^srsjrsss^
countries kept to a fixed exch^ge rate for long periods

tor

the Dnited States price would *e
,jpj Qhortlv. ^Y a similar

If tnis wer^ not so, supposin

in Lagos. Consequently goods would flow out walrt to accumule.te

to
have almost unlimited dollars sw^p.ng

There is of course a -rectin^echanis.

dollars for their goods will offer these a^ Central Beak will be

££ x j

of "building up dollar reserves must cease.
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P»t of tL^t^ /2h ITZ1 hf
have lost reserves and so be forced £contact
States 2/ It i8 .en ^ hoover that the
discipline. In a certain sense during the f^^rf
exchange rates dollars were in shoS su^!v +£ ""
SEES do today. Countries wished tfhoKe UniLf^i
serve currency ad ind.eed the mein interv^+Jr °S
bEBka. But after the mid..lS60sthen tZ T °^^cy in
deluged the HOrld wlth dollars th^th 'ime"0En "flatlon
gold being used to aettle\ 'utaWW fr^fff
United St,tes, the loss of such got! t ZTZ
the United States. The infl.-.tiolry

have insisted on

System would
°f ^ *" the United
^ SUbJeOt t0 no suoh

196°S Sinoe at Prevailing
/fr1 g°ld rather 1U»
d°llar as ^ main ~-
the portfolio of central
of the money supply So

°° ^egan insisUng on

inde^^ it the

rate than the United States ^ of ooSse there
to ensure that the price level of theXitJ I
of the United States and continent^ Eu^pe
remained fixed, the rate of inflation Z
could not have deviated in the £l

mOre ra*id
, ^ sterli*g devaluations

doll^/Sterling exchange rate

£^£ *£™« *****

under conditions of He shows that

t^s^ict^H
again because of the prevalence ot flLd
Europe. The proposition that lfrica W
an exporter of inflation is given some cre
only a small fraction of the^Ifcl world o

2 ^ri S^ rSS^^

f "* ln part imP°^ted from
? ^ °f inflation rather than

positions that the inflation
from

ther ^^t^ ?1
have supposed. There waS taa^"^^l-lessly as some commentators,
m surplus am it wns quite possible as indent § f °? tte Part of the t
conditions the United Ikngdom did in'i^i Zn to.fvoke the gold convertibility
be suggested that such dentures Zltte 11^^^*?°*"**** " Sh°Uld
In mr^y and perhaps most cases they were nof wStjldardnrules wer« reprehensible,
departure from gold in W31 envied T+ L 8XB^le the ^"^ Kingdom's
must be judged on its merits! ^ qUi6Uy from the slumP- Each case

|l|^^^ -* -rican Enterprise
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much of the inflation that, for example,

countries in Afrioa, the/f*0- ™ "

2
toU *Uo found that their
ofTo^ interest to examine

in c. dependent economy.

II. INFLATION AHD IHCREASED OIL PRICES

The ocloulation must be highly

policy will be pursued i
merely

^ces so created. This is
that "importing inflation"

ss- sr-

fibres may therefore f

to project what might happen i
one

what will happen to the

to loe at all

•■
countriese

T^le 1 records the cost, of oil i^from 19T2 to 19T8 «
assumptions. The most strxking r-ault « thc,t the oxl b W^
tries will increase about-seyen or eight-fold over ^/ d- Although these

"""v'Vhere are many problem associated with defining *e ^opriate prioe and
queiity of oil but they do not affect the argument th^t follows.
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Gross domestic product at current market
.and e^imatecLoosts of oil" imports in some
countries^ 1972--I978* * ' " ' ' ' ■—•■•■

i .of. United,. States dollars)

fT^ 2»599 17 27 87 98
Uganda - _ ij66o s ^ ' ^
United Reputlic 4J 51

of Tanzania - 1784O 14 22 ?3 OQ

3,214 21 33 111 lio

26 ^ 20 66 70

thP rr^-V +GDP fi^rGS are es^^Vesprepared
the United Nations Economic Commii f fixne united Nations Economic Commission for Africa.
Statistics Division. '

* At current market prices.

Ts£l| 2: .Cost^_of_oil imports as percentage

1973 1S7^ Wfi

0.4 0.6 2.4 3.0

,-,.,.Tr, 1>6 2'6 8°7 10e0
iT - - °-7 1.0 3.9 5.1
Morocco _ _ 0.9 1.5 ^2 ^s

Sudrr°' Le°ne " lo3 2*° 6'3 ^"°
TTU o'^ ~ - 0(>7 1.0 3.3 3-8
Uganda _ _ Ofl5 Ov 2g ^

United Republic " '
of Tanzania - 0.8 1.2 ^0 SO

Zaire - - 07 in -iV ,

^jciiiijxc. On In in -\ a
■~J* -/ J-oKJ Jo d. J>o4

^Source: Table 1#

# ^/ B^se year GI3P = 1?73.

The cost of oil imports does not include the cost of oil
related products.

Since base year GT figures are used and not current GDP
figures, column 4 win exaggerate the cost under the
assumption of rising GnP.
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T°ole 3: Per capita ener^r

'""*""" "'' * ft*
Inc ome __^piips _ _ ^ r_ ^ t. _,_.... ..,. — «*

Low-income countries

(under ^US 225 per ^

Hedium--income countries

(■;.US 22^-1 000 P,er_ cjr^ita) 1

High-income countries

(over ';^US 1 000 per^ c_aj)ita) 4

Source: Statist1.cal Yeaxbo^
(United "'iat"ions"pu^lication, Sales

Ho. E/F.69.XVII.I).

X* = Per capita energy consumption

in kilogrammes"coal equivclent-

i + s/ In table 2 the cost of

oono^nption measured in ^f^^l^l^^^ois domestic output of the
oil imports has been computed , c. ?^en^fv°*istio^ are considerable. The cost
country concerned. As one "asM"*60^ ^J^wice ,s large, as a fraction of
of oil imports to Kenya, for example, ^ ^°f association between the degree

GDP, as any °f-/'^"tL^^nce'of oUimporis, although there are exceptions when
:LrrisOr?ndi"s ^"/alternative1 fuel such as hydro-electr.o power or

COi-'l.

Some measure of the P°BB^le ^u™^^ o^ri^e ^"^Yoes
oil ceJi be obtained by supposing th?t (e.) the Pr^ * th rise in the price

not change, (b) the -^^.-^^^^^^^ffinl theforeign funds to pay for
of oil; and. (o) exports are ^re.sed in °jffj° %he inorease in the price
the increased cost of oil. Mlfjf^f^/^rlncrease in the price level from

1S75.

These rates of inflation are of ^

resources available for domestic use as -

of oil. The rise in price is needed *° £
competing uses or, more appropriately, the ™

of goods available for domestic use. In this
onctand-for-all increase in import £

er tity of goods among

of ^ovrth in the quantity
camlot be ar^ed that a

contributes to

- - once-and-for-

United Nations Statistical Yearbook, 1968.
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'
since the price of

hcsBlo™ownf:
One would therefore expect thet <,»r> °
would Effect the rate of infi"tloTovr
Icted m the tr.ble above and ,rould tTen t
remams on c plateau and the price of other
it would be necessary to elucL I
but no such effect is likely to

T ^preted - a persistent
level)- This point is of

rise

;
reached a plateau in

^ in **08 °f
0 the erteirt

* contin^ to rise,

°f ^ 11
then

groundnuts, for example, doubled irTm.no:

enjoyed a price rise'aliost co^^ble t" £
important commodities in the export economies of^
has been quite modest. From 1572 to the end o? 107!
^ only about 10 per cent e veer wh.Vb °f SW
of American prices ^ai/ZI*^^^
f*?B it difficult to discuss the effects of Tit
inflationary impact of the rise in the 111 I

™rSe not c°rrect.

J/ °? '^ °th6r hand
SU°h aS °°ffee' the
Prioe °* <=offee increased
*° ^e rate of inflatlof

°f ^ °°™°^J Prioes
Pri°SS in ^^fying the

-ose, Hhich have e^oy^

from overseas in order to fin,°Ce the
the unfavourable turn in the balance oftSae
increased exports (or corresponding reductiot
not generally correct. Ilanycountried™°*;°J?
deficit on current balance and borrowing to
exchange outflow. As will be analy^d frthe
effect of eliminating the inflationary eff!^
far as the short run is concerned Z
either by xncreased exports or

f ***
<* «» --ots of
does "°t borrow

; *>m Su^osed ^at

^°*^ imports), which is clearly
I °Xl lmp°rts ^ ^creasing the

Secilon< thi^ should have the

°U PrlCSS' ** l8^ ^

one stress that the result^
of the effects of the oil

r

oil price and the

v ° ^ Se°tion' ^ this
regarclsd ™ry much as an

7/
"tics, November 1974, Po 2c.
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„ may therefore he tentatively

countries in 1973 to 1975 ocnnot te
Infl..tion during theSe yeaxs^ proceed
U, .ttrrouted to the rise in the oil price
"n lvse in some detail the effects of c. rise
ff^on occurrence in developing countries

of trade over the 1950s, 1,60^^nd

i-he inflation rates in Africa
£\he rise in the price of oil.

^ o£Jl lQe conceiv-

* ^ is important to

p ffered from deteriorating
-ny ^ ^^ ^ 1S7O

for £Jialysing policies towards

policy under conditions

If it is r.ssumed that the increase in the price of oil rel^. ^eonOt°e quantity
moaities (experts) has nc effect on *e ^.nt^ty of ^P ,^ enter into the
7f other commodities imported or ^P^.'B^ ^he glance-of-payments, or mere
.aX.noe of payments are ^•^^U^hen te occasioned solely * the incr
strictly the T3alance-of--tr«de aeucn

in the price of oil.

the increase

remains the same as

-■■*

of the a

On the assumptions set out atove and afte^.the ^^^^ ^I^ntitv
flows of one type or mother, there will ent. Heither the quantity

vailame for domestic °/™fs «e no^ is there any reason to suppose

i to the

• H -ss s],

change in the
of

whether there will other^o^ds ^services This
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the se,e ,s .eforeV "**"' "

sales tax. /in a eev H +n ^ J ! a general fixed percentage

level will affected Thf

spencUnsr-sa
finance. While ^

o
T

5
:sfs

s

in rotes

Th.

i°mestio i <* Government

i

5 =

offse1;



+ ^ +>,« -n+hnrities Thus there may be some accidental chcJige in de-;
into account oy the authorities, mufa * T,l>+,+ ,- +he authorities do maintain

The conclusion therefore iB that vith pities re^pc^ to
changes and with Arrowing only to cover the reduced deficit there will
tionary pressure, assuming however hat £ -change rate is f^ ^ ^

^ir^ii - r^3 =r™ d. r£r

unchanged quantities added 10 to lt« ^"^^^^^efi^ation would not
panded exports it only Arrowed ^e^ome^tio oil induced^

exports. It will ,e noted that ^
tionary pressure provided that there is

and so provide the need for larger foreign growings

finanoe larger subsi-

would depress exports

the direct effect of the reduction

is diminished to the extent needed

advantages from which th.,t outlined ^

disposable income and money supply would t^ke ^
in the interim there would l>e the possibility of

unemployment and dislocation of ^-"X^
fairly stable demand conditions are best

a policy has dis-

Eduction in

exoesB oapacity,

it seems that

variations in the stock of

- world —ts take place

rapidly and in some o^es unpredictaloly

„ is imports to note that in all ^^^^^1^1^
and foreign borrowing are alternatives. ^°reI°nfollows therefore that a co^try
The greater the inflation the less one borrows It fol ^^ ^^ ^ ^

which for some reason cannot or will ^ £™[ Mve tte effeot of cutting down

rio^tt r-of"-^" %£££Z P-vide the exports needed to restore
the current balance of pavments to eau

assuming that the pattern on demand does net change appreciably,
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the test. First it Bhould onlyTrthoLht ^t O15X"S lnfl^io*, may not be found
some 2 to 3 years - since there lie consider ^ T *" V°Dg PSri°d °f ^^tme
likely that the reduction in Gove^ne"pending ofthe ^^ Seco^ "
have a considerable impact on the level o? ™T T ^e morease in taxation will
the depressing effect of the reduction in re i^P Vt* ^ ™ Alth

and y policy

« Tg^rT\?teit o^r^Zn rfvft *»- ^
are chiefly long run in nature and are to tha^^J^^^^nt decisions. These effects
tion except as regards the possSi^tv o? ^ ! °U d8 thS S°°pe of this se«~
long run objectives. The obvlo^ question Sth"7 he±™en Sh°rt r™ Policy *°*
petroleum and its substitutes! ThHrio ^ of Detrol °OmeJ10" ^ the P-"ng of
project or country Plan is its price rel tive to fl f\0haffeots a Particular
relative to the prices of actual ^ w +^n °Utp^ of the Project, or
oil, however, is"necessarily still s^rlZlf^0^; & ™S Tel^™ *™° °*
less to be fixed. As was sL™ in tTSf^™^"^' Pri°eS have ^verthe-
holding petroleum prices below tne level which °^ -^orities may consider
converted at the current rate of excha^L o^f ^SU" ^ landed Prioes
as long run production decisions Te l^lcZalnTol ?*^ ^ ^S'
happen, for instance, in the aKriculWaT! + T ^ ^ this prioe (-s
be decided to set different pr£es for differ^t" °f S6V6ral E°A °°«=tries) it
of the product. But, o.ite ap"t from th^^eVoT^leaT^tO the *°°^°»
to other uses, subsidies on particular invutTltl+r,^ ?*** °f low"Prioe'i applies
extent inefficient: an output subsidy or si^:v M^ prOdu0eI- ohoi°^ aid are to that
principle superior but may be found di iS f S f ^armteed P^oes are in
siderations also enter into decisions Ztll ^"-ant. Efficiency-of-use con-
increase in the price of oil has raised th ^1°^ °f alteraa^™ fuel; the
no reason to expect the B^oia^S o^T™^1 BT°r °f ene^- There ls
landed price and the only reason for HJT +f Petrole™ *° T» greater than its
revenue apart) would be tte eZctatio^ tlJ +5" Pnce above this level (re.eons of
rise in future'. Host GovernmSts have ^IWed n.? f"^ ^'^ °f P^oleu. will
toard and have in see cases reflate" tie ^e S ^T ^^ *" ^^ a ^

of inflatj

Domestic decisions on

B^oe-cf-payments p^ssu^es -nfthfpr^nTpe^^^XS^

priced pe'tro^mica1! Scti 'iftheL'ft^ f
Plant the l dd ' ^ Lf

pica! Scti iftheLft f
Plant, the value added per ™it' of out^t wLfh " ?*"** ^ °™
cease to be profitable lr mayfly ZcZt ^ fitSe TJlT^ ^ B°heme "
has increased. P-toiix«,Die at a later time, when demand
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may thus lead to the introduction^ or

concern over the distribution of income

may be found to to arguing*" ^"
ing property rights on quot,. holders
objected that such a policy would "

the inflation; but such a view is

must result from the demand for the limited ^
Regulating the price of such imports -t too low

dn^""9H

^ ^ .n preferenoe to conferr

ed * otto methods. It may then be
* of importB and so exacerbate
P the prioe of imports

into the comrtry.

h means of licensing
le 6 ^ .noome ^

business of procuring licenses.

With the allocation of scarce and rationed

port performances of firms " migM be
location can be avoided by methods other

petroled at low prices is some B^ f
involve the inflationary effects °* d£r^£
ful it will give rise to fewer goods be ing rele
export, so the domestic supply will be ^f
Apart from this elementary Po.nt, t^

the ^

^ «t ^ thought not to
Cofar as this policy is success-
^ on domestic markets and more for

^ to oompensate

rf such ^ locations often

ddition to the fall resulting

*rive »
different forms.

Several developed countries have recently

method for controlling the ^»°^ P^
that it retires no ^"^
on official valuation is all th

T
10 or 20 per cent

Similarly, there would not be
^intended effect on

The attrition of

th;.t the ^ale^ce-of-pa particularly for a change

^egged, is moved to a lower

nay, however, be difficulties

thBse^wouirrequlre valuations to be attached

10/ In the case of the United Kingdom, r

from the import surcharge. This was done in
this wry, 4st-.iirflr.tion" would ^reduced,
the relative price of food ,Jid 1

tive prices of other goods, thus
resources from producing substitu

cut goods that enter t ax free since

materials and _
belief that, ty discriminating in

' actual effect was however to reduce
products, and to drive up the re
production and the diversion of

food and raw materials. Finally,

much revenue us they would have^

/f^acr^n^S
in turn increased the future rate of inflation.
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s"s^ ^vsr OTt 1%regrowth end levels of employment. If it I „ ZT aS decllnine rates of
country to choose en appr^S le eLili tf I °™r p0SsV'le for *■ developing
certainties argue rather strongly ""nst tnt eZOh?^.fte' the P^ent great un-
that kind. The inflationary consequences of -^iTf J °* " ^±On^ °hoice of
no greater end should in the end tee t -floating exchange rate are certainly
rate chosen in unavoidable ignorance of the J °f fVS^M™ to - P-ticul£/
.ents in relation to the ^™ H & ^l£S^^^f3^

cjnd commodity policy

^l^io? tL^Xie ^%^ * in the fore-
recent ch^B in L inte^tL^r:™ ;;^etflnTdhthemSelVeS v^^le to the
export nu^cets in the petroleum DrodnM^f ra^et« The opening .nd eicpcnsion of
of exports to the, ll/^rltn Te confitiof?"" ^f ^ deVel°^ of neu t^es
ing coimtries, "^ " &' condltl0^ for attracting capital to the export-

T^ri,p;' fUller USe.of the listing General Scheme of Preferences mi <*+ m ,
pokier, oy mcrep.sina; puMicitv +n i^+..^. ■, rieierences might also be c,ccom-

frustrated. Developed oo^tries n v l"ZT ^* Where Prefere^^ .re l3eing
ency of the rich o^rin^Zl?™™™'""** ~^«iv» to "the inconfi.t
economies -,hoBe opportunities for^n^r E ? Pr°S^.mmss to assist developing
rich country policies 12/ They ?°1 n'L ^ ^t^^ly imaged * other
opportunities for containing lotion h5f • "J^17 sensitiTC *" *he waste of
ticn of rel .tively oh-^^^ot^^S^S^ "" ^^ °*

gress that has been Lie in producer r~fntt J °Tf E°A reGl°n- The Pr°-
to be tested when commodity prices ce-fTri^ "f+t , ^^ Pol"ies are still
need for B1-ch agree.ents is no"p, rticS4l™"t f ^ ■'' 1^'1^- ** ***
to higher petroleum prices. The oo^odWv LS^ =°™tnes th.t are vulnerable
cent past c.s uell t s the soecul t^vH + y Sh°rte-ges -nd Price movements of the re-■
.^•rc's the end of 1 7 bSX, T1"" '" SeVerC'1 co™od"y mar!,ets tc-
st.Moilization: the cost ot vole, 111 fl T TT^ ^^ ±n °°™°^J ^rlcet
have proved to be high! In reoent £^fS ?• ^^ ^^ ^ SUpplies
possibility of attracting the ' 1SM P !'T rl°°™ent' LWCT^ discusses th,
nance buffer stocks which fo™ llT °f Petroleum producer countries to fi-
.ecurity of such k^ve^nt^Moh ,ZTle^llt ^\ °°^ S°hemeS- The
relative protection a^inst inf1 tn n^ / \ JJ pllJrBloal sto<=-^ ..nd their
assured by the creat o^n of a cento'l fund T\ ^ ?** vMi°°* ^^ ^ best
Schemes to stabilize the restive"rices 0S mHo^ ^.^is^ °* ^fer stoohs.
yield profits equal to or .re tlr Z L ^ commodities ^ight in addition
surpluses of petroleum producers! ^ ™ ^ e^e°ted ^^ements cf the

oontVa'c't rat' ^ ^^^ SfbratTdrain
12/ Report from the Select Ce^ittee on Overseas development, op. citM p. 25.
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THROUGH HIGH W> JWIMJ^

authorities tend to dismiss such .n effect .

problem

form

commodities takes the

"ould not'expect such quick and violent - ^f^f^^^ price movements
inflation of Gho^a The ch,rccterstc feature cft^ ^ ^^ ^ ^

thct comprise inflation is thc.t teyUa . 1 ?luotuations ^s one observes m the
lso .ppecr to tcte a long time to stop. ^ variations in short run profits

^"^^ of the Coco, II&rketing Bo.r.

nevertheless it is clear the.,

It is convenient to begin an

that the money demand remains the

y assuming first of ell
uthorities' "sterili,-

The prohlem

» is also oon^

of imports remains constant,

ties of imports and exports.

V,ith these two critical a^
tion in the short run is simple; there
econo^. The money demexd for goods -
withZ the rise in export prices
consumption remains ag^.m wlu.t it
There is of course an incre.se in

current balance of p^ents.

of a fixed exchange rate the solu-
inftcticnary effect in the domestic
±g the same as it would have been

available for domestic

^^^^t the rise in export price
d h reduotion in the deficit) on the
surplus v Ue otejlge in the relative

f%lhioh are ,oth sold as exports and
of .ods --^pro ^

s ch as

«»

at ^gre -.ter rate &s r. consequence
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However it must be noted th-t, if b[ie ,.-,<, -
will be , marked '■ wealth effect". The count t ^ pnces persists, there
plus on current account is the £xciuiiul~H™ !-'T ^ "^ '^lance-°f- -payments sur-
the handr of the centra brnk. These ~t ^ f P pr'per rJ3d other ^Bets in
exporters and other domestic residents^o 21 ^ * liabiliti^ to domestic
exchcnge to the central V,nk ineS^ ' T EU^oses' transferred their
bank has simply changed its portfolio of --ZJ+Tii- rfsnets' In short the
assumption that the money BUoplv condi+in^ + liabilrcies. ITote clso that the
of^ments c^rent B12PpL implies th ^-^ lnfluenced ^ the

of the central bank vi<--*.-•

to
nent consumption. With regar
that an increase in wealth a^d
increase in the residents' 6^7^?
central Ki& or currency board) can sunZ +»,
it havin£ any effect on'sPendi4 Thif'cts
c-sscciated with the increased dfmanc for
Government paper automatically puts re°i
sector. In effect the central W Csues
bani deposits and acquires the T^ '
But, except where a currency ^
matching ona-for^one exchange of dom^tnV
ties just supply sufficienMomestic monevT"*
^^Sf -iCe le- - - - -- anf

' normally one would expect

**!*«* to a oorrespondin,
t2lEt the ^thoritiea (the

f ?e of the authorities

1SSUe °f interest-free

h°ada °f the P^1^
exchanges colnI1ercial

» there is not likely to be a
1^ *****& ^ the authori

nef^/^^^

oTS: ney^r^i-m
in income the authorities will find

that mcome in the form of monev. E^ortfLorn
per cent of GHP over the years 1067 STcv, r
prices of wood and cocoa mainlv incrl°se bv'
l^only 10 per cent, so that with Changed
enjoys an inorease in real income of T
m the terms of trade. If the incre
the Government will be .ble to 1™^^
to aoout one thire of the increc.se in income th
Gh^.. wlll obt,in resouroes correspond in' t'
and would increase the money supply Z 0
ell effect- there uill not be an incase
increase in the demand in the next jlr o
-t^ ^S the money SUPPly ^Ju^^

rh

°f 1D1P°rtS
pSr Cent as

f

thf

^ w^ f°r ^
^^ ^°Ut °ne third °*

c°™Prised approximately 25

\itu^ion "^e the export

Pri°es **>***>
nd ^orte, Ghana

• re°ult of chants

^^ P™nt, then
*".^ ^posits corresponding

"T' th° Gov«™»nt of
PSr °ent °f the inc0™ of Gh.na

This is * ™oe.-and-for •
^ to this

stock e

of the increas; in'Iioo^. "^hat 'wp^s":^00"1 °f

:ris ev!treTt°o ohn\he+fincipies -1 p-tiC:t-jii.. one extent to which there 5q - m--r»v«+ P
"iexe is ^ mcr.cet for domestic debt

of

l

or very

-nance oon,;,ies,
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parcel of the tec system. It is likely thJ.over ti oompetitive markets
highly developed monetary ^teme, -* ^Va^s and terms, art generally in the
for public debt uith appropriate ^terest rates ^ ^ ^^ ^e

^yh^s;rir,P!7°?^ine^fon"inrLSysiS the Government debt ^et m
the non-bank private sector is ignored.

^tiry ^ **
system.e-Jr.nsion of deposits in the b

But lt m,st ,e noted that the central

prevent the mushroom grouth ox deposit J-1-

Central K,ri.c may (a) ch^ge ^.^^^
deposits, or constitute 'special deposits

to the locking system either ^«
r.ttractive for the banks to hold, or by
mercial Ixxl.s will maJce deposits of .^^T
ment which cr^ then use them to buy the foreign
of money in the hands cf the public needs oe no

demanded in response to higher P«™^n*^°^
flexibility on the part of ^.^"^^^e
r.re constrained by lof and custom in wh.t c.n be
b,n:cs in African countries have emerged ,rcm the

and some still follow ourrenoy ^o;^°r°~^5

h2:s

not^in
P—

expansion of

Government securities

interest rates and terms

B. In case (b), the com-

„ aTCila-KLe for the Govern-

^l^ excess. The total entity
«-™ amoimt that it
4!ff««\ ^ oonsiderable

it ie true that many central banks
done. For example many central

currency board systems
coloni practices. In
s expanded in a way that oorreSponds

tic money

Both increased weath and incre

in the demand fcr goods and perhap°

The cnxestion then is to ^e™^
between imports and domestic g

between a quantity expansion and

depend upon: (a) the. ^ent °f
(b) the income elasticity of

rise to en increase

^f^^ AfrioaB oountries.
demand will * distributed

^ latter case, how it will * dxvided
the ^ .^.^ Thi wlU

^ tpode &nd particularly imports;
^°^0°ts E.nd the income elasticity of demand
or imports employment in the domestic

t^m Into employment.
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imported Goods. This is in n^
ported £cods u high since they

consumer Coods. If clTtle l
both coital and

+?

^

end onerous

1B to in°rease the quantity of
l«" of demand forV

™1 some doable

°n ^^ °f

The oentrr.1 'oc^c will receive

thirds of the surplus, 1TBO
money ty the oentrcl LCwit

avrilctle. It will be noted

: in .. technical J8^
The {./

tions in

r " Wl11 °S Spent on ini»rts.
« ^ °Urre?°y *° 'he 6ltent °f this tw°

? S P m°ney 1S equal to

" condi-.

an increase in the ^enerfl priced"

domestic goods by i

-stioally pro-

of

their effects

and truck farJn^ in the underemployment in agriculture

eventually the bcl4e-If
inflation! It ^

the volume of exports, and so

elimin^ed V domestic cost

«. £
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investment and on the demand for money will oe ^ch^ut ^ ^ ^^

of using marketing boards or export monopolies is <- ^V"^^ hc?s been concerned
retention but is not germane to our discussion ne . ..,/ ±QQs cjnd so the

with promoting buffer-rtoo* themes to reduo the v^r - ^^ .
export earnings of primary producers. This is c compx

up in this stxidyD

So fc-x no attention has

process under the assumption of
hility is critical since one of the _
-tic currency is revalued upwards. This
goods, valued in terms of domesti
ported goods using the same ^or.sis of vJu^tion.

would be tc increase the quantity

of exports, thus reducing or even

principle flexibility of exchange ^

ment to the changed price conditions. But „ teu

There is ample evidence that the

ports takes a long time to

extend to some five or

quiirorium is that the domeB

^ domestic price of exported
. ld reduoe the price of inw

In such circumstances the effect
In s ^ ^ ^

_payments surplus. In

and more certain adjust
are in order<

lf^l are felt. 14/ The initial
Averse in the sense that the

or

The dyn^ic effects of adjustment

example, the increased consumption ^ ^

here may talce m£lny years to work out. In
not necessarily exist by which .. country c

^riaB the institutions do
f or in thB short period

J^ 0±1..Tich nr.tions in the
to HigSia, which has a large pro

^t!
of development spending.

The actual Policies of^ricanjtates with respect to exchange rates have

^ntir^
ian din., the .igerian naira,

13/ " Volly Hill, ?luctuations..in .Incomes of

2-k
a Trade, .eidenfeld
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«^u*x«xj.a °f *he second half of the

this pcper. 16/

IV. HOKEY SUPPLY AHD IHPLlTiaff

of the 196J--197O e^^sion of ^ il ?4" * ! W0Uld BXpeCt ™e™?°™ the effects
is7i ^h ;i iSrctt /:Lr£ ?xt s:T:prioes/rm
increased to some 10 per cent per crmw H ri ThM the.r"te
at its 196O-1S70 rate, the infl-ti^£V« th?.eJPansl01' °f ™^y supply persisted
20 per cent, tot there - - „ tj ol ^S73 "°Ul h"Ve °een in the reSion of 17 to
cent) end this J^d"he^^flaUof^™^^ ^<±h ±n ^ (<*°* 7 per

fiction crox-nd 18 to 20 per cent Iv ic?fi rl I J ^t^ t0 See rates of in-
Treamay carry out c defftion L L^'J % ' hoBever> the CeK^''-l Bank and
rates of inflation ^ay L c.verS? ? y SqU6eZlnS the m°ney "'Ply these high

this period' Ihuf^e'r^te^f^^t^^^V ^^ °f
-es of inflation Sit^rSnf^tneS^^^fZ

16/ See the report prepared by SOR. Oluwole Dizon-Fyle
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s^ole 4: Relationship between money^^sup-

"* ply*'ana c^ns'umer price index >n Kei$yc:,

WTsY4

Tear

1967
lr68

IS 69
1970

1971
1972

1973

1974

1 an ^™*\

1,410

1,627

1,939
2,426

2,598

3,029

3,862

4,036

xLy

A*

15-

25 0

7-
16.

27.
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2
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0

■ 9

.4

■ J
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indices
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141.
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e
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0 a v
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"0.
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17-

3
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1

8

8

3

■ 4

Source: HIP International Fina

Statistics,' July 1975•

A* Average rate of growth per cent

per cnnum •

U* Average rate of growth per cent

per nja

high but uncertain rate into 1976.

S^a. is a ,uite different example ^

Kenya, suffered in the 1960s from very rap.d
1964 the rate was 12 per cent, in 1,65 f°°f

^^ In

^ in lg68 atolt X0 per
v t Jf infla1;ion has been rela-

aW 3 Per oent or even leS,

In 1S72| however, there Was a vef rapid rise in^he rate^
mOnev supply (aW 45 P- cent) One would expect ^^^ ^ pp

although not sustained at t^ rat» ape ^ present (January 1975)

S tSihei^^sfiSi^ary forLs^Le appeared ,ut their full strength
has yet to "be gauged.

,e noted that Ohana has had ,uite
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th-—— -—■

per annum. This rate fell to roughly ^ per tonTtnT^C,^ 9 10 Per ^
12 or 13 per cent in 1971. In 1Q72 and ic?f+h + V ' ^ P°Se a^in to ati,ut
to about 18 per cent. ' S73 the ra1;e of ^G^h was further increased

only f^ ^^^^T ^
one would predict that thai^Uon^e^LiroAT ^ ^^ ^U 1975
1973 wculd have a marked effect on the\t7^IT ? m°ney SUpply in W
years. As far as the historical record^ ^ ^ late 1973 and Sequent
events. Consumer prices increased a -^T' ** predictions «e home out by
constant rate of 4 per cen^per annltn t +T ^^ ^ frOm 197° at an *W
price level showed every s^gn^? colr't , V f ^^^ °f 1973' Then the
indexe, for the price of hom^ ^oods whioh ^h^' ,EVldence of thls appeared in the
in 1973, Such price increases^ y^0tSr^^^ o°^2^ P« cent

restriction of the monet^y ^o^th in lo6oic^1 V
ing effect on industrial outp^tin ^S^ ^ f**60*6* tO W a depre
quent years. It will be seen that this effect^ counteracted in subse
production and in mining production which I m 't^T ^ ±he index of i^str
increase in 1972. oauction which WiiS more than made good by a phenomenal

industrial

Index of Index of

industrial mining
-^?°$™$,\on _ m pro_duction

85.7 "qVi"
88.2 92 8

1969 94.4 92;8
1970 loo.O 100.0
1971 103.7 1O2B7
1972 114.9 119.1
1973 129.2 mm\

1}^P,V IMP International
Financial Statistics. July 197s
PP. 272-273. '
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Z.ire provide, ,

the rate o? inflation was at last bought under control

z,ire is interesting, ^oause of the consequences ^

^^«Sa£ et .t clea^degr^eliance^ be
placed upon them But it seem..that the fall in outp ^ supply or to
affected only certain sectors of the economy. htVe

be correct with a money -PP^ --easing at the r^ o^ the price index -
there would have teen only s, relatively smdi

less than 6 per cent.

However more important ^f
increase in Government expenditure on

of the tax collecting system ^ r
growing requirement of

ase in the financial deficit of

han.ing system and so rapidly
fhe S^
expanding the money supply

£One would expect that this ***™£%£ ^heTaS ^fT^l ^retail
ST. in ZWSJZXfp^ent^wevet ^ ». ^h speculative anticipation
"in price rises and the reaction set in the following year.

In the mid-1960s again the authorities

financing and created °fQfid«£^e^?^^Ll-1967. What was
out when there was a substantial devaluat^n ^ ^ ^ thft non_U.___ ^
1S67 was a very large increase m prices in °rder fat ^een ore£^ed ±0 finance
would willingly hold the large amount of money ^™isturbanceSo The revaluation
Government spending during the difficult yearsOI capital from Zaire and so
elso had the effect of reducing the speculative fligft* "/^P^- in 1968 without
the authorities were aUe to expend the money supp y^ ^ ^^ ^^ stabilization

having any substantial inflationary consequenc ; ^al^sociated with a marked

of the growth of the money_ supply in 1^^ ^ .^ ^ q71 thQ infl^ion rate fell to

perhaps of the order of 20 per cent on average.
in l974 to 1S76 ■

m Sudan from 1S67 to 1S71 tl- ^,^
10 per cent a year on the average, ^he ina ^
sider^oly tat was pro^ly on average less th^ 4 per oen
1J72 the money supply was increased by almost AJ per

increased to above 20 per cent.
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The first signs of _

Although consumer prices i., ^, <, liciU
could be ascribed to "making--up" from
crease in prices in "~~-

evidence suggests t:

V. CASK HISTORIES

C_ase _1 -^ Kenya

S- to appear in Sudan in 1S73.

^ ^m S *" 0Mrt' in ^t this
th 1fcreise

' ^ this
year 1?71. The in-

Africa and partly because^n^-if+ +\
Furthermore, fenL en H ^ "^ "
of growth oeX l^t 10 v^i
tion has;oecome a ^ ^^£l%?

nd wealthy nations in

well developed.

s:

tion ll
Ply, particularly n

mate causes must be sought in ^^1,^
induced or at least perfitted to^ppen

°£ °f
" cause-

**

venient for ,. study of inflation is-

deficit - from

-n

Borrowiag

one most oon-

Borrowing

vides the reserves for the mi;1-^1^™ }
fit will te noted, however ttt thpeXPanSX°n f
the loading system with little or no TffZ
persuade the Lnlcs to hold non-reserve de°t

wing from the ix.n!cs pro

the banl.ing system.

*° S°me ^

of Sfh^^^hftr^S^
is a natural growth in the demand for money Sc -use cf tZ T ^ ^ ^
means of payment ..nd as a store of valj^ There i^ °f * +yextension of money as ..
money because of the growth of the economy nd "ElB0.thB lncre£'se ^ ^m.nd for
has grown at the remar'cable VatV"of^ / ', ^ ' ^ SSen' ±he Ken^' scmo^
period since 1565. ^ssoci ted nil +t ° "nd 7 per Oent Per am™ °ver the lonf
tendency, even with givenlevel f ^f+^°f?EB8B in thS demoDd for ^W - the ''
people to held a largefSeoti™ of th.T "? ^^ Bt&Ue prioe conditions for
has called the .-lu^ eSect^f monj lnC°mS " ^ ^ °f
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There are insufficient ^^.-^I^
effects listed atove. However, it is ole.rt g

,nnum eal the addition of the other elements sugg

expand the money supply * a fig-e ^^

per

^ infl

per oent

Borrows fro, the non-^ P^^^
Social Security Fund and other captive markets such
ing Corporation, the Post Office Swings Bank, some

finance corporation,, and various l~l^Zll

oompalies ani some

companies have

ltu and the public authori
where corporations or other

ST^r^l^
institutions he.ve statutory obligations,

BorroWinS fro, -road has .een

and is still expending, ^though it

domestic sources, including ^om the

was ,r^aed above, the ^

commercial banks. Of course, as

of the private sector is
and potentially inflationary

Ind redemptions have to be met.

Table 6;

Deficit 19.0 20.6
21.3 32.4

Finc^ncing

in 7 ca 7 8 7.o 7.1 10.8 10.9 11.5 24.7 H.5 25-3
Foreign loans 10.7 5-4 7-» j- |Q ^ Q#8 1<8 0.5 3-5 7-3
Foreign grants 9-7 9»J- J-5 •>

Domestic long- ^ ^q ^^ 8^ 8>1 12o4 6-? 15.6 21.3 18.9 15-0
term loans

Domestic short-

term loans -0.2 0.2 0.7 5-6

rrowing from 4 c 12e3 7-9 8.4 5-2
toiking sector 0.1 3.8 3.2 0.5 >l «

of Finance* and Plcjming, l(/75)i P- 54
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feature that emerges from the dat i 1^
banking system, especially from lS'7l onwards
source of fiance in the early da™ When1he%4t
operating up to 1S66), but thereafter ^%%
Even the massive expansion of foreign
tadget deficit, which has almost doSled in ve-
budget deficit was financed by forei™ lo^'' 7 f
reached at 67.8 million or 23 per ceS ni T+
increased substantially along h CL
million. * S h " reoord

nced since 1Q65. The main

lianoe on borrowing from the

°°™lneS Were an ^ortant
Currenov Board was still
*°rtf°« ™til 1S7&-1S73.

?~ever> ln 1S7&-1S73 half the
X™1^ "*en the deficit had

f°reign S^*" werel' g S^*" wer
of foreign loans of £E 25.3

T

+\

of the deficit of

^ 197° &Vd 1S73 " was S^P-
°y d°meStic ***»*>' Such
-f gr°lrth in 1S73

the i^h:^^
the central Government - it muSied
ported only partially by foreign oa^
excess demand was pitted againsT B ^l^
perhaps of the order of 3 t p r »
(see table 6 above), m monetorf t term
m the early 197Os t,nd particularly f™ 1 7 1 ,, ^

had not essentially departed frtm^^ princlples^of°the r ^ '^^ ^ autl^«i
indulged in borrowing from the lr*i™ + ! Currency Board and had not

such bonk borrowing IrZ 197tlS7fonwd^Z +° ^ ^^ eXtent" The
-ney stock and, in 1S73, to? t^"

dramatically

yl; en
ment .nd .bout a quarter of the ±B °Ut

,,s been a marked Sc

the

**

publioWhether it brought benefits whic-h madt the inT. ^ ^^ he e'=l^ted here,
urban .reas, less onerous and social halful ^TLT^lT^' ^^^ in
case is impossible to say. The r,rice W»f otherwise have been the
inflation. J S PriOe' however, 1E easy to determine; it was and is

,9Sls± .2 _- ^Ethiopia

Vpr:ent since^^r Se^
relatively slow rate of growth of the ec~ r-re
It may merely be noted at this st^e th- aZ
cf export earnings. UnforWtely^or"hiopi"^T

y or lycniopio, c. la

income and the

SC°P6 °f this s±^-

proportion (about 40 per

i pce
of about 22 to 25 per cent! for other countries
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15 Per cent and have f,llen further m 1S75

Ethiopia's dependence on export ^^^^ZveV
together with the vagaries of i^^/^^n sSngS. Broadly specking, Ethiopia
economy is subject to rather violent short^ B _ ^ m ^

economic growth iB determined oy its ^°£/™soeptions - such as in 1?71 when
dominated by the price of coffee ^et there wer P ^^ more
the rise in non-coffee earnings (largely out not ^ ^.^ ^
than offset the fall in the price of ooffee even ^ ^ generalizatlon

^^STr^^ifa fair approbation.
eelv responded to the state
^ tl±s ^le, however, during
finance spending. However, the
the spending of the public sector

^ oentral ^t. From 1967

/ ? fo 3-5 per cent per annum. But
£tween rates as low as --4-5 -

otBerved there is a negative

with the sise of the balance

in terms of its monetary history,

of its reserves. There K,ve been m^
periods when the authorities have ^
Government has not in general resorted to

by means of loans from the »«nf
t30 ic71 the money supply "
such an average rate covers a

1^^^tlo
of payments deficit on current a

The ,onet,ry authorities

ot m^^unties in the international community.T
The paucity of domestic -sources in Ethiopia gave ris*, In.^

criticism of the limitations on the role of the ,^ing ? rf deposit
It was cxgued that greater extension of credit ^ndth ^^^^ it w,s suggested
ties would ensure the more rapid growth of *e^co my ^^ ^^ ^

that the expansion of the money supply fj'™^^^ low administrative cost, with
Lthorities to supplement their ™^° ^^1^. This may be dubbed the

^" ^rS^ and until recent years it en.oyed some

popularity. #

+w the Ethiopian Government has -oeen right to
There is little doutt, however, ^ ™!L thct the Government will secure co^

forswear such policies. The ^denf *^ests f^\ levels ,pproximately

n,nd over the maximum volume ^^^f.f^^tL price iiL. In other words, xt is
const cart or even allows a slow oetl^ion «rC dually monetized to encourage

especially important in an economy ^,^x ;.._,t311,p ml,(J^rnoTiev. This can —

It
G^r— ^^.^riat/lhe owners of Oover—
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sector financial deficit. Indeed

the great problems of restructuring
more incentives for saving! or revSUtiZ
not to mention the many dminL^ "?
lems more difficlt^t le^ rin
the moment of the exch'n^ r te
dollar was devdued in Zfm'1 in
coffee producers, EthiopifhL no?t USed

f

« « ,o carry

on infle.tiono.ry

use inflation as c. short-term panacea. The
avcJuable check even in a country such
shocks.

*flation
7 ?"*

6 ™e Public

divert a«e^i°n from
finances- « introducing
fin^cial system -

" these proV
^here is

the

competitor
with

™?»*'°*l>°*™n** constraint

fin, lrS^rthrLfl
P^ents on current account i^favou^aSe L
when the balance is unfavourable. T^ needier LT
demonstrated in 1973. The balance of trtv LT
because of the buoyLy 0? e^^ts other tt^co^ ?
the controls end low incomes^? the ^efn T
system and the increased foreign!^"^ '
by an increase in the total money supplv of 4'th
The vast increase in the money supply oott
drought-diminished l m
Pressure of this

balanoe of
}^ T m°ney SUPPliasfenlization policy was clearly

a§nant imports, due to

^ t flooded *e
about matched

1S73 and
f-s

unsuitable form. It would be too

l*ted public debt 1
xoePt in a limited and

°f & fUlly

^0such a proposal are i*^ testing to dlvelop
this survey. The absolute reit ?'

is the nego-

alternatives may be considered
requirements of the ^K

do not exPand

ob T Jhe
0^°usapproaf is

funds. Various ether

the reserve
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earnings. Major changes in re
various marketing schemes

3 — Nigeria

*

—"
virtual price stability

To , very large e^
ncirl discipline exercised y

Sgerla Inherited from the cdonialL
liding principles of tanking end fi
fh flal accosts and not to rely

t n

due to the proper

rd system. The
^ & ^ deficit on

ertension of credit from
was steadily becoming

the
the reserve

l3CJiking system.

This era of stability changed drastic^ ^^ ^
,,,s ooneideraUe dislocation of producti«* ^, was ou^ off from its normal
food in western towns fell as the food-defi°"nt phenomenon only. Prices

f
r

The
civil war caused a large

Government

of
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ofmoney together from 1J68 to ]og<, w^P?v~I ?^e lncre*Ee ^ toth money and quasi_
vxously normal increase of ,W 6 perc^t m^inl^' "U?h ^^ With * P~
period the ratio of the money supply (our— rW ^ '"f^T- During the war

(nominal) increased from 13.2 pefcent to 16%'Per o"nt "^ daP°8itB) tO ™P

bonk seotor^LToSo^rrf^^^^^ in the Private non
1970 end ic7i. It is t locl ™ ^-^ effect on the rate of inflation in

effects are manifest lonJj after thet,r is overf ^ ^^ t±nS™S that thafter thet,r is overf

*****
to 2.8 per cent in 1972, and ^t , I ' w"°UffM down from 16 P» cent
high t f i ^' 1± ^ ^^ in 1S73 Sh

57 to 2.8 per cent in 1972, and ^t , I ff down from 16 P» c
from so high a rats of inflation w^ho'ut 1± ^ ^^ in 1S73" Such a recovery
xn the annals of economic historv ^^^^ d.lfffB +\s ™1 if not (

sures ld " l f ? V the liteli
xn the annals of economic historv ^^^^ .lfffB +\s ™1 if not m(cue
measures already referred to and"the low* f ? V the literaliZation -
during the recovery period. ™C 6COn°m10 P°lioy of *he federal Government

helpedheecovery ^sS increLeifoil^ I~ s 00^'ol, which greatlv
to unprecedented heights in 1S73&" But ?S rL ^^ in 1S?1 °'nd °°*^
tion of on-shore oil production pri ' ff L 1?™^ ° Prlority °* ^he resump
on not only elimina.ted the deficit, °ut in l^Tll' J? ^d±ti°^1 r—«ues from
surplus on its accounts of about 6 per cent f™ ^ "' GoVernmen* enjeysd
,he United kingdom ,„,4 IT^tS?^

^s^^Sgr^^t^or
credit to the Government to financed ,J£ r^^8' d™ *° the e^™i°n of
of credit to the private sectortn i*n -^'l^ th«- »as a considerable expeJlsion
mg good the dislocations and recovery from the ,'rr n PJ?+Vifd ^sources for mak-
rose from S 472 million at the end of 1070 to - 77P° -^ t0 thS priV"te sector
r-te of exp.-naion per am™ of about 28 Jer cent! E " &t the 6nd of 1

hidings of liquid Government

Period ending ^^ ^^
Guideline target 20.0 Q V '*' "" " *
Actual rate 44,? ^ "
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n , filed It is therefore not surprising that success cad
,.nd most have generally failed. ^ is control the expansion of

not follow the authorities' eff°rt*' f'^down remarkably to some 15 per cent,
credit was given up in 1?72. **■ ^™*Si0 issuHirectives a^out the desired com-
The Central Bank has, however, continued to issue di ^ ^^ the
position of credit - emphasizing "productive .nd uti J ^ oonspiouously
Lount of commercial use. ^y«-ts^o not ;Pp^ ^^ happened

successful, although it is df^"*°sPr This experience stresses again the dif

t f,n -in the rate of inflexion was the
One main expiration of the Phenomenal fa11 in the^r ^ ^ ^.^ ai_

resilient ^ount-Toack of Hige"^ after the end ol > the Wl output ex-

tions of exceptionally high "fl=*10^; "1^73 GDP at constant prices expanded
panded very rapidly, and ™J££^V££™* supply ^ at 12.3 per
£y 0.4 per cent per annum. Over the s^me P"i } nevertheless, the
cent Per annum (c^asi-money at nesxly 20 P^ent per ^^ ^^ ^

overhang of money from the greatJ»^^^^ of output was completed in
that the recovery from the »f.;^ep^^L Sgan to assert themselves again m

Honetary expansion has «>oeler.ted

cent in 1ST1 to 24-8 per cent m 1974.
money stock has been a consequence of -

accent (settlement tesis). ^.f
nil sales at very high prices, has
°lfss if such a^igh rate of monet^y expansion
the Higerian economy grows at around 10 perJ^
the infreased —ti.ation of the economy

of the war from some 4-5 Per
^J^ the reoent exponsion in the

ce rf payments on private

reserves, largely through extensive

^h the monetary system. Heverthe-
. , ^ the real output of

oo^ntinued ^ ^

» tdstate increase in
12 per cent

upP!r 4i.rs
taJen to contain its effeot.

To a large extent this

he ;0rld as a fhole. The f^
Smithsonian devaluation, lout since then

dollar and sc has depreciated ^J^

SSSSS
1C72-1973.

less

the

has maintained parity with the
European currencies (except steri-

i:ion from the rest of the world in
of imports increased 16 per cent xn

r
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ravages of the world °f

ezport

of protection from imports rM r ri " ™ ^ hf'Ve.Sro™ UP ^-^ ^ umbrella
Thus the import-substitution industrierlXr^ ^ h
in opposing any revaluation, anTlhis wo ifLt °
ests. Choosing somewhat more domestic inflation * ^*™*™- f°-e of inter-
the alternative. There ere however mZ ^ probably thought better than
authorities. The first is the re! tive Sff ' T^ 6XplOTinS for the Mgeri.n
domestic inflation. It may be —TtCllt T'\ ^ reValuation =°»>P^ed with
distortion of capital markets ^nl^he U i rev^^ ld h
Similarly, it would not hav hafany effeoHn III
sistence and non-market sector q^L^i ?
mother stimulus tfefficient c'omestic ind,,^ "
liberaliZi!.tion measvn-es from 1070 ™° 1^
difficult one-at-e-time op«4i™ S' f
fait accompli. Thirdly, it Is not
measles ,,ould be. In so f,r ,sImported f h ^
is likely to be in favour of tS ™™ ? f°UM
would have reduced the^Ldf-il pro^itf "■ "
for r^y cf Nigeria-se^orts Z° ?" °oof"ned
effects" of a retaliation ™uld have" bo'rne ^'
tioul..r the urban poor i^lS

the a

Pd with

^ "ould have involved much less

mouetization of the su>.

?U ^ Pr°Vided ^et
t0 tkt Provided by the
Motions in tariffs is ,..

effects of the two

leSB' the ^distribution
he™°-> the revaluation

the increases in world prices

°" ln

SI3S-
the competitive edge of irigeri^s WiH™ i

that revc.lu.tion is an alfernative" to such inflation.
itself

"1 Leone

1S72 Hat ^rSrieKr i^ f
actual declines'to rate over 10~cen
tudes of the main industrv in the ™ +
a marked effect on"h llV^ {
of institution!, Lt 8°

tions reflected the vicissi-

^ This iniuetry exerts

the

, over the years l?6l to 1S?2 was of
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index, -rhile good harvests depressed the price.

food prices w,s particularly marked - some 13 to V, per ?°n & t and assuffi_
seems likely that, given *e high component of food an th« ^ ^

inG that other prices did not fall d^°f^^ ^dence available on the
rising by perhaps 10 P^ °ent. .W inflationrat7has increased to perhaps as

^^r^^ii^ with much caution until furtherm^^

verification is available-

The monetary history of Sierra Leone showed

the e.xly 1960s to 1S68, indeed there was a ^
(money and quasi-money) to GHP in 1S67.
thereafter and continued to expand at a

period of high ^

increased modestly

in 19T0 and 1971,

^ the expansion

money stock.

there was a dramatic improvement in Gov-

was thereby reduced. The private sector

year o

One would expect tha, this more rapid^xpansion of

sideratle inflationary pressures in 1,75 ^ 1^.
propensity of the private sector to hold

even currency. This arises tec»eJt f

taste for holding ^YsTr-nsfent only anfS
a demand for currency is transient only, ™-

and there is every likelihood that ^

srs.

if

quasi-money and

appears to have a distinct

But it is likely that such

demand continues to *e high -

o be a commodity much m

^^r^uid .alanoe, will be
reproduced goods or imported goods.15

^T official price indices were .ased on^^J^
1961 for low-income-group f^1"8' ^ ^P°ere afsooiated with the increased price

^ im^ti ^ rartl/rthr^s: ^riPprices and partly to the devaluation of
the Leone, which was pegged to sterling. ^Aov, after

W Hote that the price of diamonds increasecI 60 per cent m 157^,73,
havini been more or less stable since the early 1960s.
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As one might have anticipated, the expansion of the money supply in 1973 was
associated with a sharp turn towards an -unfavourable balance of payments on current
account. The gross capital requirements for the balance of payments are more than
three times as large in 1974/1975 as they were during the years 1967/1973.

.SF,°ss finance requirements for

Animal (millions
averages of Leone)

6J&/
Current account deficit 14 46

Amortization 4 jj_

Gross finance requirement

for the balance

of payments 18 57

, —.-.^^.^ =-»j.-—riiri^rir-rr-.~~ " -& *"-"»»-" Yearbooks

(Washington, International" ItoWt'ary"¥ur5L7,*'various
issues, and estimates by the author.

Thus it is likely that domestic credit expansion will continue to be high. Of its
effects much will depend on the extent to which the deficit is financed by aid which
does not require repayment, and the extent to which resort is made to ordinary private
capital which will require requiting by exportables. Such financing will give rise
to a merely transitory improvement in the rate of inflation, since the movement in
the balance-of-payments deficit will have only a once and for all effect, as reported

One method of reducing the impact of inflation and still providing the finance
for development so much needed for the country is to ensure that savings are re
tained in the country and suitably mobilized for development. Inflation has made
this task doubly difficult because the rates of interest in nominal terms were fixed
during the period of stable prices, and are clearly too low compared with either the
advantages of acquiring real assets or the rate of return to be obtained by lending
abroad. For example, the rate of return on savings deposits and post office savings
bank deposits was only 4.0 per cent. Furthermore, the cartel structure of the bank
ing system ensures a very large spread between borrowing aad lending rates. Large
blocks of lending are placed in Treasury bills and in Government stocks - mainly by
the banks, who find it profitable to take deposits at zero (demand) or 4.0 to 5.0

Per cent ^^ ^ G°Vernment s"tocks ^ ^ effective rate of between 11 and 15

There is some possibility that the inflation may continue at a somewhat high
rate in Sierra Leone over the period 1975-1977. The ^^ problems ^ to find

ways of ameliorating its effects by avoiding the distortions to which it will give
rise both m the distribution of incomes and in the discouragement of development
and enterprise. We have touched on the problem of savings and interest rates. The
other major problem is to ensure that Government revenue is made as inflation-proof
as possiole. This can be achieved by switching from specific duties in the tariff
1° 47iiP«J5 scales (it will be noted th,.t import duties count for a substantial
fraction of Government revenue), and by revising excise taxes onto an ad valorem
basis. It is most important that the authorities should not try to hoTd "downlae
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prices of goods by subsidies - such as the rice subsidy which was recently with
drawn. Although introduced for the most laudable reasons of trying to protect the
poor from a reduction in their standard of material well-being, such a policy will
be counter-productive. It will discourage the supply (as was found in the case of
rice), give rise to greater imports, increase the deficit on the current balance^
of payments and increase the borrowing requirement of the Treasury, Such borrowings

will be generally financed by increasing the borrowing from the banks, so increasing

the money supply and exacerbating inflationary pressure.

The great problem for Sierra Leone's financial and fiscal system is how to en
sure thet the reforms needed to mobilize capital, to increase the elasticity of the
revenue and to reduce the amplitude of the effects of foreign trade on domestic
money supply and demand are carried through without either inhibiting the growth of
reel output on the one hand or encouraging the explosion of persistent inflation on

the other. These problems require more detailed study than can be accorded to them

here.

5 r, .

Zunbi<? is a dramatic case of an economy which is considerably susceptible to
the fluctuations in price of a single commodity - copper. Yet copper is also the
foundation of Zambia's wealth - with a GFP per_capj,ta in 1971 of £355, Z-mbia has
one of the higher standards of material well-being m the continent.

From 1964 to 1969 GUP in real terms grew at about 17 per cent per annum - but
most of this increase was due to the favourable turn in the terms of trade caused m
turn largely by the rise in the price of copper. The tide «d dramatically at
the end of 1970, and copper prices fell by about 30 per cent in 1971 ajid 1,72, this
fsll w.,s compounded by a decline in output caused by the flooding of one of the mam
mines. GHP per^Pjrba declined by more than 15 per cent over the two years-

From 1973 through to 1974 the upturn in the price of copper dramatically
chanced the country's finances. From the average value in 1972 to the first quarter
of 1974 the price of copper more than doubled, and it continued its rise through to
VSsr 1974. The tide has now decisively turned again as the world slides into a de
pression - and the price of copper has slumped from £1,500 in May 1974 to 480 xn
January 1975. In March 1975 the London price (£540 per tonne) was well below the
values of 1^69 and 1970, and only 20 to 25 per cent above the very depressed values
of I071/197L (Note that since there has been a world inflation and an even greater
inflation in terms of sterling, this represents a real price in 1975 which is some

what less -then that in 1971A972.)

The price of copper reacts back on to the economy in two ways: first, a reduc
tion inthe price of copper reduces Government revenues and so increases the borrow
ing requirement of the public sector; secondly, it reduces the amount of *omes^
money fawachae) in the hands of the public since there are reduced foreign exchange
receipts to be exchanged against Kwachas .nd so there will be a smaller rate of
growth of the stock of Kwachas (or, if allowed, the foreign exchange holdings of non-
public bodies). Correspondingly, an increase in the price of copper will give rise
to b smaller public sector borrowing requirement (or even a surplus of funds to in
vest) and an increase in the money supply of the non-bank private sector.
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" iSrSJ t0 SSe th£t the balmoe of P^ents effect wins in

tOv1S7i tte, °Vera11 °<"""™»nt deficit changed from a surplus of
Kwachas to e, deficit of 160 8 m-iTii m^^ • &ux^±us OI

°riticif tte Cover^ent for adopting such a pol

lllll
With rL^4i0f^lii+^ riticif tte Cover^ent for adopting such a policy

illllllS

f
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2S per cent. To meet the inflationary finance of 1971 there was therefore
improvement of real GHP due to the favourable turn in the term, of trade.

dramatic

The to which a country such as Zambia

ISi
*e sun: zt l::^^^ ^~r ex~on~na~is^r

.hen there is a l^ge ^al^ce--of-p,:yinents suxplus, «ad this is nox

have effects much later when the balance of payments has

into deficitD

are (i) the treaty

112 ?%£?& ^^!^&^l^i^r r
IC73! It ^believed that the rates cf interest have been raised, but there

as yet no confirmation of this).

of the so-celled "imported inflation"

xn where

dangers of so doing.

High interest rates ^^

^tart^h^the^r^rtwelve,, so that
Llders. This can be achieved by combining 1 m nts
security. As remarked above, one of the most sui d there should

::^arr
ative signature of a main international banking hcuse.
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s

-

+eCPerienoed » hi«^r r^te of inflation tlu.n ,..nv other

s

then 55 per cent of tL
portent minerc-1 e-Dorts ^.rf +'-,»,/! f (
Z,ire eoono^y ha len sd in r cent ye" Tf

and .re also im

of °°PP«)-

.

tions system. Thi^oonMned with expensive oonmnmic

ear_y

ry pressures were taing felt throughout the period.

After missive inflationary surce fr-nm k^v + „ nn^o .
50 per cent, the inflation r-te rp++^S T I ? 9 ' at u ra1:e of more ±h^
of S +n 8 ™ + °n r"te settle(i doxvn to £■ much more modest rote of incre^P
ot ^ to « per cent per crmvia to 1071. But rs ± 7-,mhi - +^ 1 I increase

in l?7O.l?71 took its tell ^ the inflction ™- - '' ^^p of copper prices
rising to seme 16 per cent in 1073. In spite u±

prices in 1^4 (see cDove) there is evidence thr,-
^ to 30 per cent and it n^ still be continuing,

+ ' sl™P of c0PPer pri
rr'*e ^creased to a^oout 15 per cent,

Moeler"ted

£
copper prfces

tedi^vt
ry savings were approiiim^ely 23 per
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oent of revenue. ,ith the balanoe of

much investment flooded in.
and

The crunch. oa.Be in lf71 after t*

export earnings from copper fell cy 20
still increased about IS per oent .nd there
This continued into 1S72 m spite of ^
(incident,lly a sign of the -eft-

SDRs. At the end of Fe^uary

suffered ,11

reduction in reserves.
.. ^ ^ Bur kets

t^ountry) Ld. drawing-down of
the -^^^ , Q mil^on _

ser remarkable rapidity with

^ ^ °f -ing profligate d^ing the boo, years

a collapse of its finances.

™^+ ~wi flr-stic. Total ourrerrt expends
The reaction of the Government «.prompt ^nd dr.stxc.^^ ^ ^ ^^

ture for 1^72 was cut below (about oent below eg were met. Eew tax
central control was introduced to ensure that °^ t reveme. ImpOrt
me.,Sures uere introduced to curb imports ^d *° ^e; ^ ^ ^ re^ire_

surch^ges cad other restrictions °* ^itL Sfioult to fault the basic strategy
ments for foreign exchange. In summary it ^« on gome of the detaxls;
of the Government's policy, ,-lthough ^ ^ftirtrodtle a devaluation rather

^^S^rrfregions over the repatriation

arrt-Jigements.

Whatever the policy adopted, ^

able. The reduction in the volume of
the extensive borrowing from the banking

money supply by more than 23 per cent in

tto home1iark
consequent exp^sion of the

that inflE.tion would continue

tfae peserve position ■-

t ,178 milU

SeHlumpSg t^^
in the fourth quarter of 1972.

The situation was changed

1O7, ny the boom in the price of

limes the price in 1572. ^™
payments position, there exe

Ltic improvement. Foreign
money supply as ^^^^
bank deposits. Towards the

^cond^arter, reserves rose to ,178

in 1973 and the early part of
^^ the peak, was more than three

copper, which, "e ^aeioe on the balance~of-

£l belief that there was a dra-
very rapi!ly. But so did the

^ t the berfcs or accumulated in
deposits were almost twice the size

fZle than four-fold. This vast ex
rates for many months and even

p

years to come.

To add .ore troubles to the situation the^ice of^^^^
1S72 level (in real terms) during 1?74; Ag-« ^^ one half of the level in
By the end of October 1?74 reserves were f^^lOTroving from the Bank of Zair,
Jtme 1974. The Government seems to h.ve «BOrte of ^ ^ olaims on
in order to finance its spending; in the f1rst se ^^ WQ million

Government in the portfolio of the ^ ; r^ was closed except for first-

^sTrisLfanl ^Si %£rJ£ browers coul
not get credit.

was closed except for

other former borrowers, could
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eocncmy - m terms of its existing production and its

as the faith of 'the intern ,ti"onal

^ -h —intensive

Steady rates of inflation are however, not the rule in Afric

thus le^vic

oove) Fjid ensuring very ler.-

^^ h-s caused so much difficulty,

VI. THE CONSEQUENCES OF UHPUJFION IN AFRICA

The effects of inflation on the st..ndr.rd of materiel well--tei™, the

; s-

to oe , rapid rcte of price inflation for some time before the rate o -.
prices eventually begins to decline. cii,,nge

cs uncovered e. lc.rSe csaouni of e^penditoe which n>ust te fi^ced^to
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these effects on

■

to qua

quantified or not.

Subsistence ^sector

African countries still have

ing the farmer grows his oxm food
TiLLTket in a 1

services,

the inflation was p;
ted op

1

in

infX.tion o^ot .e

to such causes

in the Central Bank of

food price rises to outstrip

W£B tne characteristic trend of

The price of rice^

in United States dollar terms)

in prices. (Similarly there

.g^ +^!he successful operation of OPEC,
prxces du^ tc^.^"^1 to ls74) ^ the

to b^ period. The prioes of

so,e 15 to 20 per cent (all

, • -, ^n tht to the extent to which subsistence sectors not merely
It is clec.r, ..hen, tn./t to tne e^e surpius for menufaotured goods,

supplied their o,m food but djo traded ; smell surplus ^ differ

they need not h.ve suffered end ^^^^^l^e subsistence crop is
ctes of price incre.se. In most of ^c^ v bably has not

relative to the price of manufactures.

srs
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the

of

-*7 t0 emphasize> however, that a relatively more rapid rise in
" T " nec^Ss^ *°*™ <* inflation. The rise T

^
°rOp er&ins

^ct gro,, cash crops ouch ,s

-ve suffered consideral3ly. The price

oil ..s well as subsistence food will be induced to e^o 4

^3 Tut when the price boomed in

the /p ^ the d°"-^i= Price at first about 80 dollars a ton L »
ton +llV +! ^.^s" m 1974, when the world price went up to 550 dollars
ton, the domestic pnoe w;-s kept do™ to about 300 doll rs - t™ ??+>, t 1
incentives have been increased, they are consider^ ^ tt ^hose th"f
result from the application of world prices.

:fss

Il.rket _t;^riculture

^ ' g ™d °^ othe^to^^dlt e
+ producers and more recently rubber farmers, have suffered

the ™ f10S m+°VemSnts- ^ain one must not generalize too readily! Sion
"e°e?fec°tSs o"" "rir"6"1^130^^ *" PW a oo^idara^^^..e effects of world price changes on the domestic farmers One

^iiTf0: ioomgerr-- T^e prioe of mseri- ^°-«s°i: i^Ht,11.52 for 100 pounds in 1972 to 132.68 in the first quarter of 1S74,

The Va{eine case eone", (mimeo) Oxford, 1;74
Anti-.gricultural bias in west .tfric
d
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almost three-fold. The *****

s rjr3
and so ona

t thai; the main "beneficiary of
The net result of these arguments is to s^|^ive prices ha,s "been the marketing

the favourable revenue effects of the rise in r <-, marketing

Sards, at one remove, «^^nT^ in^T^cn ardent for "
o±ten t^en oa - ■ the efficiency of i

3uoh meting .oard

tion of foreign exohcnge 1,y the

domestic money supply. Indeed,

houever

o? a meeting taard would
disposal of the

^T^en^ftm S of inflation, the Government
the expense of the Priv,te eeotor.

of income in

The next question is the -nse.uenoes on the

tl tor «"f^£f^^
The nex q

the agricultural seotor. f
evidence is ^ils^le suggests th

himself to take the brunt of the mam osc^
response in ,oth the.^vel «ovment ^nd
with reasonable specialization in .. ^trict

native employment and a depression in^he

to a reduction in the ^ondfor \^' ^B\
rulrter with a reduction m the margin.1 trees t^pp
the labour costs for tapping. Uterno.tiveiy xm ^
matioally - as in 1573 - the tree °»ne- »ould w^t to t p ^

e f-tor castri. ^

"expected tendency for the farmer
^ prices. But there is also a.

^in the Htlge rate. Generally,
f^ opportunities

produce will soon give rise

j^ f|p e:LCJnple, in the case of
™ & _'it is simply not worth paying
pp ^ ^^ plges

decreplt

matioally

trees and would pro^lolv

to t p ^ ^

matter since there are so many

in this survey.

in general, one would Pro,aUy ^
particularly the form of it in food and
extent benefited the agrioul.ural sectors
dramatic and important exceptions - po.rticul.xly m

ru"b"ber •

aether this has redistributed

cult to ascertain. Much farmmg for

^^af

There are, however,

raore reoently m

may *^ ^ ^

,e modified or consider,^ delayed.

poor

It is pro^bly the case that the section of
inflation are those least r.Ue to^ stand it -
subsistence arrangements to fall oa

^-alization. (For example, many

normally engaged^on

perhaps even a permanent

are many exceptions to this

belong to c. nuclear family and

g and planting and harvesting

-ason in the hope of piling up

)
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+ n lo ^.^S*8 f the landless urban poor food bulks large, and such food hi*
tteirUStv°n 'h £" mCJket>, " 1S ™de-tandable «** many Governments see it

^n!?! ^ y' f*!" CJ1 ex2edlent Poli°y ^° Preserve social order, to subsidize
staple foods, or introduce price control to reduce the effects of deprivation on

i™ rT Prr;, " SSemS d°UbWul thBt tMs is the l3est way of deling with the prob
lem. Clearly the reasonably well off also profit by such subsidies - Including for
example the farmers for market who, by producing palm kernels for export, may thfre-
oy ootam cheap labour through subsidized food. To relieve urban poverty if, how!
^ drifHo tiC ^^ ™"e' -ch -lief as is afforde/also creates
Hi IS + !? " tte teJle °f so "ex* developing countries. Probably
the oert way xs to ensure that the jobs in rural areas are more plentifully avail-

al employment

+hl, H iS imP°rt^ ^ emphasize that, with food prices rising relatively faster
than the average rise m prices, the urban poor suffer worse tL* any other secSo

of iSlPt?on Z •** tMB rf1?^1™ SffeCt iS °ne °f ^he -S indict^nts
+!,, + 1On ■"' ^d 1S esPeci^ly damaging to those who claim that inflation redis
tributes resources in favour of the low-income classes.

.ot ^^^^ t0 reg!flate ^ Pr,ice °f focd grains below the free market level have
not oeen conspicuously successful. (Such attempts have been made in many countries
in the region, and it would be invidious to distinguish them on the jdZHf

Sf ^rLt UCCeSSn ^teVer *** W°Pd ± thl ^
(a) Evasion and the difficulty of policing such arrangements. Food grains

1 come irom a wide variety of sources and it is very difficult to e

Lf?^ faction is sold on the controlled market at prices which^rTwell
below the value they would commend elsewhere;

(b) "Free-marketeering" (sometimes called black-marketeering). In many case-
the c^ount sold on the "free market" far exceeds the amount sold ft controlled
prices J

ir, ^i?)- ^c-tioning °r q^ueing for allocations. Again there are great difficulties
in administering such a system and ensuring that there are no elements of corruption.

All the evidence suggests that such methods of control are at best ineffective and
at worst positively harmful as much in relieving urban poverty as in ST^S
farmers have an incentive to produce and market their produce.

J?rowth

since
*-s a widespread view that inflation would help industrial development

_ would stimulate savings, increase profits at the expense of wages, stimu
late investment, expand employment, and so generate growth of the industrial sector,

ix is a iiign—productivity sector, will ccuse eit\ iwro-'cs -ivi +>!,= t>-,+~ *■

^ovrth of the total economy. 24/ One suspects that this view wast soc\ated"i4
the well known observation that economies tend to grow more rapidly in a boom than

24/ For an excellent critical account of the various theories see "Origins and
development of inflationary trends in African countries (impact on their Sfwth)"
presented at the Seminar of the Association cf African Central Banks held in Addis

Mgerif ^ 1S74 ^ thS EeSear°h DePartment °f tte Central Bank of
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(a go--g
s;

slightly less than those economies --such .s the

has enjoyed substantial P™' ^^* " ^^ in recent years give,

The re,oons which hr.va ,een produced to show that inflation is favouraUe to
investraen-t m^y "be summarized as follows:

(c.) Inflation redistributes income in favour of profits;

00 lnfl,tion thereby increases the "resources available for investment";

(o) The high profits of demand pull raise the expected profitability of

investment0.

+hp T.p^i burden of «?ett. benefiting the entrepreneur
(e) Rising prices reduce the re^.1 burcen 01 l.c ,

c,t the expense of the rentier 5

(f) Uith inflation ^ demand pull there is a strong- incentive to innovate.

+ ~ +>vi<a «V"^e" is the experience of many European
Probably the best answer to this c..se 1^1 T_ the recent inflation

countries - the United Kingdom and Italy in p^rtxcui.x

The points may be taken in turn;

(O Profits ,s a share of national income dropped

!» in 4e United ^^^J^^^^
largely in favour of certain .cey

the expense of industrial profits

(,) The resources available for .nvestoent ^

trial investment on tho ^contrary, xn the Un^

sector e.ployees and at

their v:ay into indus--
^^ ^ there has

prQperty oompanies; the

in.est.ent;

( \ -^ ^ Inflation reduced the expected rate of return si
(+] ^nticLted that the Government would introduce price cc

correctly anticipated xncj 1rtC,eo,,. -Pn-ntherrnore the rise in l
ensure that investment only made losses ^thermor otherT,ise healthy
l:oth dramatically sudden, very sharp, and most d^.gmg

enterprises;
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in any case there would Bo \ fefpro^ectslf
as soon as the inflation gets under way;

caused

estimated

aW such a

not

Z

T/"*«*«*
°h-acterlstic ;

on long-term debt

over-

for disagreement

moving into decline - £

i^o TndV
respect to developing

.Inflation end distortions

t

.25/ ii-jji., Po 41,
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assets, and

currency. Again this was

primarily toclc the form

2r-F'
esoudos

deWe payments etc., but
tlTlttettlltrZlll and other Lrd currency

£^^^^1 LcrLLg money supply2 ^
(in nominal terms)

avcil^ole. The incidence of such assei; holders; the

he .ill tend

to loe partly

particular negative real rates) are capital resources.

SS3
in the industrial and agricultural sectors

The sreatest distortions,

of energy ajad resources.

Government and the national ^dej

iilll
inflation does te^oe^sh e %«^±£\££^ anticipations of _
often even more fP1^^^^^0^ ^ observed that it does not extin^xsh
future higher rates of inflc.tionj. 11; imex denominated in another
deot held by foreigners since such deot will normally

currency such as dollars, German marks, etc.
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to

good uay to start a^pro^r capital m°Lt!

Some j^luding thoughts .an inflation end redistribution

°f iS

off while those in the

the rich, it will

who e.re engeged in pr

others with finano4

-tivell rZ^ I
inlreose the inc^T "t
g I T ™ S°me

worse

Government will eventpelly ftad

smaller quantity of resources tt7 resources t

f be elim^ted. Indeed, the

no! ft °f PaPld inflrfio^ "
could under more stable conditions.

is quite arbitrary and in no way rewards
either rich or

VII. CONCLUSIONS

h™eVer> th^ the redistribution
Pushes the undeserving,

thread "^^ion gener' ly "
money at a more rapfd Ztl ih^T
increased required t^holdtone
the economy, m other words the
oause - of inflation is Too Lrll
demand for it. a

******

I ?f" i
** shown one common

inCreaSe in the suPPly of

increase°in supply

monetarization of

money relative to'the

In some cases there is a mjlced reduction in re'l c^fut 7- 5°™tly Un
civil war, or perhaps some n-t^-p-l ^-+ + \ / P -rising from disorders,
drastically o»d suddenlv reduce cutout Bi^f (+S-l°h '$ ^^ °f )
commercial life is charLcteri tic cf^ch e^t" 0"te°n T
in Government revenues and a sharp increase in t°he level of
simultaneous reduction in the demand for m ne" d\ t TSe Lll^/f^
reinforced >y doubts about the value or even "surviv 1 f PUt " Prol^oly
need of Governments to borrow from fh*\Z^ SUTV1^'1 of a currency - and the great

The

djustment cifficulUes it entail y and all the
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Such states of civil

temporary in character in Afric. |^,fn
South-east Asi.,)- ^he mflction tends to

authorities reduce their e f
talanced (or nearly talked) budgets

upof liquidity ^^Z^
will -trice place a£ter the g

ties ,e nearly^ to nor,1 Jhe re

to

l

provided that the monetary

. ¥evertheless the taild-

rapid rise in prices which

s\f the public authori-
place after the events
^ such .^ J ^^^

^r alhre^than the persistent iflotions th^t have = f ^
m^v countries in the ISlOs. Ororth with s^e °^£^ly^™ Pigeria, the civil
regkned. Indeed, in the most string case of r covery, th.t of ^ , ^
«c.r seemed to Toe only en interruption in the norm^ ^ ioe level als0

level of output ..dvanced^ ™lZZ^n*^^1^^^ demand for
rid^Sihe1,,^ "lify Pursued ,y the federal Govern.ent restored
and confidence in the cvirrency).

price of certain important exports means th QOTerment is driven

torro,, abroad.) Conversely,

r-
the oeSral Dank (or

will T» a dcnger the money su

inflation effects of such an expansion clveTraaen± is desperately

advantages of specialization cjid trade.

There is no ready-made and e sy solution

inflation on the switch-oaclc process It ^
useful to develop delot markets th^t would en

liquidity during the ^'^
of markets for public

confidence, skills ^

relationships ^

although highly

sense

eB to mop up excess

development

long time to generate

g nc^es! In n4.ny cowries
that the rate of interest is
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extent, from Europe. Since the countries of

the domestic current ^°
did indeed take place, buTlt
it was never eno^io offset

-US- 5

in this

, to some

^ °°ntin— -PP-oiation of
f°™*rieB a certain appreciation

real rescurces

have been well assimilated.

of fcod affects the ^b,n poor

poverty. Similerlv there i 7^

5 L ?'

^

TheSe lessons *<>

serious problem of urban
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It is li.elv th,t inflexion will
or some months in most Africa countries the

monetary systems.

p-red with those in the various developed countries of the world, Africa

Sliiiiill
iS60s uhen deficit spending T»of» ^°^^ ^^at^stio welfare progra.Mne.
fincnoe the Vietnam involvement .-s well ..s the eM ^^ ^

Until 1S73 none of the developea cowries^" ^~ income traded inter-

a;nOt hie the great c,,v,nt,ge of a sophist^^^^^J "of iSiatll^
authorities in Africa coped reasomloly well with the gr«« ^ ls7Os.

the world must be held to he partly responsible




